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ON THE COVER
Trees tell timeless tales on the library lawn
and across this beautiful campus. Read more
on Page 20. Photo by Larry Burgess.

The hammock and sheet fit in a suitcase, but it’s unlikely anything can contain the excitement for
a new year at 57 Woodland Ave. Photo by Stephanie Lefeld ’13.
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Living the faith
On a steamy Sunday morning in August, I walked into Shanghai’s St. Ignatius Cathedral for Mass.
The church’s pews overflowed with 2,500 parishioners, so I stood quietly along the back wall, marveling at the
sight of faith in action in China. I was surprised by the number of young people worshipping.
Earlier that day, I spent an unforgettable hour with one of the oldest Catholic bishops in the world in his apartment in the cathedral. Jesuit Bishop Aloysius Jin Luxian, 96, is an inspiring figure, the most influential Catholic in
China. About two decades ago, he traveled to our campus to talk about his experiences in China, a Communist country with a checkered relationship with the
Vatican. Even now, his stories hold so much
power.
Bishop Jin, who’s still spry and energetic, spent nearly three decades under house
arrest, in re-education camps and in prison
in his native land. Yet, he never lost the
faith.
When he was released from prison in
1982, he discovered that St. Ignatius Cathedral, the church where he had been ordained, had been turned into a state-owned
grain warehouse during the cultural revolution. The once-stately church had been
vandalized, stripped of its magnificent
Gothic spires and stained glass. Today, the
cathedral’s grandeur has been restored after
China began allowing the practice of religion again. Estimates put the number of Catholics in China at 12 million to
15 million, and that figure is growing.
Bishop Jin is not part of the so-called underground church in China. He lives openly as a Catholic priest under the
Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association and promotes dialogue with both the government and the Vatican. The Vatican
recognizes his ordination, and he’s made a number of important reforms, including receiving permission to celebrate
the Mass in Mandarin instead of Latin.
We talked about faith, what it means to be a Catholic in China, and the role the University of Dayton can play in
the future. It was such a positive, uplifting conversation and, for me, reaffirmed why we’re establishing a physical
presence in China through the University of Dayton China Institute in Suzhou Industrial Park (P. 26). As a Catholic,
Marianist university, we’re here, ultimately, to spread knowledge and live our faith. In the spirit of our Marianist
founders, we are builders of community — whether we’re celebrating Christmas on Campus or working with engineers around the globe to solve problems.
We don’t shy away from our identity. Our logo is featured prominently on the outside wall of the China Institute,
which will include a center for showcasing our Catholic, Marianist heritage. Suzhou Industrial Park officials plan
to build a Catholic church within the ultra-modern, sprawling park, and I believe we can play an important role in
helping the church realize its social justice mission in China.
I left China inspired by a bishop who’s living the faith.
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LETTERS
‘So proud of the girls from
116 Lawnview — five girls,
six degrees, four years.
Great job, ladies!’
— Patty Hanes, Liberty
Township, Ohio
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
When I graduated in 1955, I stood on

My attention was drawn to the article

the steps of the NCR auditorium and looked

by Matthew Dewald, “Land of Possibili-

these people I will never see again,” and it

UD campus was 1962. On the last week-

around at the grads and thought, “many of

made me sad instead of glad that the four

years were over. They went like a nanosecond.
—ANN LYONS BLAESER ’55

›››

DAYTON

In 1970, when it was time to bid fare-

well to my beloved UD, I sat on the porch
of our house at 309 Stonemill sobbing like
a baby.

—JAN MILILLO MANCUSO ’70
NEWTOWN, PA.

Watching our son graduate Sunday was

such a wonderful experience. We met at
UD, were married in the chapel, both kids

were baptized on campus and now our son

has graduated from the same department

as his dad. We have truly come full circle
as Flyers.

ties” [Winter 2011-12]. My last time on the
end of July 2012, my opportunity to see the

progress of the University of Dayton will be

accomplished by attending the Common
Bond reunion.

Congratulations on bringing profes-

from udquickly.udayton.edu

—JENNY WHARTON DAVIS ’89

sionalism in an exemplary manner with
your outstanding publication.
—MATTHEW T. HILLEN ’56
DADE CITY, FLA.
Ed.: Read more about Common Bond on Page 13.

ME AND ALI
Your cover story “Muhammad and Me”

[Summer 2012] was both enjoyable and
personal. While my two brief encounters

with Mr. Ali were nothing compared to
the author’s rich experience, when Michael Gaffney, referencing how Ali made

people feel, said “Muhammad made them
proud of who they were and dared them

KETTERING, OHIO

to dream and hope,” I could not help but

We celebrated our third and final UD

ing in Philadelphia assisting individuals

graduation this past weekend. How quickly
a decade of fond memories passes. You go,
Maxwell girls!

—JOHN MAXWELL
ST. LOUIS

She cried for a month after we left her

there freshman year, calling home saying,

“I don’t think I can do this.” She cried the
entire week before graduation, knowing

she had to leave UD, saying, “I don’t think I
can do this.” Thank you UD, for taking care
of our daughter and loving her. The feeling
is entirely mutual.

—ROBIN SMILEK
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO
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HOMECOMING

relate. In the summer of 1970 I was workwith intellectual and mental disabilities
to survive outside public institutions when

I came across Ali, standing at the corner

of 16th and Chestnut Street, apparently

waiting for his limo. I mentioned that we
had conscientious objection in common

and that I was serving my two years of al-

ternative service but was struggling over
what to do at its conclusion — continue to
work with people in the public sector or

join the private, corporate world. He told

me to follow my heart, advice I took and
never forgot.

I saw him again in the mid-2000s when

he was at the dedication of an Urban League
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humble opinion, the finest residence that the

him of our first meeting, how he had inspired

Woodland. There is so much love in that house

end of a 37-year career in public service. I told
me and what I did. He pulled me to him, kissed
me on the cheek and said, “God bless you.” I

said, “He has.” Ali dared me to dream and hope.
—PAUL YOUNG ’69
HERMITAGE, PA.

I was both appalled and disappointed to see

Muhammad Ali’s picture and Michael Gaffney’s feature story [“Muhammad and Me,”

Summer 2012]. Why did you choose to dis-

play a man that was not great in all aspects of
humanity?

He converted to the Nation of Islam just

to avoid going to the Vietnam War, calling
himself Cassius X. When Ali had his boxing

license suspended, it was Joe Frazier who paid
the boxing association to have him reinstated.

Ali was a cruel person to Frazier even after he
persuaded the officials to allow Ali back in the

ring. During the weeks leading up to his first
fight with Frazier, Ali turned it into a monologue that reeked of racism, calling Frazier “the

white man’s champ.” ... While Ali was indeed
a great fighter, the better person to exemplify

on the cover of a Catholic university magazine
would have been Joe Frazier. He was far more

humble a human being and an all-around decent man.

I would stay with showing pictures of the

University on the cover in the future.
—JOE WYLAND ’75
STRATFORD, N.J.
I enjoyed both Michael Gaffney’s article

[“Muhammad and Me,” Summer 2012] and
the Parting Words. Muhammad Ali made an

appearance at the

University of Day-

ton Arena in the

early 1970s. The occasion was a seminar/convention

at the Arena for

young black Americans. Ali was then gracious
enough to bring a group of students from the
convention to my television show, Clubhouse 22,

at WKEF-TV. As you can see, the “Champ” also
brought along his great sense of humor to the
show that day [boxing sidekick Duffy the Dog].

—MALCOLM MACLEOD ’79
PALM BEACH, FLA.

BELOVED ‘BATCAVE’
During my senior year, I lived at, in my

Keep up the good work, Branden. I look for-

University of Dayton offered to students — 49

ward to reading more about you in your chosen

and, yes, the architecture is a bit shaky. But

—ELIZABETH JONES
ST. LOUISVILLE, OHIO

career.

from August 2010 to May 2011, that didn’t matter. It represented everything UD did to me:
family, faith, community.

LIFE'S MANY CONNECTIONS

ly amiss article from Seetha Sankaranarayan

er university. Muhammad Ali and I share the

After reading the well-composed yet slight-

[“My (Just) Old House,” Summer 2012], my fear

is that future students may look down upon
that divine plot of land. I want to let students

know about how truly amazing that house is

and why it should be sought out rather than
cast aside.

See, I lived in the “batcave” for the first

semester, with only a sheet splitting the bed-

room from my roommate and I. The kitchen,

which could hold three of us at one time max,
was the place where one of the roommates
learned how to wash dishes all by himself. The

front living room, with the fireplace-like man-

tle despite there being no fireplace, served as a
comfortable safe haven for another roommate
and I to talk deep into the night about the girls

in our lives, hopes for the future and how lucky

What a great magazine for an even great-

hometown of Louisville, Ky., so when I saw
the Summer 2012 cover, I wondered at his

connection to UD. In reading the story of Mi-

chael Gaffney ’71 [“Muhammad and Me”], I

heard tales of Ali’s life that I had never before
heard. Great job, Michael. Then I traveled to

the magazine’s class notes section and was
overwhelmed with wonderful memories of my

years at UD. When I got to the back cover, there
was the construction of Alumni Hall, where I
lived for four years. In the spring of 1953 before

graduation, I was proud to be the student representative helping to break ground for Founders Hall, where my son lived in 1976-77. To a

great magazine, a great university, and a great
president, Dr. Dan, I say keep flying high.

—RICHARD MONTGOMERY ’53

we were to be at UD together living our lives.

The house is what you make it and, boy,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

did we make it spectacular.
—ROBERT GEORGEVICH ’11
DEERFIELD, ILL.

DISSENTING OPINION

MORE THAN A FEW

Summer 2012]. While I am not a particular

As a proud UD alum, I was reading the

latest magazine [“Presidential Visit,” Letters,

I enjoyed reading the story about Branden

fan of Barack Obama’s politics, I still think it

African-American man who is majoring in ear-

brings the prime minister of England to our

ing the similarities to my own son’s story. Like

opinions in your letters, but please stick to

and played wide receiver for the Flyers from

—CHRIS SCHULZ ’05

Johnson [“Among the Few,” Summer 2012], an

is a notable event when the sitting president

ly childhood education. I could not help notic-

arena. I appreciate that you print dissenting

Branden, Ryan Jones is a young man of color

well-written and thoughtful criticism.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

1999 to 2001.

After graduating from UD in 2004 with a

degree in sociology, Ryan moved to Boston to
intern at Epiphany School in Dorchester, an

independent, tuition-free middle school for
children of economically disadvantaged families from Boston neighborhoods. Ryan earned
a master’s degree from Boston College and is
now a master teacher and dean of students at

Epiphany. He also started a Boys’ Club comprised of male Epiphany students who meet on

Saturdays to participate in activities that are

fun, educational and/or community-service
oriented. The Epiphany School staff — including Ryan — is well aware of the need for male

teachers, of all ethnicities, in elementary
school classrooms in our urban schools.
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Correction
The Summer 2012 University of Dayton Magazine
["Baseball Takes A-10 Championship"] incorrectly reported
information on baseball records. Burny Mitchem and Mike
Hauschild are respectively ranked first and second in career
strikeouts and second and third in career wins at Dayton.
Mitchem, with 320 strikeouts, is the only Flyer to break 300.
Thanks to Sally McCarty, who pointed out the error.

Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish
your email address printed. Letters should not exceed 300
words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and
brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers and
not necessarily of this publication nor the University of Dayton.

BIG QUESTIONS

building in Farrell, Pa., and I was nearing the

AMBIGUITY, CHANGE,
CHALLENGE — AND THE
SPIRIT ... ASK A MARIANIST
Carol Ramey ’68 serves as director of the North American Center for Marianist Studies. For more answers from her on things Marianist, see
udquickly.udayton.edu/?p=8305.

How do Mary and the tradition of the
Marianists speak to men and women
today?
—KEVIN WISNIEWSKI ’94
Centerville, Ohio
First, get used to living with
ambiguity. I reflect on the very
ambiguous situation Mary was
in with the angel’s visit, and
I see her peacefulness at its
conclusion. Second, learn the
art of pondering. Weighing
risks and benefits gives good
information, but pondering
is more about listening for
the voice of the Spirit. “Mary
pondered these things in her
heart.” As Chaminade [founder
of the Marianists] counseled,
try to listen “to the attitudes of
the heart.” Third, trust in God.
Mary asked, “How can this be?”
The angel gave a pretty unbelievable answer. Mary just said,
“Let it be done according
to thy word.” Mary’s
trust in God had to be
challenged by many
episodes in her son’s
life. Did the ambiguity go away? We don’t
know. But she continued
to ponder and trust in
God.
Would you briefly compare and
contrast the Marianist and
Jesuit orders and what they
offer to students and to
the world?
—DOUG DAVIDOFF
Arlington, Mass.
My study has been
focused almost
exclusively on
Marianist spirit

and education. My knowledge of
the Jesuits is very limited. However, both spring from Catholic

tradition; both work to build the
reign of God through fidelity to

the Word and responsiveness to

those in need. Sodalities — what
we call “lay communities” —

were part of both. The two orders
sponsor educational institutions
that integrate academic pro-

grams with living life as a whole
person. All elements of the hu-

man experience are incorporated
in a faith-based environment.

Each charism, though, offers the
opportunity to learn about the

Gospel and life by stressing par-

ticular elements of Jesus’ teach-

ings. Marianists emphasize for-

mation in faith and family spirit

(community and equality within
diversity). Additionally, they

provide a culture

in which one

finds qual-

ity, integral
learning;

education

for service,

justice and

peace; and a facility to adapt and
change as needed.

I’ve heard it said that the Marianist
charism is a gift for both the church
and the world. Can you explain what
that means?
—TONY GARASCIA
South Bend, Ind.
Scripture tells us, “The gift you
have received, give as gift” (Matthew 10: 8-19). Blessed Chaminade did just that — he shared
the elements of the charism
by providing methods to bring
ordinary people together to
sustain them in a deep faith life,
to instill in them a hopeful disposition toward the world and to
inspire in them a determination
to work with zeal for whatever
would address the needs of the
times. As the church is for the
world and operates within the
world, the benefits of this gift
extend into the culture. And,
the gift gives us a woman, Mary,
who prods the church and the
world to scatter the proud, to
give the hungry good things and
to raise up the lowly.
Do you think Chaminade was a good
delegator of authority, and, if so, what
might we learn from him?
—JOSEPH STEFANELLI, S.M. ’43
Cupertino, Calif.
He instituted a system of delegation — the three offices — that
provides both formation and
administration. He relied on
persons like Adèle and Marie
Thérèse, entrusting important
work to each, believing the best
training is through experience. I
hope leaders learn that delega-

tion is integral to leading organizations and individuals. We

have to foster a common sense
of the mission. Chaminade

reminded those to whom he del-

egated responsibilities that their
work was the work of Mary.

What do you see as the future of the
Marianist family?
—MICHAEL O’GRADY, S.M.
San Antonio
I imagine the church and its hierarchy drawing upon the gifts
of each to renew and refresh
what some say is an institution
in trouble. I hope and trust in
movement from what is not yet
to what can be. Young adults
worldwide are engaged in
Marianist formation programs
and are creating new communities. Many people have left the
church over the scandals, rigidity of what is defined as moral
truth, and the church’s lack of
inclusion of lay people in all its
ministries. My vision includes
all these folks coming home. I
envision men and women pursuing vocations to religious life
and the priesthood — the world
desperately needs their witness
of unconditional love, simplicity in all things and listening
above all the chatter for the
voice of God.

For our next issue, ask
your question of FATHER
PAUL VIESON, S.M. ’62,
director of the Marianist
Archives. EMAIL YOUR
QUESTION TO MAGAZINE@
UDAYTON.EDU.
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CONVERSATION PIECES

Can of sardines illustration?

Write on

Caring soles

Blue Crew

Title bout

Strike out

Grand prize grub

Biblical beginnings

Street cred

ELLIEQUENT.TUMBLR.COM

FIRST-YEAR SERVICE PROJECT

NO LONGER GREEN

BUYING AMERICA FROM THE INDIANS

MONEYBALL DEBUNKED

THE EMPORIUM

FIRST-EDITION KING JAMES BIBLE

CHUCK WHALEN LANE

“Searching for something else/I
found your heart/in the last
aluminum can/of sardines.” In
junior Ellie Klug’s poem “The Sea is
a Silent Taker,” the cupboards are
bare, but her words fill an ocean
of desire to improve her writing
skill. After her freshman year,
Klug, a psychology and women’s
and gender studies major, began
her poem-a-day blog. “I wanted to
challenge myself daily to be creative,” she said. While she met her
goal in July with 370 poems posted,
it’s not the end. “I’ll continue to
write and perform poetry — that’s
what I want to do.”

More than 2,100 new students
moved their stuff into their new
digs at UD in August, but they also
brought a few items to immediately give away. As part of a service
component of new student orientation, they donated $8,000 in shoes
and socks to Shoes 4 the Shoeless, a
nonprofit helping local children in
need. Students at area middle and
high schools received the shoes the
following week, including children
of two refugee families from the
Congo.

This year, 80 incoming students
signed up for Camp Blue, a
weeklong orientation to get them
acclimated to academics, give
them insight into extracurricular
offerings and connect them
with upperclass students. They
moved to campus a week early to
participate in service and teambuilding activities before donning
Blue Crew shirts and helping
fellow first-year students move in.
Camp Blue aims to orient these
young leaders, who were experts
compared to their compadres
who still wander wondering why
Marianists live in Alumni Hall
and students live in Marianist
Hall.

In 1823, the U.S. Supreme Court
in Johnson v. McIntosh found that
the “discovery” of America had
given “exclusive title to those who
made it” — namely, the European
colonizers. That ruling impacts
native land rights today. In his new
book, law professor Blake Watson
notes he was, like most people,
unaware of the history of Indian
ownership of the places where he
has lived. His historical and legal
overview of native land rights leads
him to recommend repudiating the
harmful Johnson v. McIntosh ruling for
the benefit of native peoples around
the world.

Two UD researchers have struck
out a theory popularized by Moneyball, the 2003 book about Major
League Baseball player evaluation.
In Applied Economics, economists
Tony Caporale and Trevor Collier
report that after adjusting for
draft position, baseball players
drafted after college are no more
productive than those drafted from
high school. Findings support
the importance of the scouting
system, “which uses scores of intangible factors by men who have
sat through thousands of innings
of baseball.” Play ball.

Tucked into Marianist Hall is
a gem so bright it’s gold. The
Emporium— a convenience store
and full-service deli with cafe-like
seating — received first place from
the National Association of College
and University Food Services for
merchandising in a retail store.
Other upgraded dining service facilities received national attention
as well, including Marycrest’s two
NACUFS honorable mentions and
Virginia W. Kettering’s feature in
Campus Dining Today, though words
can't do justice to how good the
food tastes.

Today it is the staple of pews
and hotel nightstands. But 400
years ago, there was the first
printing of the King James Bible.
To honor the Bible’s anniversary
and cultural impact, UD hosted
“Manifold Greatness: The Creation
and Afterlife of the King James
Bible” Aug. 24-Sept. 19. A nationally touring exhibition supported
by the National Endowment for
the Humanities, it featured a
first-edition King James Bible,
on loan from Denison University,
displayed next to UD’s own firstedition Douay-Rheims Bible, a
Catholic translation of the Bible
from the Latin Vulgate.

As an undergraduate, Charles
Whalen Jr. ’42 was involved with
student government; his father
warned, “Do whatever you want
to do in life … but for heaven’s
sake, don’t be a politician.”
Whalen represented Ohio’s 3rd
District in the U.S. House of
Representatives from 1966 to 1979,
following more than a decade as
a UD economics professor. During
Reunion Weekend, UD remembered the man, who died in 2011,
with a tree and street dedication.
His name now hangs with honor
above L Street, which runs from
campus to Brown Street in front of
Holy Angels Church.

“It was a trip of a lifetime. I have been in flight simulators, but you
cannot simulate the forces your body feels on these trips. It made me
appreciate even more the sacrifices of our armed forces.”
—ENGINEERING DEAN TONY SALIBA ’81 ON HIS JULY 4 FLIGHT IN A F/A-18 HORNET
WITH THE BLUE ANGELS, IN TOWN FOR THE DAYTON AIR SHOW.

“Anything that is a vocation is a part of
God’s plan.”
—CARDINAL PETER TURKSON AFTER HIS JUNE 18
CAMPUS KEYNOTE ADDRESS ON THE VOCATION
OF A BUSINESS LEADER.

“Take a walk every day. Love Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
Live a good life.”
—BROTHER FRANK DEIBEL ’29 WITH HIS SECRET TO A LONG LIFE;
HE DIED JULY 30 AT AGE 103 AFTER 85 YEARS SERVING WITH HIS
BROTHERS IN THE SOCIETY OF MARY.

“We should be willing to share our reasons with one another in order to both be open
to mutual correction in our unavoidably fallible judgments of history and politics
and to convince others of the best path to common good as we see it.”
—VINCENT MILLER, GUDORF CHAIR IN CATHOLIC THEOLOGY AND CULTURE, FROM HIS ESSAY IN
VOTING AND HOLINESS: CATHOLIC PERSPECTIVES ON POLITICAL PARTICIPATION.
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“It’s about seeing and being seen.”
—RACHEL WAGNER ’96, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF HOUSING AND
RESIDENCE LIFE, ABOUT THE HOUSES ON KIEFABER AND LOWES,
WHICH ARE ALWAYS AMONG THE FIRST TO BE CHOSEN IN THE
HOUSING LOTTERY.

“People tend to spend time wishing they could
rewind and do it over.”
—SYLVIE STEWART, UD CAREER SERVICES, ON FORBES.COM;
SHE RECOMMENDS LEARNING FROM A BAD JOB INTERVIEW,
FORGIVING YOURSELF AND MOVING ON.

CONVERSATION PIECES
Reading the (street) signs
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Vatican II at 50
Vatican II had a profound impact on the deepest rituals of the church, changing the way
Catholics worshipped, learned and interacted with other faith traditions.
On Oct. 11, 1962, Pope John XXIII
convened the Second Vatican Council,
the first general meeting of church
leaders in nearly a century, and
charged the gathering to blaze a trail
toward modernity and greater unity of
the human race. By the time it ended
three years later, the work of Vatican
II led to a far-reaching, historic transformation of how Catholics interacted
with their church and how the church
interacted with the world.
Said Vincent Miller, Gudorf Chair
in Catholic Theology and Culture,
“From the distance of 50 years, Vatican II stands out as an act of confident
faith. The church had sufficient faith to change — both by retrieving the past and embracing the
future. The church reformed itself by returning to tradition and by boldly engaging the modern
world, confident in the guidance of the Holy Spirit.”
Tell us what you remember from Vatican II and how it changed worship for you. Email
magazine@udayton.edu, and watch for more stories on the anniversary.
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Catholic education
for greater good
A “catholic” approach to Catholic education benefits students long after they’ve
finished their formal education, said Boston
College professor Thomas Groome during his
address opening the University’s first Catholic
Education Summit July 18 at Kennedy Union.
“Don’t just prepare students to make a living,
prepare them to live a life,” he said.
Groome’s message emphasized the
summit’s goal — a recognition of the need
for Catholic primary and secondary school
education in the greater community and continued support from Catholic institutions of
higher education.
Sponsored by UD’s Center for Catholic
Education in the School of Education and
Allied Professions, the summit attracted prekindergarten through 12th-grade Catholic
school educators, University students and
professors, and educators who listened to
sessions and submitted questions to panelists
in real-time through a live video link.
The next summit is scheduled for July 12,
2013.
—Shannon Shelton Miller

Large class. Long lines. Midsize SUVs.

Move over, 1967 — UD welcomes largest class ever
Move-in day is always momentous for new students
and their families, but this year, when the Class of 2016
arrived Aug. 18, it made UD history.
Blue Crew volunteers helped move in UD’s largest,
most academically prepared and most geographically
diverse class in school history. More than 2,100 new students started classes Aug. 22, besting the baby boomerera record of 2,073 set in 1967. It’s the third-straight year
the University exceeded its enrollment target, although
about 1,000 fewer applicants than last year were offered
admission, said Sundar Kumarasamy, vice president for
enrollment management and marketing.
That means the University’s selectivity rate — the ratio
of accepted students to applicants — will improve about
20 percentage points. Selectivity is a key measure in how
universities are nationally ranked. The gains have been
made without compromising academic quality while maintaining affordability and socio-economic diversity, he said.

The STEM disciplines continue to be big draws for UD,
with the largest increase being in the number of mechanical engineering students. The School of Engineering saw
its largest first-year enrollment ever, with 531 new students,
a consistent rise from 2002’s 229 first-year students and the
third year in a row engineering enrolled a record class size.
About 55 percent of new students are from outside
Ohio. Since 2006, that figure has jumped 17 percentage
points. The states with the greatest growth are Illinois,
Indiana, New York and Missouri. The University also
enrolled nearly 1,500 new and returning international
students for fall semester, with growth primarily coming
from China, plus big gains in the Middle East.
This year’s class also has the highest average test
scores in the University’s history, making it the best academically prepared class as measured by college entrance
test scores and high school grades.
—Cilla Shindell

Very happy
UD students are happy — the 16th happiest in the nation — according to the Princeton

Review guide The Best 377 Colleges: 2013 Edition.

And what makes sophomore accounting major Miracle Reason (second from left) jump

for joy? “As a community, we realize that we are more than just another university, but
instead a community within a community,” she says. “For that reason we strive to make
Dayton — as a city and my hometown — a better place.”

UD also ranked 10th in the nation for “students love this college,” fifth in “everyone plays intra-

murals” and eighth for “best athletic facilities.” Too bad there was no category for “best jumpers.”
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MICKEY SHUEY ’14

MITCH LEFF/mitchleffphotography.com

FLIGHT DECK

News from campus and beyond

Garbed in rich green vestments, Cardinal Peter Turkson
celebrated Mass in Immaculate
Conception Chapel June 18 to
open an international conference on Catholic
business
education.
In his keynote
speech
to the conference later that
day,
Turkson
said business
is a vocation
from God and
charged Catholic
business
Turkson
schools to help
students develop a moral compass along with excellence in
business education.
“Let me insist, business
is a noble pursuit,” said Turkson in his keynote address at
the eighth annual International
Conference on Catholic Social
Thought. “At its best, and most
true to its nature, business
serves the common good. Business and entrepreneurship is
a calling from God to be a cocreator in a responsible way.”
Turkson, president of the
Pontifical Council for Justice
and Peace, which issued a
controversial report last year
calling for a “true world political
authority” to bring more democratic and ethical principles to
the global marketplace, said
the business world requires
mature leaders who steer these
enterprises to benefit human
life.
He presented his council’s
new publication, “Vocation of
the Business Leader,” a guide
for business leaders grounded
in Catholic social doctrine and
Caritas in Veritate, Pope Benedict XVI’s 2009 encyclical on
economic and social issues.
—Cilla Shindell

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FLIGHT DECK

Business, a
noble pursuit

As any good student knows,
there’s no distance too far to run if a
T-shirt hangs on the finish line. Parents
and siblings can join in the fun, too,
during Family Weekend Oct. 19-21 and
the Frericks Memorial 5K Run/Walk.
Last year, 684 family members
attended everything from bowling in
Kennedy Union to rooting on the football team in Welcome Stadium. This
year, students can also cart siblings
over to Family Game Night at ArtStreet, if only as a reminder that everyone still cheats at Monopoly.
More information on events
and tickets are available at www
.udayton.edu/studev/newstudent
programs/family/schedule.php.

Caldwell Street Apartments, facing west toward Brown Street from Frericks Way

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

What sprouted this summer
Washers and dryers. Hardwood floors. Pic-

The Roesch Library construction is pro-

Five local contractors — Ferguson, Miller-

ture windows with sweeping views of a mani-

gressing. New elevators make for a reliable trip

Valentine, Messer, Rixco and Danis — per-

Pam Mathias-Kleingers ’89 commented

ing to be installed. Workers are hanging sup-

mer. The latest renovations are part of a

cured courtyard.

on the UD Magazine Facebook photo of the
Caldwell Street Apartments, “Should I be jealous that these apartments are nicer than my

up the stacks, and new windows are continuport structure on the building’s pebbly exterior
to ready it to receive brick panels.

Also installed in time for the school year

house?”

were windows and air conditioning in Sher-

could possibly need,” said senior pre-med ma-

Boll Theatre.

“We have all the amenities, everything we

jor Ephraim Tolbert, one of 427 students who

man and Wohlleben halls and 390 new seats in

formed nearly $30 million of work this sumsix-year capital improvement plan tied to the

University’s strategic plan. UD, which is using
operating funds, bonds and private support to

fund the projects, typically invests an average
$30 million to $35 million annually in capital
improvements.

moved into the apartments in August. The

apartments, for upperclass and international

Brick and mortarboard

suites that include a kitchen, living room and

Mike Dooley ’03 spent his summer at Caldwell Street
Apartments. Students were still months from move-in, but as
an engineer at Bayer Becker, he guided the transformation
of the rubble of the Frank Z dealership to state-of-the-art
apartment-style housing.
“When I made my choice to go to UD, the campus was
such a big part of that choice. And to think that I can impact
someone else’s decision to go there, that’s pretty important,”
he says.
Another one of many grads who worked on University
projects is Greg Rambo ’04. A Miller-Valentine project manager
in a dusty, yellow hardhat and a massive silver pickup truck, he
literally paved the brickway for students to enjoy a sprawling
courtyard just a Frisbee-toss from rooms that include in-unit
Dooley
washers and dryers. Rambo is thankful to be able to create
community-living experiences for future generations.
“Being able to look back and, if I ever have a kid that comes here, be able to say, ‘I built
those dorms,’ is pretty neat,” he says.
—Emma Jarman ’11

students, house four students in two-bedroom

two bathrooms. There’s even a “porch” light
outside every front door.

“It’s a really impressive complex for up-

perclass (students), and we really haven’t had

one of those except for the houses we’ve been
building,” said Beth Keyes, vice president for

facilities management. “It links our core cam-

pus very nicely to Brown Street, yet at the same
time it’s focused inwardly away from Brown
Street for the privacy purposes of our residents.”

The $25 million apartment complex was

built on land formerly occupied by the Frank Z
car dealership and UD’s Caldwell Center.

In August, students also moved into the

four certified “green” houses on Lowes Street

and into a renovated Campus South Apartments — which underwent a $10 million upgrade to its bathrooms, lobby, lounges and living spaces.
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Artist’s rendering courtesy NASA

PERFECT PERSPECTIVES AERIAL

Fall and family

From left: Sarah Silk, Kalie
Herman, Thomas Anderson and
Paige Prenger.

Iron Flyers
After a 1.2-mile swim, 56-mile
bike and 13.1-mile run, Sarah Silk ’12
and senior Paige Prenger were in perfect stride.
“We crossed the finish line holding hands,” said Prenger, who with
three teammates from the UD Triathlon Club completed a half Ironman triathlon Aug. 19 in Benton Harbor, Mich.
Prenger and Silk finished in 6:04:39.
Each teammate had an area of
expertise — Silk, swimming; Prenger,
bicycling; junior Kalie Herman, running; and Thomas Anderson ‘12, lifting. For eight months, they coached
one another through daily training.
“Once you graduate, your lives
are separate,” said Prenger, who’s
already planning for the group to do
another Ironman in 2013. “This is a
way for us to stay connected.”

UD ingenuity drives Curiosity

C

had Barklay ’04 slept
soundly as, 154 million miles above his
bed, the Mars Curiosity
spacecraft
screamed out of orbit toward the
surface of the red planet.
“I figured I’d sleep because, if
everything didn’t work, it was going
to be a really long day,” he said.
Instead, he awoke Aug. 6 to
joyous new reports and the first images of the Gale Crater beamed
back from the Mars Curiosity rover,
thanks to a power system Barklay
helped develop. It was a good day,
he said, and one that will be followed
by others as UD continues to be involved in the development of power
systems for space exploration.
Barklay, a UD Research Institute senior researcher in the energy
technologies and materials division,
helped fuel and test the system that
powers Curiosity’s wheels, robotic
arm, computers, radio and instruments. “We helped build the proverbial tail on the Curiosity dog,”
said Barklay, referring to the power
generator attached to the back end
of the rover — whose design, including a camera “head,” make it appear
somewhat canine-like.
Barklay, who received his master’s in materials engineering from
UD, also earned his doctorate from
UD in 2007. He previously worked
on the heat and power systems for
the Mars Pathfinder expedition and
Cassini spacecraft, which continues
to orbit Saturn.
Barklay developed the initial

layout and assembly procedures for
tric elements that convert the decay
the Curiosity multimission radioisoheat to electrical power. Chemistry
tope thermoelectric generator under
professor emeritus Howard Knacontract with the Idaho National Labchel contributed his glassblowing
oratory, which assembled and tested
skills to help researchers simulate
the power system. Pratt & Whitney
an argon-helium environment within
Rocketdyne and Teledyne Energy
Curiosity’s power system.
Systems designed the generator,
Prior to the launch, Barklay
which converts heat created by natuwas part of a team of scientists who
rally decaying plutonium-238 fuel
determined which tests would be
pellets into electricity to power the
needed to ensure that the power
rover. Heat from the generator is also
system would properly function afused to keep the rover’s mechanical,
ter the complicated landing, which
computer and communication sysincluded parachute deployment
tems at operating temperature. The
and retrorocket firing. “We needed
Department of Energy sponsored
to make sure that the power system
the development,
could withstand these
fueling, testing and Barklay was
events and remain
integration of the part of a team
operational to execute
system with Curi- of scientists
its mission after landosity at Kennedy
ing,” he said.
who determined
Space Center.
While Curiosity’s
The
system which tests
power system is funcwill power the mis- would be needed
tioning as expected
sion through one to ensure that
on Mars, two identiMartian year, or
the power system cal power units, used
687 Earth days,
for pre-launch testing,
while the rover would properly
are still on Earth. In
looks for and pre- function after
January, they will be
serves evidence the complicated
moved to UD’s 1700
in the Martian sur- landing.
South Patterson Buildface that may point
ing and installed in a
to whether conditions were ever
laboratory outfitted with a window for
favorable for microbial life.
public display. Barklay will continue
to test the units — cylinders nearly
Plutonium — with a half-life of
3 feet high powered by electricity
87 years — could power the rover for
instead of plutonium — to detect
much longer if the hardware holds
problems that his team can troubleup to the stresses of the Martian
shoot to extend Curiosity’s life and
terrain. To improve the lifespan of
that of future rovers.
future rovers, senior chemical engi—Pamela Gregg and
neering major Brian Burger is testing
Michelle Tedford
coatings to protect the thermoelecAUTUMN 2012   UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE   11

David Bradley ’71 helped

rock star

stand
by

computer — control-alt-delete.

Happy birthday,
Title IX

bed, Pat Jayson’s

from

without playing

an instrument
1
Give it your all, all the time While working on the System/23 Datamaster, IBM approached him to help develop the PC. “You
never know when the best opportunity is going
to come along, so always make sure you’re doing
your best.”

2

Take shortcuts Bradley was fed up with restarting the personal computer every time it
malfunctioned, and so control-alt-delete was
born. “It took all of about nine steps and five to 10
minutes to code.” Initially meant for programmers, the
keystroke caught on with the public.

3

Bring a Sharpie Bradley prefers Sharpies — both black and
silver — for autographing computer keyboards for his fans.
“A guy from IBM has me sign 10 of them at a time that
they give away as prizes during patent contests.” Students also
request his autograph.

4
5

Spread your knowledge In the last 30 years, Bradley has
taught at Florida Atlantic University and North Carolina
State University, and his daughter, Sara Higgins, is carrying
on the Bradley legacy as an electrical engineer at IBM.
Reward yourself Bradley took an early retirement from
IBM in 2006 and has been traveling the world with his wife
since, but play was always a priority. “I would take three to
four weeks off for trips every year. I like to think I struck a reasonable balance between work and family.”
—Sara Dorn ’12

coach’s

pocket,”

she

says of her playing days. “We went to high schools without sports,
so we were grateful to even get to play.”

well as meal money and other luxuries once reserved for programs

given opportunities equal to men. Until Title IX,

like men’s basketball and football.

schools rarely provided support to women, es-

“Title IX changed things for me for sure,” basketball player Cassie

pecially in athletics. Even after 1972, only a few

Sant ’14 says. “Without it, we couldn’t even play in the same building

schools actively sought to reward female student-

“When we won the 1980 women’s basketball

coming

with a total of 108 scholarships in nine NCAA Division I sports, as

came a mandate that, in education, women be

athletes for success.

own

the

Forty years after Title IX, UD provides female student-athletes

With the 1972 Education Act, or Title IX,

autographs. He offers tips on

her own players.

usually

sports.

Gates and regularly signs

ferent from that of

however, are trea-

fondest memory as both a Flyer and a woman in

computer whizzes like Bill

though, was far dif-

“If we got mon-

UD graduate. One is her UD alumni ring; the other, a token of her

where he’s befriended fellow

Her time as a

student-athlete,

ey for meals, it was

sured by the 1967

star in the computer world,

for

her.

A pair of rings,

It’s made him a keyboard rock

coach

sports teams.

her

side mean little to

three-key shortcut to restart a

and

several UD women’s

the accessories in-

fame is the invention of the

STEVE EXUM

er

ers dust. Most of

computer, but his claim to
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the

night-

jewelry box gath-

invent IBM’s first personal

achieving technological fame.

O

n

as the men. It’s great to feel welcome.”
Jayson

championship, Brother [Ray] Fitz made sure we each got a ring,”

Jayson says, adding that then-president Fitz was adamant that the

“They don’t pay lip-service here,” basketball coach Jim Jabir

says, noting the team’s office in the state-of-the-art Cronin Athletic
Center. “Our people really provide for us.”

For Jayson, Title IX changed everything, providing everlasting

team received rings to mark the accomplishment.

memories along the way.

Jayson was surprised by the president’s gift. Jayson was a faculty

part of something important.”

An athletic trainer for the 1980 AIAW championship team,

member throughout the ’70s and ’80s, also serving as athletic train-

“The ring is absolutely beautiful. But it’s nice knowing I was
—Mickey Shuey ’14

Embracing a common bond
They were brothers in spirituality, faith and formation for a life of service, forever bound by their experiences as Marianists. And when they returned to
the University campus the last weekend in July, some
seeing old friends and classmates for the first time in
decades, they embraced as brothers, even if most no
longer held “brother” as an official title.
“We grew up together, went from boys to men
together and all shared very profound experiences
through formation and, later on, in different Marianist communities,” said Luis Gonzalez ’63, the newly
elected president of Common Bond, an association of
former members of the Society of Mary.
Close to 130 men met on campus for the Common Bond reunion, the group’s fifth, and gatherings
have taken place in Dayton every three years since the
first reunion in 2000. There are about 750 members of
Common Bond, with spouses, children and current
Marianists participating as associate members.
“We come back to renew our friendships and our
spirituality,” said Myron Achbach ’58, a Common Bond
past president and retired director of admission at

UD. “We support the Society of Mary. We made a deCommon Bond in the mid-1980s based on the idea
cision that was best for our lives and, fortunately, the
that they’d developed a common bond through their
Society of Mary feels the same way.”
experience as Marianists and most were still inclined
Weekend activities into live a life of service.
cluded a campus tour, Mass
“I’m teaching, volunteerat Immaculate Conception
ing and have an active spiritual
Chapel and a memorial serlife,” said Robert Kunesh ’61.
vice at Queen of Heaven
No boundaries separated
Cemetery at Mount Saint
the vowed Marianists and the
John. Free time was spent
Common Bond members that
catching up with old friends
weekend in July. Brother Don
and reliving joyful memories.
Neff, S.M. ’54, warmly emThe presence of current
braced Gonzalez. Neff was
vowed Marianists, such as
one of Gonzalez’s teachers
Father Marty Solma, S.M. ’71, Brother Don Neff, S.M. ’54 (left) and
at Colegio San José in Puerto
provincial for the Marianist Luis Gonzalez ’63
Rico (a Marianist high school),
Province of the United States, and support from UD
as well as his role model for entering the Society of
was especially meaningful, some members said.
Mary, a transformational experience that lasted 10
When Common Bond members left the Marianists,
years and influenced the rest of his life.
the majority doing so in the late 1960s, they said they
“We’re all part of the same family,” Neff said.
felt cut off from the Society of Mary.
“We all had something in common that inspired us.”
Many credit Ramon Danielski ’56 for envisioning
—Shannon Shelton Miller
ROBERT KUNESH ’61

EXPERT INSTRUCTION

How to be a
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The living room of the Salyersville house,
with hand-written inscriptions that previous
UDSAP participants left on the walls.

The house in Salyersville, Ky.,
shared by students in the
University’s UDSAP program.

Place called home Thoughts on a half
“I am home.” “Be. Love.” “The

best we can be is good for each

other.” “So many roads to ease my
soul.” “I awoke this morning, tired
and dirty, I felt full!”

try service program. This year’s
group of 15 students, now back on
campus, departed UD May 29 with

vanloads full of donated food and
clothing in tow.

years, to be exact — UD students

thoughts University of Dayton stu-

Salyersville, Ky. It’s a tiny, rich-

dents have scribbled on the walls of
a dilapidated, $100-a-month 1930s

farmhouse in the hills of Kentucky

they call home for nine weeks each

“We have a great outhouse,

dietetics major from Medina, Ohio.

back on the experience as one of the

opening my eyes and reading a new

it’s out back behind the barn or you

have a strong gut feeling, someone

returned for a weekend to photo-

place full of memories.”

volunteer at a nursing home. They

and if you want to take a shower,

pings — TVs, cell phones and com-

can bathe in the lake,” says Brother

give up most of life’s material trap-

puters — share a bathroom with
in bunk beds in a house with no air
conditioning.

have lived among the people of

In fact, they reside in more

Tom Pieper, S.M. ’67, who’s been
traveling to Salyersville with the

rural community where some live

he says.

1,600

resi-

dents, about 18 percent are unem-

longest-standing campus minis-

live below the poverty line. And

ployed and more than 40 percent

a middle school in this close-knit

community where family ties run
deep.

Each summer, students run a

in aging trailers in the hollers and

with the UDSAPers, as they call

a main road.

this,” says Jann Knappage, a senior

About 35 members of the Pride of Dayton marching band rocked

the Frericks Center as the “volleyball band” Aug. 24-25, tooting the team to victory in the Flyer Classic. A day earlier, a
55-person group performed at a women’s soccer game.

While the marching band epitomizes discipline, the

One interesting fact — after music majors, engineering stu-

dents are the largest group represented in the marching band.

“Their brains are wired a little differently,” Kizer said. “This

might be their only creative outlet, so when it’s time for them to
let their hair down a little bit, this is how they go about it.”

However you’re wired, if you still remember the notes to

breakoff groups can be “a little more free,” said director Trem-

“Victory,” come back to campus Oct. 19-21 for Bandcoming, the

wonderfully eccentric group of about 70 students who play

.edu/~bandalum/.

on Kizer. They function more like the Flyer Pep Band, the
during basketball games.
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themselves. “I feel I was born to do

container. To her, the summer

between what she needs and what
she wants.

It was “hotter than hell” the

summer

Donny

Rambacher

’12

lived in Salyersville, but he looks

The students Rambacher lived

friends, ones he says he will cher-

“We played a lot of euchre, did

“If you don’t want to be changed,
That’s worth writing on the

wall.

—Teri Rizvi

Brother Tom Pieper, S.M., is plan-

everything together. I liked Sunday

ning a 50th reunion of UDSAPers in 2015.

to remind us why we were there.

nect! Facebook page or email tpieper 1@

night prayer because it was a way
But I particularly loved waking up,

To reconnect, join the UDSAPers Conudayton.edu.

New energy at ArtStreet

The band’s the thing
Spirit bands aren’t just for hoops anymore.

That’s a message that resonates

others have taken up residence in
comfortable middle-class homes on

don’t apply.”

ish forever.

businesses, a Catholic church and

Salyersville’s

sual design course.

a major project in an upper-level vi-

was about learning the difference

and live together in community,”

Ohio, packed her summer’s be-

BT sums up best what a sum-

mer in Salyersville is all about:

with became some of his closest

worlds apart in way of life.
Of

Taylor Beyerle, a senior special

quote on the wall,” he says. “It’s a

their stories in their own words for

longings in a 12-inch Tupperware

ple. We go down to learn and reflect

the people in this largely isolated,

pushing you in a direction.”

graph the people he met and record

“We don’t go down to save peo-

affectionately call him “BT.”

primitive conditions than many of

devastated more than a dozen

once told me it’s like the Holy Spirit

best moments of his life. Later, he

education major from Vandalia,

that was before a March tornado

227 miles away from campus but

“I felt called to do this. When you

students for 13 years. The students

in-spirit slice of Appalachia just

summer. The UD Summer Appa-

lachia Program is the University’s

free day camp and teen center and

one sink and sleep on the floor or

For nearly half a century — 47

These are just a few of the seem-

ingly random, yet deeply personal,

MARK MOTZ ’10

These walls can talk.

century of summers in Appalachia

DONNY RAMBACHER ’12

annual alumni band reunion. Details are at campus.udayton
—Shannon Shelton Miller

Brian LaDuca had lots of company during his first week
on campus — hundreds of students at new student orientation who packed the amphitheater and walkways around
ArtStreet, where LaDuca is the new director.
“The energy and the community engagement was an
awesome initial experience for me,” said LaDuca, highlighting diverse offerings including the Gem City Horns and a
call-and-response step show.
LaDuca was previously the managing director and a lecturer for the theater and performance studies program at

the University of Chicago, the nation’s oldest college theater
program, and executive director of Bailiwick Chicago theater.
He foresees collaboration opportunities at ArtStreet, the
cross-disciplinary learning and living complex in the heart of
the student neighborhood, to benefit all of campus: “If I can
build excitement and engagement on campus, the Dayton
community will want to be a part of it, then dominoes start
falling down, and you have people from around the country
and around the world interested in what’s going on at the
University of Dayton.”
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OF DAYTON
MAGAZINE?

In the Winter 2007-08 UD
Quarterly [“Fixing What Ails Us”],
we wrote of professor Khalid Lafdi
SCRIPT
Updates on
and his research to use carbonstories you’ve
based composites to help the
    read here
body heal faster. One of Lafdi’s
students, doctoral candidate Jerry
Czarnecki, has tested two carbon-hybrid scaffolds
— a “fabric” and a “veil” — and determined both
help grow cells faster than donated tissue grafts.
His results, which show promise for healing injuries
to ligaments and tendons, were published in the
May issue of Tissue Engineering. The hybrid carbon
materials will now move to in vivo testing at the
University of Morocco. More: bit.ly/UD_tissue

POST

1
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4

3

A century for Mary
The much-beloved Brother Frank Deibel,

S.M. ’29, the nation’s oldest vowed religious

man, passed away Monday, July 30, at Mercy
Siena Gardens in Dayton,
just a few weeks short of

his 104th birthday and
the 86th anniversary of
taking vows in the Society

7
6

5

of Mary. In his long life,

he saw much change, but

Megan Dunn ’14 and Angie
French Dunn ’87 pose at the
summit of the Flüela glacier pass in
Switzerland on their way from Austria to Liechtenstein. They write,
“We had to break out the DayMag
and tell our fellow bus passengers
that we were sending this picture in
to the BEST college magazine in
the world.”

retired UD librarian, he

kept up with more than 100 friends by email,
and he walked daily to visit other residents and

pray at a statue of Mary, the mother of Christ.

9

8

10

11

8

Nolan Nicaise ’11 and Tommy
Schlather ’11 stand at Plateau
Point in the Grand Canyon National
Park. They write, “We are members
of the Urban Servant Corps in Denver and live in intentional community while volunteering full time at
nonprofits in Denver.”

9

2

Tim Olszewski ’08 reads his
magazine atop of the wall of the
old city in Cartagena, Colombia,
June 2.

Tasha Matthews Hill ’94 writes,
“The UD Magazine accompanied me to a friend’s wedding on
Turks and Caicos Island this past
April. It was perfect to read while
relaxing on the beach.”

3

10

4

11

Mandi Fetters ’08 and Kristin
Gruenzel — who each graduated
from UD with a doctorate in physical
therapy in 2011 — read their UD
Magazine in Sydney.

5

faith was a constant. A

Jipson, who presented his findings in August
at the American Sociological Association’s Annual
Meeting in Denver, found inspiration for the research from his weekly radio show on UD’s WUDR
99.5 FM. When Jipson asked for one caller’s name
and location, he was surprised to find the caller was
homeless but had a cell phone. Jipson later contacted the caller and found he used the phone for
social media — checking and writing messages on
Facebook and Twitter.
That contact led to other interviews to examine
uses of social media. Most of the homeless people
interviewed had 100 or more Facebook friends,
Jipson found.
“They don’t have much, and many may wonder
how they can afford cell phones when they can’t
afford a place to live,” Jipson said. “But access to
social media is in reach for them, too. All you need
is a phone.”
—Shawn Robinson

1

Matthew Brown ’97 and Eric
Jacobsen ’98 write, “After nine
years of applying for a permit and
finally being selected, there was no
way we were leaving UD Magazine
behind on our journey to the summit
of Mount Whitney, Calif.”

At home on Facebook
Facebook is a hundred-billion-dollar entity, but
During interviews with 14 homeless members
those who the Bible calls the “least of our brothers”
of the Dayton-area community, Jipson found the
have found a home in such social media platforms.
homeless use social media not only to build supArt Jipson, an associate
port networks but
sociology professor, discovalso to solve practiered that the homeless are
cal concerns such
turning to social media along
as where to find
with everyone else. Social
their next meal;
media sites are turning into
safe, warm places to
places where all people are
sleep; and various
truly equal, establishing a
social services. Sosense of belonging based
cial media can also
on more than possessions.
be a refuge, a place
“In a sense, it’s a very
to interact without
Catholic way of looking at
being judged. An inArt Jipson on the air at UD’s WUDR
how we interact with one anterviewee said, “No
other,” he said. “Catholic social teaching expresses
one on the Net cares if I didn’t get a showa concern about ‘a communal, social nature’ where
er yesterday or smell some. They don’t
‘we are called to reach out and build relationships
judge me, you know? ... I feel accepted. I am
of love and justice.’”
accepted.”

2

Jan Hylen ’71 writes from one of
her favorite places, White Sands
National Monument in Alamogordo,
N.M. “It is one of the lesser-known
national monuments but is a beautiful eight-mile drive through white
gypsum sand dunes (and you can
sled here, too!).”

6

Elizabeth Palmer Gontarek ’02
and Jeffrey Gontarek ’01 traveled
to Bordeaux, France, in June. She
writes, “Carol Ramey ’68, director of
the North American Center for Marianist Studies, provided us with the
booklet ‘Chaminade’s Bordeaux.’
We traced Blessed Father Chaminade’s steps through the old city,
beginning here with his grave site.
It was a beautiful thing to be so
far from Dayton but feel so close
to UD.”

7

Ray Madachy ’81 poses with his
magazine in Zurich. “Keep up the
good work always. I look forward to
each issue.”

Beth Seese Stone ’91 and
Bill Stone ’91 traveled to the
Rock of Cashel in Ireland with their
son, Will. Beth writes, “We hung
on through the wind to some of our
favorite reading material.”
Roxann Phillips Holmes ’81
writes, “Enjoying spring break
with my family at Niagara Falls.”

12

Daniela Abreo ’11 writes,
“I went to Punta del Este,
Uruguay. In a word, it’s paradise.
I’m here visiting my family that
live in Montevideo. ‘La Mano,’
which means ‘The Hand’ in Spanish, seems to be grasping out of
the sand from a giant under the
beach. It’s by Chilean artist Mario
Irarrazábal (1982). It is said that
the sculpture represents the human
presence in nature. I found it a perfect opportunity to catch up on UD
life while sitting atop the thumb. I
send love to the beautiful University of Dayton and all the people who
are a part of the Flyer family.”

13

Tim Graves writes of the annual ’09 roommates reunion.
“This summer, the roommates
visited me in Richmond, Va. After
hopping rocks in the James River
and hopping bars, we took a break
to read DayMag at Hometeam
Grill.” Pictured, from left, are
David Mattingly, Graves, Sergio
Betancourt, Ryan Peak and Matt
McNamara.

View more photos on Facebook at www.facebook.com/udmagazine.

12
13
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Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.

You read us, and you like us. For that, we are appreciative.
And we also now know what you’d like to see changed.
Respondents to the 2012 University of Dayton Magazine reader survey — emailed in May to a statistical sample of readers including alumni, students, parents, donors, faculty and staff — reported that
they overwhelmingly rate the magazine’s content as excellent or good. Photography and cover received
an excellent or good rating from 91 percent of respondents, writing from 89 percent. All results are plus or
minus 4 percent.
h
46%
uc
You are most interested in the class notes section,
m
most
w
with 46 percent responding “very interested” and aninformation
Ho our
s
y
other 31 percent “interested.” This statistic may reflect
of new et
UD’s unique feeling of community; data collected from
UD you g
nearly 100,000 university magazine readers from across
44%
do m UD e?
the country show that respondents from doctoral, private
some
universities reported an interest in class notes that was
fro gazin
information
13 percentage points lower than UD’s findings.
Ma
Most readers report that they prefer to read the print
version of the magazine, and 10 percent report they are
8% all information
likely to go online for additional content. (See more re2% no information/
sults at udquickly.udayton.edu/?p=8420.)
    no opinion
An area for improvement is the magazine’s credibility. Only 32 percent of readers give the magazine the highest credibility rating, that the magazine
consistently portrays the institution accurately and objectively.
UD Magazine remains the top way that our audience learns information about the University. Because of magazine content, 40 percent of readers have recommended UD to a potential student; 36 percent have discussed or forwarded an article or issue; 33 percent have contacted a classmate or friend;
and 31 percent have made a donation to UD. One respondent wrote that the magazine “allows me to brag
about UD to others and show them something tangible to back it up.”
Some readers still miss our old newsprint tabloid, while others note that they love the magazine
format. “Keep experimenting, but gradually,” writes one reader.
Look for the 2013 survey in late winter. In the meantime, suggestions are always welcomed at
magazine@udayton.edu.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

And the survey says ...

WHERE
ARE YOU
READING UNIVERSITY

MICHAEL ZAGARIS/Oakland Athletics

Juliana Libertin nailed the penalty shot, and the Flyers won

Courtesy Washington Nationals

ERIK SCHELKUN/Elsestar Images

SPORTS

Former Flyers Craig Stammen (below) and Jerry Blevins (right)

the game comfortably. “If you’re
going to pull those antics, you
better win,” Williams says.

Being Williams’ teammate

can be just as tough. “I don’t

think there are hurt feelings on
the field,” she says. “We hold

SKILL,
WORK
AND A
MENTAL
EDGE

each other accountable. If you
don’t like it, get a thicker skin.”

For her, only two things

matter: winning and having
fun, and she knows they go

together. A middle school basketball coach once told her that

she thought that Williams hated losing more than she loved
winning.

“It’s just the worst knowing

someone did something better

than you at the one thing you
practice your whole life to do,”
Williams says. “It doesn’t sit
well.”

So she wins and has confi-

dence that she’ll keep winning,

Colleen Williams believes in winning. Is it cockiness or confidence that
drives her? Whatever it is, don’t get in her way.

S

By Matthew Dewald
enior

Colleen

Williams

probably

doesn’t even scare the squirrels when
she walks across campus. In person,
the 5’5” ponytailed blonde with spar-

kling eyes and a Jersey accent listens

carefully, smiles easily and laughs often. You

wouldn’t think twice if you saw her in a dark
alley.

You’d better think twice if you ever see her

on a soccer field and you’re wearing the wrong
jersey. She will almost certainly dominate you,
and adding insult to injury, she knows it.

“I definitely think there’s a line between

confident and cocky,” says Williams, “and I ride
it.”

Why not? As she enters her senior year, the

player teammates call “Willy” is already UD’s
all-time points leader and a two-time NSCAA

All-American. She was A-10 Rookie of the Year
as a freshman, A-10 Offensive Player of the Year
as a sophomore and MVP of the A-10 Tournament as a junior. This summer, she was selected

for the U.S. Under-23 Women’s National Team

training camp, putting her on an elite track that

could lead to representing the U.S. in the Olympics and FIFA World Cup.

“She was the best player on the field for ei-

ther team,” Notre Dame and U.S. U-23 coach

Randy Waldrum said after his Irish fell 2-1 to the
Flyers in April. “She is so dangerous.”

Blame her family. On childhood vacations

to the Jersey Shore, family card games were loving screaming matches over $5 pots, her grand-

that “they’re among comparable athletes, and

that can be hard to accept. That’s where the competitive piece comes in. That mental edge is what
separates them.”

That drive makes an athlete like Williams, a

sport management major, work harder not just
on the field but in practice, the weight room and

everywhere else that influences her game, Cook
says.

“What

your

head

believes,

your

body

mother among the loudest. Back home, her old-

achieves,” Cook says. “She acts as she believes.

oldest, not only beat her in front-yard whiffle

and be the best.”

est brother, Brett, is a Marine. Bryan, the next
ball but always made sure she knew the score.

“I guess I was just brought up that losing is

not an option,” she says. “Why would you play if
you don’t want to win?”

That attitude makes her a better performer,

says Becky Cook, associate director of UD’s counseling center and a staff psychologist who specializes in sports.

“Division I athletes are generally the top

athletes at their school. That’s why they get re-

cruited,” she says. College marks the first time
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She will do everything in her power to dominate

On the field, that self-assurance can be con-

tagious to teammates and grating to opponents.

In a spring match, Williams blew by an opponent, only to be brought down from behind in

the box. When the ref called the foul, the opponent complained about Williams grabbing her
every time she went by.

“Well, don’t let me get by,” Williams told

her.

Her opponent lost her composure, draw-

ing a referee’s warning. Meanwhile, teammate

Two Flyers emerge
as lockdown big league relievers

And another half-dozen players from Dayton also are seeing professional success

By David Driver

T

5-1 with an ERA of 2.48 in his first 43 appearances.

games.

we can meet in the World Series,” Blevins noted.

his was a magical Major League Baseball season for the Oakland A’s and Washington Na-

tionals, both of which have treated their home

fans to pulsating victories in the last at-bat of many

And those walk-off wins — so named since the

which helps her win even more,

winning team then heads to its dugout — normally

ers’ unexpected first-round loss

Nats gets credited with a victory. That has been good

a virtuous circle. After the Flyto Louisville in the NCAA Tournament last year, all she could

think was, “Thank God I have
one more year.”

see how we handle the pressure,” Stammen said.

For Blevins, a reunion sounds good: “Hopefully

“That would be cool,” Stammen added.

Besides the two, six former Flyers were with mi-

means that a member of the bullpen for the A’s and

nor league affiliates or independent league teams.

news to Oakland’s Jerry Blevins ’05 and Washington’s

14 games with two saves with the Greenville (Tenn.)

who are quality big-league relievers.

he was drafted in the 33rd round by Houston in June.

Craig Stammen ’06, a pair of former Flyer hurlers
“We have very similar teams in the sense we are

In the spring tune-up games

led by good pitching, both in the bullpen and the

ers outscored opponents 17-3 on

seems to be the same on both coasts, with us on the

cluded victories over Kentucky,

Blevins, a teammate with Stammen at UD.

Dame. Williams wants even

the Cubs in 2004 and made his Major League debut

team in the Final Four.

been a reliable lefty out of the pen with a solid ERA of

for her senior season, the Fly-

“It is going to be exciting. Every player wants to

be playing meaningful games in September. We will

starting rotation. We have a youthful team and it

Pitcher Mike Hauschild was 1-2, 2.19 in his first

Astros in the short-season Appalachian League after
“It is definitely a dream come true to play pro base-

ball,” Hauschild said. “I am just happy the Astros
picked me.”

Also with Greenville was infielder Brian Blasik,

their way to a 6-0 record that in-

West Coast and the Nationals on the East Coast,” said

who signed with Houston as a non-drafted free

Purdue, Cincinnati and Notre

Blevins, a former Dayton walk-on, was drafted by

at-bats with the Astros after appearing in the NCAA

more this fall. She wants her

with Oakland following a trade in 2007. Blevins has

agent. The former UD star hit .322 in his first 183

Regionals last spring with Hauschild, now his roommate in the minors.

Pitcher Cameron Hobson was 7-3, 5.02 in his first

2.61 and a record of 4-1 in his first 43 outings.

16 starts with High Desert in the high Class A Cali-

tional championship.”

win, the more (the fans) come out,” Blevins said. “It

Burny Mitchem ’11 was signed by the Cardinals as a

puts on herself every time she

that I have been a part of.” The A’s had 13 walk-off

and knows she’s about to domi-

ington had 24 comeback wins and eight walk-offs

nents. She just doesn’t see the

Right-hander Stammen was drafted by the Na-

“Why would you not? We

should be playing to win the na-

“It has been awesome, to be honest. The more we

It’s the same pressure she

has been the most fun environment in the Coliseum

walks on the field, surveys it

wins by mid-August to lead the majors, while Wash-

nate, no disrespect to her oppo-

heading into August.

point of playing any other way.

tionals in 2005 and broke into The Show as a starting

Matthew Dewald, the former

editor of this magazine, is obviously
still a Flyer fan.

pitcher for Washington four years later. After mixed

fornia League in the Seattle farm system. Pitcher

non-drafted free agent and was 1-0 with an ERA of
2.45 in his first 11 outings in the Gulf Coast League.

Outfielder Bob Glover ’12 and infielder C.J. Gill-

man ’12 joined the independent Windy City Thunder-

bolts. Glover was hitting .255 in his first 191 at-bats
and Gillman hit .267 in his first 135 at-bats.

David Driver is a freelance writer who has covered minor

success as a starter, Stammen has used a devastating

and major league baseball for 20 years. He also contributed to

record in the big leagues for much of the year. He was

soccer.

slider out of the pen for a Nats team that had the best

UD Magazine on former Flyers who played basketball and
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DEEP
ROOTS

A walk through time shows that the roots of
our beautiful campus run deep.
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James Kielbaso ’62 knows trees —
and the place they fill on campus
and in our lives.
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By Michelle Tedford

W

alk on campus in

May and the dogwoods
color,

burst

chasing

magnolia’s

with

the

papery

pink petals and foretelling the shock of
crabapple

red

and

white against a blue spring sky. Come back for Family Weekend,
and everywhere summer flames out in brilliant reds and yellows

against the bronze oak leaves that will rustle until early winter
above the heads of students rushing to class.

Visit campus any season, and you’ll see the balance of nature

and nurture, beauty in landscape complementing the growing of
minds.

But stay away for 50 years, and what happens?

A forest sprouts. A campus expands to the river. And one man

grows into an international authority on our relationship to the
trees that define our space and feed our breath. Through his eyes,

we gain perspective on a university more than 150 years old and
watch familiar scenes change with the seasons and the years. In

his journey, we discover our dot on the timeline of a campus we

know as one of the nation’s most beautiful, and we glimpse what
it will become.

J

ames Kielbaso ’62, professor emeritus of urban forestry and
arboriculture at Michigan State University, had been away
too long. He had grown up tall and lithe in north Dayton but

moved to Michigan for grad school and never again walked

      the academic pathways of his youth.
Until this past June.

His journey begins at the Fieldhouse, where he remembers its

roaring basketball crowds. He talks of the old student union and

of studying — and playing pingpong — while music plays. And on
the library lawn, he looks for a black maple that taught him to be
a careful observer.

The distinctions between it and a sugar maple are slight —

waxy twigs, wider leaves. “I can remember as a student learning a

black maple,” he says near the gazebo on the library lawn. “It was
in this general area.”

Kielbaso, an education major at UD, has since taught tree iden-

tification to generations of students. He has also traveled the world
to discuss the status of street trees, urban forestry, and remedies

for disease and nutrient deficiencies. But he has also studied us —

how we, as city dwellers, neighbors, park lovers — feel about our
trees. He has discovered that when we compare photos with trees

Kielbaso at Serenity Pines
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to those without, the tree images more often evoke

When planning a natural space, he and his co-

the words “happy,” “harmony,” “pleasant,” “peace-

workers consider what will last long term, what will

Which brings us to the aptly named Serenity

consider a range of colors and textures that will beau-

ful.”

Pines.

Kielbaso reaches his hands to touch the gnarled

bark. In Serenity Pines, only paces from Marycrest

Residence Complex’s towering south wing, Austrian
pines stretch five stories high. Decades of winters

have broken many of their lower branches, leaving
their tops gracefully twisted. But at eye level, Kiel-

baso is admiring the bark — textured and sensual and

be hearty and what is native to the area. They also
tify a spot year round. In Serenity Pines, the tower-

ing older trees complement ornamental silverbell
trees and their lantern-style seedpods. It’s a delicate
tree perfect for the serene atmosphere.

“A lot of times [students] sit, just get away,”

Eichenauer says. “Even though there’s a dorm right
next door, 50 feet away, it’s quiet.”

And on cue, a hummingbird flits by a Went-

ringed by neat rows of pencil-sized holes punched by

worth viburnum, buzzing past its oranging berries

with rabbits, squirrels and other birds.

And then comes a student, spiral notebook in hand,

sapsuckers, woodpeckers that share Serenity Pines

Serenity Pines surprises Kielbaso. He says the

campus of his youth looked very different. The union
was in a temporary structure set where Kennedy

Union Plaza is now. Sherman Hall was state of the
art, having been dedicated in 1960. And he likely

never walked through the pine forest, which separated the campus’s largest construction site, Mary-

crest, from the Marianist cemetery on the gentle hill
on the east edge of campus.

But the pines have been here for generations.

In photos from 1900, the statue of Our Lady of the

Pines stands taller than the new trees around her.
The statue was dedicated in 1890 in thanksgiving for

the chapel surviving a fire that burned the adjacent
St. Mary’s Convent. Today, the land is dedicated in
loving memory of former administrator Joe Belle

and looking for the last blooms of a dry summer.
taking his seat beside the fountain whose murmur
masks our voices.

K

Beautiful campus
“The goal is for the University to remain beautiful
and natural for the alumni
to enjoy, new and old,” says
Rob Eichenauer, assistant director of grounds.
To accomplish this, UD
employs 18 groundskeepers. Some have horticulture
degrees, and each is responsible for his or her corner of campus.
As UD has grown in

ielbaso doesn’t look only for beauty on this
campus. A pre-eminent troubleshooter,
he gazes up to see diplodia — a fungus that

kills new shoots and can eventually de-

stroy mature trees — attacking the tips of the august

Austrian pines. He looks toward Marycrest and sees

a yellowing maple, which he surmises suffers from

acreage — from 120 in the
historic campus core to 388
including the NCR and Frank
Z land purchases — the staff
has grown slowly, but is still
far under the employees per

a manganese deficiency (and offers the UD grounds

acre average for colleges.

jar). And he sees ash trees, that mast-straight Ameri-

plantings that will get the

crew a simple test involving a 2-gallon pickle Mason

can hardwood in danger of annihilation from a pernicious green insect that first landed from abroad in

That’s why they look at
most bang — color, variety,

’73 and all other students, faculty and staff who die

his state of Michigan.

texture — for the buck, and

not the original pines, they are a deliberate choice

the bark of ash trees and eat through the cambium

and care. Often, they are the

versity’s history. The Marianists chose pines and, in

gle-cell layer that continually divides to form xylem

while at UD. While the pine trees we see today are

in landscaping that has endured through the Unidoing so, defined the spirit of the land.

It’s a quiet place to contemplate, but it’s also the

perfect place to lounge. It became more park and less
forest in 1997 when campus added grills and picnic
tables. In 2001, UD dedicated Serenity Pines, trans-

The larvae of the emerald ash borer worm under

layer. Cambium is like the heart of the tree, a sin-

and, until recently, ash.

tree, completing a circle of cambium destruction and

crew has received numerous

may take three to five years, but larvae will girdle the
killing its home.

Arborists differ in their prognosis for the species.

Kielbaso has talked to many an urban planner who

envelops the visitor in a natural world.

urban environment before the insects turn trees into

“It’s very pleasant here — you’ve got hemlock,

you’ve got spruce, you’ve got pines, old Austrian

pines get this really neat gnarled look. ... You’ve got
a nice variety of trees here,” Kielbaso says to two UD

has decided to proactively remove ash trees from an
what Kielbaso describes as “widow-makers,” with
dead wood in danger of crushing those standing
below.

At UD, the tactic is different. Every year, ash

groundskeepers who have joined his journey through

trees on campus are treated with Tree-äge, which

Rob Eichenauer takes pride in such praise; it’s his

to poison the larvae. Trees are also regularly cleared

time. “This is a lovely, pleasant place.”

favorite place on campus, and as assistant director of
grounds, he is responsible for keeping it beautiful.

He points to those same Austrian pines, along with
hemlock, white pine and Norway spruce. “Pines like

this you don’t see often at this age,” he says, a testament to how cared for and protected they are.
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native trees — oaks, maples

(wood) inside and phloem (bark) to the outside. It

forming the park’s entrance with walkways, benches, a gurgling stone fountain and landscaping that

what requires the least water

uses that same cambium-centered nutrient highway
of deadwood to prevent injuries. With 300 ash trees
on campus, it’s a big job, but it’s part of protecting

some of the most iconic autumn views of campus, including the golden row demarcating the south side of

See ROOTS, Page 39

For its work, the grounds
awards, including the American Society of Landscape
Architects Centennial Medal
for campus beauty in 1999.
“If we get the opportunity to improve the area
— due to construction, disaster or natural loss — let’s
take advantage of it,” says
Eichenauer, who is looking
forward to the fall burst of
color from a new variety of
sweetgums planted at the
Caldwell Street Apartments.

See more photos
of campus trees
then and now:
bit.ly/UD_trees
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Photographs by TIM PELLING

At home
in China

UD celebrates opening of
China Institute
Above, the grand opening ceremony concluded with a confetti-strewn ribbon cutting with
President Daniel J. Curran and former Ohio Gov. Bob Taft.
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Below, a model of Suzhou Industrial Park, home to a third of the world’s Fortune 500 companies
and the University of Dayton China Institute.
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By Teri Rizvi

the Arts, raised the tempo a notch with a jig-

cinates him. As a sociology professor at Saint Jo-

to 275 high-tech companies, the Uni-

a two-stringed fiddle. With fingers stretched on

Nanjing University early in his academic career.

68,000-square-foot building that’s slightly

seph’s University, Curran held a professorship at

inspiring piece on the traditional Chinese erhu,

As the University of Dayton China In-

stitute delegation’s tour bus snaked

through the quiet Sunday-morning
streets of Nanjing, another bus ap-

peared beside it.

From the neighboring bus, Kurt Jackson

leaped up out of his seat, pointed excitedly to
his University of Dayton physical

“China is such an economic force in the

mallets and her body bobbing between octaves,

percussionist and junior Becky Welch coaxed

world that we should be here,” he said. “The

a family in nearby Changshu City who asked for

strategy that includes increasing our presence

China Institute is part of a larger globalization

harp-like music from a marimba borrowed from

in numerous parts of the world. We’re taking a

her autograph on the concert’s program.

holistic view of international education, and this

Senior music major Mitchell McCrady, who

is one piece.”

started playing the French horn in fifth grade,

Home to a third of the world’s

versity of Dayton occupies a five-story,

larger than Miriam Hall. It’s outfitted with
eight specialized science and engineering

labs, classrooms and space for a Marianist

vibrant in the shadows of dozens of con-

ficials invested millions in the building’s

foreign investment, and multinational

heritage center. Suzhou Industrial Park ofrenovation and have waived the rent for
three years.

“Engineering students in our Innova-

therapy shirt and waved with a

Fortune 500 companies and just

tion Center on campus have worked with

running into a bus carrying seven

port in Shanghai, the park opened

which are already located in the park — on

big grin. What are the chances of

75 miles from the world’s busiest

doctor of physical therapy students

in 1994 as a cooperative venture be-

and their professor from a campus

tween the governments of China

on the other side of the world?

and Singapore. Nearly two dozen

Nothing spoke more tellingly

universities from all over the

of the University of Dayton’s grow-

globe have committed to estab-

Music and dance filled Dushu Lake
Theater for the China Institute’s
dedication.

about 120 American industries — many of

product development. That’s a model we’re

replicating,” Curran said. “This is not about
starting an international campus for the
University of Dayton. It’s about providing

our students with international opportuni-

struction cranes. The park is a magnet for

companies are flocking to this highly
competitive development zone that boasted a gross domestic product of $25.1 billion in 2011 — more than that of a country

like Jamaica. With a population of around

700,000, Suzhou Industrial Park remains

highly livable, too, without the congestion and smog of Shanghai and Beijing,

goliath cities that teem with millions of
people.

For first-time visitors, the sprawling

ties few campuses can offer.”

111-square-mile park has a distinctly en-

American one.

faculty will stay in subsidized, furnished

ment still owns land, banks and media in

past us. It’s crazy,” said Andrew

First impressions

product development projects or to offer

spent nearly a week in August at

corporate theme park,” said Devon

ing about acupuncture and other

dent from Cleveland when she

ing presence in China than that

lishing a presence here, but the

singular moment.

University of Dayton is the first

“We hadn’t seen any American

people and happen to see you drive
Lengerich of Cincinnati, who had

“It’s like Disneyland. It’s a

Nanjing Medical University learntherapy techniques.

Schreiber, a 22-year-old MBA stuStudents will work on global innovation projects at the China Institute.

caught her first glimpse of Su-

China earlier in the day, but all-day heavy rains

and high winds could not deflate the day’s spirit.
As faculty, staff and students ducked out of

the relentless rain and into the newly renovated

University of Dayton China Institute, they pulled
out cell phone cameras to capture shots of each
other in front of the lobby’s bilingual sign.

with the Dayton Contemporary Dance Company, artists-in-residence on campus, in a dedication concert at nearby Dushu Lake Theater that

drew 400 people. The final movement of George

Gershwin’s lilting “Rhapsody in Blue” filled the

theater after music professor and concert pianist

partnerships

with

six

American-based

In August, before the official grand

jing who study the Chinese economy,

the park as an up-and-coming Silicon

Valley. They’re focused on attracting and
retaining talent and creating a culture of
innovation.

develop an upgraded workforce,” said

of the day.

slung aluminum buildings in a farm field. Here,

analysis. The students included 40 employ-

Z.H. STUDIO. “People in Suzhou Indus-

Those moments on stage captured the spirit

U.S. say ‘industrial park,’ they’re thinking low-

“Today is a celebration,” President Daniel J.

they’ve literally built a city from scratch,” said

Ted Bucaro, UD director of

Chinese crowd at the preceremonies,

Beijing

conducted

in English and Mandarin
and capped with colorful

NORTH
KOREA
SOUTH
KOREA

CHINA

Shanghai

bits of confetti. “There’s

JAPAN

VIETNAM
LAOS

Curran’s ties to China

400 mi
1,000 km

As the China Institute takes shape, UD

train potential employees for their companies, which are working on new technology that will allow them to compete
globally.”

ers and faculty from partner industries and

Phil Doepker ’67, professor emeritus of

office space in the building as the Univer-

industrial and technical relations at the

we compare an industrial
park in Ohio to this, it’s

had befriended during 25 years of cultivating re-

town, except it’s a megatown.”
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Suzhou.

trial Park are working hard to educate and

Competitive edge

Dressed in an elegant red evening gown,

search and education ties in a country that fas-

students from China living and working in

U.S. and in-service training in theology and

just a postage stamp. This is unreal. It’s built on

dozens of Chinese officials and scholars Curran

ees from partner companies and eight UD

Zhihua “Stephanie” Yan, a principal at

Former Ohio Gov. Bob

ceremony.

of the endeavor. “When

Hong
Kong

and creative problem solving and decision

“China, as a whole, is working to

is considering offering English classes to

taken aback by the size

TAIWAN

energy-efficient manufacturing, project

ganize the China Institute

UD’s campus, said he was

neurial spirit in Suzhou
like any in the world.”

relations, who helped or-

Taft, who now teaches on

Suzhou

an innovative, entrepreIndustrial Park that’s un-

government and regional

run deep. The grand opening crowd included

Xing Lu, a student from Nanjing University of

In all, UD has signed memoranda of

management, multidisciplinary design,

Others in the UD grand opening delega-

Eric Street opened the concert with a string of
American ragtime tunes.

According to research by Z.H. STUDIO,

tion had similar reactions. “When people in the

concert grand opening

Later, music faculty and students teamed

spark innovation and economic growth.

joyful abandon.

miered in Dayton in February. They danced with

freelance photographer who caught the last train
the weather halted service.

velopment Co., Marian (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.,

spot where public and private investment

opening, UD faculty delivered courses in

Curran told the largely

that morning out of Shanghai to Suzhou before

Technologies (Suzhou) Research and De-

largely rural city into an economic hot

ancient city of Suzhou.

“This is quite a theatrical backdrop for the

opening, just a little drama,” said Tim Pelling, a

scaped oasis on the modern outskirts of the

and sculpture of Willis “Bing” Davis that pre-

Climate

firms in the park.

— even a Ferris wheel — popped before her eyes

a piece inspired by the artistry in the painting

Emerson

as the tour bus wound through miles of a land-

apartments, gleaming corporate buildings, a

in a soaring finale, DCDC reprised “Os padroes,”

Co.,

Suzhou Industrial Park officials envision

on piano, McCrady expressively tackled Franz

Industrial Park. A typhoon had lashed eastern

Pharmaceutical

model of how to transform a once-sleepy,

understanding for research and education

two decades ago, the University of Dayton opened

Strauss’s horn reverie, “Fantasie, Opus 2.” And

who work for companies like Lilly Suzhou

pundits say this park stands out as a global

street full of banks, elegant hotels, natural lakes

zhou Industrial Park. Row upon row of high-rise

a stand-alone center in the ultra-modern Suzhou

short courses to students and engineers

the world’s most populous nation, China

media and marketing consultants in Bei-

predicted UD’s Horn Quartet in its first trip to
China would “knock their socks off.” With Street

apartments as they travel here to work on

trepreneurial feel to it. While the govern-

and Makino (China) Co., Ltd.

Just a few days earlier in a part of eastern

China that was rice fields and farmland less than

Nearby, the University’s students and

a superhuman scale. It’s almost like a company
In a section of the park called BioBay, home

Chinese students who want to study in the
philosophy for Catholic priests. Research-

universities are expected to share lab and
sity taps into local expertise to collaborate
on product development and teach courses.

Chinese-style capitalism

Elsewhere in Suzhou Industrial Park,

workers keep the gardens and lawns

Company executives in the park told

mechanical engineering who coordinates
China Institute, that they’re struggling

with a 30 percent employee turnover rate
every year because these engineers are
highly marketable. “They’re thirsty for
our graduates,” he said. “Our message to

our graduates, particularly those from
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China, is this: ‘You can get a top-notch education

with two companies.

working directly with clients. “We’re simulat-

the summers as interns and get a job right after

dents developed sustainability guidelines to re-

sometimes you have to deal with a 12-hour time

According to a May 2012 report from the In-

“If we had a couple people on the site, we

you graduate.’”

For Lilly Suzhou Pharmaceutical Co., the stu-

duce energy usage in Suzhou plants.

stitute of International Education, fewer than

could have had the data we needed (to do our

participate in study-abroad programs. STEM

cation barrier,” said Dan Fink ’12, a mechani-

4 percent of American engineering students
graduates, the report concluded, are ill-prepared

to “compete in an increasingly borderless marketplace.” The researchers recom-

calculations) quicker. There was a communical engineering graduate from Cleveland who’s

now earning a master’s degree in UD’s clean and

ing the world for our students. In the real world,

difference with clients, and sometimes you have

A firsthand experience

here and work directly with companies. It’s very
important for our students to work across the
globe.”

In September, three senior engineering stu-

dents traveled to Suzhou to interview executives

mended that universities develop
develop and train the next genera-

sense that we are all in this together.”

journey to discover the soul of Amer-

authoritarian,” Watras says. “Most of my gradu-

psychiatric and educational settings. She ex-

thought this was the way that members of the

Conservatory of Music in Beijing and a therapist

ica, Joe Watras jetted to China this

summer to see for himself what he’d already absorbed through books and lectures.

“I went to the setting to paint the scene, to

At the same time, Wang and fac-

ably about why he chose to spend

internships and co-ops at partner

and economic landscape of China

summer program in Suzhou, tar-

bers. Shortly before Memorial Day,

study-abroad programs for stu-

ness students. Students selected for

Beijing for the beginning of an

fect on more students if we change

will receive free international airfare

experience.

Industrial Park while they earn nine

— with a twist. It’s designed to

“They will take courses in project

“We’re creating a cadre of

companies and launch a six-week

with seven other faculty mem-

geted to UD engineering and busi-

they flew nearly 7,000 miles to

the program, which begins in May,

intense

other universities. I cannot think

of a CEO or top manager in a major
American company who doesn’t

and housing in apartments at Suzhou

have global experience,” he said.

Weiping Wang, who’s over-

seen the University of Dayton’s

Weiping Wang, an assistant provost, has strengthened UD’s ties in China.

initiatives in China since 2002 and

helped increase enrollment of Chinese students
to a record high, now serves as assistant provost

renewable energy program.

“If they follow the guidelines, they can re-

and the executive director of the China Institute.

duce energy substantially. I think they’ll benefit

with educational experience on multiple conti-

said. “Having the opportunity to work with glob-

She’s a well-connected and respected scholar

nents. She has traveled to China with trustees,
administrators, faculty and students who are

working together to attract projects and create

academic offerings through the China Institute.
More recently, she collaborated with Doepker
and Scott Segalewitz, professor of engineering

technology, to offer China-based multinational
companies the University’s research and education expertise.

“We believe in starting small, building pi-

lots and building upon that,” Saliba said. “We’re
committed to Suzhou being our base in China.”

Pilot projects

Back in Dayton, American, Chinese, Leba-

nese and Indian students in the School of Engineering’s Innovation Center have already gained

experience solving problems for American com-

panies in Suzhou Industrial Park. Negotiating a
12-hour time difference and a Chinese New Year
celebration that halted progress for weeks, two

teams spent the bulk of spring semester working

from this. It will get some wheels turning,” he
al companies on real-world issues is a great op-

portunity for undergraduate students. Working
with Lilly on energy reduction helped reinforce

the importance of efficiency in the manufactur-

three-week

When Watras visited China Jiliang Univer-

management, innovative design and

champions” for bringing the world

of Arts and Sciences. “The effects
Joe Watras in UD’s new Center for International Programs

into the classroom, says Amy Anderson ’09,

were visiting royalty.” Watras, whose own life-

visit our partner companies — and gain some

“Many of these faculty are exploring a place

tion, discovered “friendliness, openness and con-

We want both American and Chinese students to

fort zone. We’ll run one more program in China

That’s why a course in intercultural commun-

ca or the Middle East before rotating back again.”

While in China, students will attend semi-

China sends the largest number of international

English by professors from Nanjing University

ton’s international student population mirrors

tours of Suzhou, Shanghai, Nanjing and other

fall to more than 1,500 new and returning inter-

In the future, Wang envisions UD faculty of-

Watras became intrigued with the differing

tions from UD professors,” Wang said. “They will

director of the Center for International Programs.

practical experience in a global environment.

they’ve never been before. It’s outside their com-

apply for this program and take classes together.

before exploring countries in Latin America, Afri-

long research has focused around school integra-

is consistent with the best elements of democ-

Falkowski had no previous experience with China

Eastern and Western views of ethics.”

Seminar. He used the trip to understand how

for personal achievement and social growth that

fering a variety of courses from across disciplines

ways the U.S. and China approach the teaching

Gardstrom stepped last summer into a therapy

work. “Our biggest challenge was the testing

prospective students in China who want to con-

after Wu Hongkuan, a visiting professor from

It’s all designed to make global learning a

tion during a classroom discussion of Thomas

for both UD students desiring to study abroad and

of professional ethics to school administrators

tinue their college education in Dayton.

China Jiliang University, made a casual observa-

ogy major from Shanghai whose group gave

hallmark of a UD education, administrators say.

Sergiovanni’s book Moral Leadership.

testing.

without knowing a word of English, earned three

principals emphasize developing a spirit of cu-

neering who helped design the labs in the China

its top academic post, is as comfortable chatting

that impede learning as problems to solve and

See CHINA, Page 32

and teachers. He wanted principals to use these

Institute, said these communication hurdles can
be alleviated by students traveling to China and
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degrees from the University of Dayton and rose to

he took advantage of the trip to conduct research

notes, “but there seems to be a consistent drive

Mandarin. Still, the group managed to create

Tony Saliba ’81, dean of the School of Engi-

op an Asian studies minor. Agnew teaches Asian

The program’s initial focus is apparent.

second year, opened up the eyes of other pro-

Provost Saliba, who fled war-torn Lebanon

For example, history professor Chris Agnew

history with a specialty in Chinese history, and

“There may be elements of repression,” he

national students, with nearly half from China.

the company three designs for prototyping and

of their experience.”

was oppressive.”

“my prejudice that the Chinese political system

nearby cities.

said Jun Hou, a computer engineering technol-

summer have already changed

what they are doing in the classroom as a result

has created three new courses and plans to devel-

in Suzhou, students worked on an oil separator

conditions. We needed the actual machine,”

are immediate: faculty from last

cern for higher values.” It made him reconsider

that trend. The University opened its doors this

only a simulation of how the oil separator should

revision, scholarly study and col-

ing and curriculum in the College

and other partner universities, and take cultural

who conducted bi-weekly conference calls in

ships — and enriching curriculum

associate dean for integrated learn-

students to the U.S., and the University of Day-

The UD team included two Chinese students,

University’s

here on campus,” says Don Pair,

nars on Chinese culture and society, taught in

for a refrigeration system.

the

network of international relation-

the way we teach in the classrooms

entrepreneurship, and intercultural communica-

ication is so important.”

ing number of faculty who are

strengthening

dents, but we can have a greater ef-

This is a study-abroad program

change the way faculty teach.

Gardstrom and Watras are part of a grow-

“There is great value to have

immersion

credit hours.

search presentations.

laborations.

ing and business worlds.”

For an Emerson Climate Technologies plant

on clinical improvisation and delivered two re-

Dining Room on campus, the

Institute will stand out among

petitive edge over students from

crisis intervention team. She also led a workshop

design curricula for working profes-

During lunch in the Barrett

ulty members are working to develop

“Our students will have a com-

who traveled to Sichuan as part of an earthquake

sity in Hangzhou, “officials greeted us like we

a year studying the political, social

their peers when seeking jobs.

“I thought we could work together to flesh

fessor of teacher education.

that University of Dayton graduates who’ve worked at the China

Chinese Communist Party tried to work.

changed ideas with two professors at the Central

neers need. This project, part of a

flying blind in the classroom,” says Watras, pro-

soft-spoken Watras chatted ami-

Provost Joe Saliba ’79 believes

ate students approved of these ideas, and Mr. Wu

Gardstrom interviewed music therapists in

out his observations.”

sionals.

tists and engineers.”

teachers. Some critics complained the model was

get a feel for the conditions. Without that, I’d be

capstone course, will help professors

tion of globally competent scien-

characteristics to rate the performance of the

at Lilly Suzhou Pharmaceutical Co.

about the types of courses its engi-

“innovative programs to educate,

Like novelist John Steinbeck, who
once embarked on a cross-country

to visit the site. This allows them to actually come

LARRY BURGESS

at the University of Dayton, work in Suzhou in

“Sergiovanni

recommended

that

school

riosity among students, looking at conditions
developing attitudes of respect among students

racy. The people told me we’re trying to blend
The Global Education Seminar, now in its

fessors, too. As music therapy professor Susan

center for children with autism, she was surprised to hear children singing “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.”

and sort through ancient texts in libraries.
Engineering

technology

professor

Sean

before his participation in the Global Education
sustainability works in China. He plans to apply
what he learned to the University’s redesigned
program in global manufacturing systems.

For Watras, the experience sparked a desire

to apply for a six-week Fulbright grant and return
to the country for more intensive research.

From the pace of new construction (“build-

“Growing up, the only information I remem-

ings pop up like mushrooms after a rain”) to the

were going to take over the American auto indus-

hillsides as steep as buildings”), Watras can now

ber getting about China was that the Chinese
try,” she says. “Obviously that was a narrow and

biased perspective, so I relished this opportunity

diligence of the people (“green tea blooms on

paint a scene of China for his American students.

“We weren’t tourists,” he says. “It was an

for personal growth. This visit stimulated a de-

opportunity to learn and grow — and bring those

my cultural sensitivity and developed in me a

— Teri Rizvi and Cameron Fullam

sire to learn more about the country, heightened

ideas back to our disciplines.”
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A longstanding relationship
Scott Segalewitz knows only a few

words in Mandarin, but he’s taken
one to heart — “guanxi.”
Loosely

translated,

ing atmosphere as for its engineering school’s

unethical behavior of athletes at the London

“I’m a little nervous,” Cecilia concedes dur-

showing one of the greatest engineering disas-

reputation.

guanxi

ing Segalewitz’s orientation class in early Au-

relationships,” says Segalewitz, professor and

to improve my knowledge of the language. I

means connections. “In China, it’s all about

program.
In

2006,

Segalewitz

want the experience.”

ters of all time — the July 17, 1981, collapse of a
suspended skywalk at the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in Kansas City.

Segalewitz had no experience teaching
LARRY BURGESS

former chair of UD’s engineering technology

gust. “I’ve never been outside China, but I want

Olympics to a more serious viewing of a video

helped

start what’s become the University
of Dayton’s longest-running part-

nership in China, one that set the
stage for the University’s growing
footprint in a country on the eco-

a roomful of international students

before UD launched the joint degree

program, but he’s developed a comfort
level and a rapport with the students,

many of whom he taught in China dur-

A select number of engineer-

While not all professors travel to

as the University of Dayton, study

other countries to teach, many have

pus that sits on the edge of a pictur-

That’s why Segalewitz gave his fac-

for three years at the Fengxian camesque lake. For their final year, they

transfer to UD’s largely residential

students from abroad in their classes.

Scott Segalewitz teaches the value of relationships.

campus in the heart of the American Midwest.

Many have never stepped foot on Ameri-

can soil before, and they’re not used to living

in a city that’s a sliver of the size of Shanghai.
They take intensive courses in communication

Classmate Wei “Harry” Zhang says he’s im-

pressed with the engineering labs. “We took a

ten intently to Segalewitz as he talks about the

Dayton — and a greater shot at the top engi-

students move back to campus, 20 students lis-

importance of professional ethics. But first, he
gives them a little fatherly advice.

“I always tell my students that if you’re do-

neering jobs in their own country, where many

ing something your mother wouldn’t approve,

Mitsubishi and Exxon.

midday class. “We need to treat people fairly. It

now work for multinational companies like

That’s what inspired Yongxu Shen, who’s

adopted the American name “Cecilia,” to trade
life in arguably one of the fastest-developing

cities in the world for a year on a Catholic campus that prides itself as much for its welcom-

CHINA, from Page 30

60 Countries.

Now that Segalewitz has stepped down as

and helping Phil Doepker ’67, professor emeri-

or manufacturing technology.

At the end of their year, they earn diplomas

ing Guide to Doing Business in More Than

On this humid summer day, just three

weeks before thousands of University of Dayton

from Shanghai Normal and the University of

Kiss, Bow, or Shake Hands: The Bestsell-

chair of the engineering technology depart-

and English composition in the summer before

starting classes in the fall in either electronic

ulty a 593-page cultural handbook,

tour, and they’re more modern. I want to learn
more about American technology.”

ment, he’s turning his attention to teaching

tus of mechanical engineering, coordinate industrial and technical relations at the newly

opened University of Dayton China Institute.

They’re working closely with multinational

companies in Suzhou Industrial Park to develop
research projects and courses.

“Engineering doesn’t just happen in Day-

it’s probably not right,” he says to start off his

ton, Ohio,” he says. “It’s a worldwide profes-

doesn’t matter where we come from. Ethics is

— international and American — the more

about doing what is right.”

Segalewitz launches into an animated lec-

ture that ranges from amusing stories about the

Pirate Code of Conduct to candid observations of

he said.

Then he mused, “If it weren’t for those four

marketable they’ll be.”

Xujun “Daniel” Peng agrees: “This year

will change my life.”

— Teri Rizvi

He expects the next generation of graduates to be

ton as we know it today. And if it weren’t for

As a freelance journalist, she’s extensively covered life

“I cannot actually imagine a college stu-

dent graduating without global competencies,”

those two brothers from Dayton who invented

flight, we wouldn’t be opening this center in
China. They have shrunk the world.”
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UD

that produces often messy, sometimes
complicated and always classically
wonder ful art. ∫∫ Through their
hands, we reconnect with our history,
giving us appreciation for the beauty
a n d w o n d e r o f o u r w o r l d . ∫∫

The Creative Classics
x ∫∫
x

Stories

by

Shannon

Shelton

Miller

Teri Rizvi, part of a delegation that traveled to

versity communications. She reported from Rome in

comfortable working and living in all time zones.

creative process

China in August, is associate vice president for Uni-

Marianists from Alsace-Lorraine who came to

Dayton, we wouldn’t have the University of Day-

feed a hands-on

sion. The more experience we give our students

with alumni at a gathering in Kuwait as he is dis-

cussing curricular reform at a faculty meeting.

this creative class,
and tools can

technical language.”

the number of full-time students

for me mbe rs of

technical English tends to be what we

to teach to give them an ear for the

University, which enrolls triple

creation. ∫∫ But

traditional skills

stress,” he notes. “We go over to China

ing students at Shanghai Normal

us from the art, from the sense of

ing a faculty exchange. “Their conver-

sational English is very good, but their

nomic rise across the globe.

In our era, technology often separates

1991 when William Joseph Chaminade was beatified.
and politics in Pakistan and worked as a London-based

correspondent for McGraw-Hill World News and a researcher for ABC News early in her career.
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LARRY BURGESS

REESE MOORE

Michael Lauer ’97

Margaret Brenner Neff ’85

WITH THESE HANDS

toric theater repairing pieces of ornamental plaster to
their original state of elegance. Other days he worked in

homes, using his hands to craft new decorative pieces for

future generations to enjoy.

His hands are often covered in plaster these days, as Lauer reinvented

himself in 2007 as an architectural plasterer specializing in ornamental,

decorative and plain plaster, or flatwork. He eschews drywall and sheetrock, the typical materials used in most modern structures.

A visual communication design graduate, Lauer spent 10 years as a

graphic designer for multiple organizations but longed to find an endur-

ing craft that would remain with viewers long after completing his work.

“I got tired of sitting behind a computer and wanted to use my

God-given talents to work with my hands,” he says.

Lauer discovered the American College of the Building Arts in Charles-

ton, S.C., a school offering architectural specializations in six con-

struction areas using traditional artisan practices. He planned to pursue
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carpentry, but after arriving, he “fell in love” with plaster. He opened his

own studio in Charleston in May 2011 after earning a bachelor’s degree in
architectural plaster working.

“Of all the artisan techniques, plaster work was the most artistic,”

he says. Using his graphic design background, he adapted the process of
creating intricate designs on a computer to envisioning them in plaster as
he drew up blueprints for his new projects.

His student and professional projects have included replicating old

cornice pieces in a Long Island mansion and a Charleston dwelling, using

flatwork to restore a circa 1814 Charleston home turned bed-and-breakfast, creating decorative medallions for chandelier bases, and completing
repairs on the ornamental plaster ceiling in Garrett Hall, a 100-year-old
building on the University of Virginia campus.

Each time a visitor gazes at his restorative work or customers ask for

a new piece for their homes, Lauer accomplishes what he imagined the

moment he left his graphic design job — creating an artistic legacy that
can’t be erased by pushing delete.

S

ensitive skin and allergies plagued Margaret Neff for much of

her life. Soaps, laundry detergents and dishwashing liquids led
to breakouts of rashes or hives.

“I was allergic to everything in the world,” she says.

Without those allergies, though, Neff might not have ex-

perimented with natural products to find more skin-friendly formulations. And without such experimentation, which began more than 20

years ago, she wouldn’t have started Nature’s Touch Soaps, the business
she’s run from her home in Cedarville, Ohio, since 2001.

“I was just making soap and giving it away,” she says. “It kind of just

happened as opposed to something I had a business plan for.”

Neff, who earned a master’s degree in education from UD, spent 32

years as a special education teacher. After her retirement in 2007, she

dedicated more time to soap making, mixing different formulas and
recipes in her kitchen. She often gave samples to friends, who began
joining her for soap-making sessions.

As the demand for samples grew, Neff realized she had the base for a

thriving business. She recently expanded to a studio outside her home,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

during the summer, Michael Lauer toiled inside a his-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W

hile tourists explored New Orleans’ French Quarter

SALVE FOR THE SKIN
where she makes up to 96 bars in one session and can produce more than

1,000 in a week. All bars are blended, molded, cut and wrapped by hand.
Neff says she stays true to the processes soap makers used 200 years

ago, using plant-based essential oils rather than chemically based

fragrance oils, for example, and leaving in moisturizing byproducts
like glycerin, which many manufacturers remove to sell separately for
greater profit.

She’s also committed to using environmentally friendly processes

and working with local suppliers. In addition to soap, she produces
private-label products for other companies and sells lotions, creams,
scrubs, salts, herbal bags and hooded towels.

The business is a family endeavor, with daughter Kara handling

social media and Internet promotion and husband Nolan managing
some of the financial transactions. Nolan calls his wife the “chief cook
and bottle washer.”

It’s a job description she happily accepts, and her skin is probably

just as appreciative.
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BRIAN POWELL

MARK ZUPAN/DUKE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

Richard Mark French ’88

Beth Doyle ’89

MUSIC MAN

BY THE BOOK

brings in an old book with brittle pages hanging on by a
few threads.

It’s up to Beth Doyle, head of the conservation ser-

vices department for Duke University Libraries, to determine how to
repair such items, including fixing haphazard efforts done with adhesives or staples.

Bookbinding involves more than sewing skills. An organic chem-

istry background helps her identify degrees of fabric degradation, and

she sifts through leather swatches to find pieces closest to the book’s
original treatment.

“I love that conservation is a mix of old-world craftwork and mod-

ern technologies,” she says. “I’m doing the same thing that bookbinders
did in the 15th century or even the fourth century.”

Entering her 10th year at Duke, Doyle conserves materials as varied

as an early 20th-century collection of hand-drawn and colored maps of

North Carolina to ancient Egyptian papyri. The Duke Libraries boast the
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fifth-oldest collection of papyri in the world, with pieces dating to the

third century A.D. From works of literature to private letters and tax re-

ceipts, the papyri display slices of everyday life in the ancient world.

Doyle majored in photography at UD and took a bookbinding course

to make books to display her photos. The handiwork appealed to her love

of history, and bookbinding and printmaking were among her areas of
interest.

After graduation, Doyle operated a letterpress as an apprentice in a

Chicago print shop, work that differed little from what Johannes Gutenberg did in the 15th century.

During summer 2012, Doyle began binding a collection of manuscript

letters Louisa Whitman wrote in the 1860s to her son Walt, the famous

poet. Doyle doesn’t often read the works she repairs, but Louisa’s amusing recollections of the mundane, such as annoyances with another

R

ichard Mark French’s work in the mechanics of musical instruments, particularly guitars, shaped his career as a mechanical

engineering technology professor at Purdue University. He’s
published books, developed an on-campus test facility and

run summer workshops for youth to use guitar making as a

gateway to science, technology, engineering and mathematics careers.

Despite having access to the best materials in music technology,

the former aerospace and automotive engineer finds it more fulfilling to
step away from them.

“I read somewhere that making musical instruments should be a

quiet art,” he says. “When I’m just building for my own enjoyment, I

try to keep it that way. I like using traditional methods and building the
hand skills that true artisans need.”

A self-proclaimed “wood junkie” and “wood snob,” he’s even cut

son, made the assignment a page-turner.

trees and sliced them into rounds, then sealed and seasoned the wood

themselves. As with her other projects, each painstaking restoration

ous hand tools, finding a 125-year-old saw to be among the best in his

When Doyle is done, future visitors can enjoy Louisa’s musings for

revives a once-lost piece of history, one that now endures to enlighten,
entertain and educate generations to come.

before crafting it into a guitar. As a luthier, he experiments with varitoolbox.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

bound volume covered in clear Scotch tape. Another day

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

O

ne day, a visitor could present an 18th-century leather-

He’s given guitars to friends, allowing others to enjoy the fruits of

his work. And his skill has come in handy during workshops with teen-

agers raised in the digital age. When one group struggled with a piece of
machinery in a guitar-making workshop, French whipped out a chisel
and saw and cut the wood himself.

“I think that gave me some credibility,” French says.

When French pursued his doctorate at UD, the manager of the photo-

mechanics lab where he worked told French he could use the equipment
to indulge his hobby of exploring the dynamic behavior of a guitar —
as long as he finished his degree, which he did in 1993.

French later tinkered with acoustic technology as a noise vibration

engineer in the auto industry, and music industry professionals began

contacting him for structural testing using lasers or acoustic testing us-

ing sound chambers. French accepted the jobs for free, and he later used
that knowledge for his own acoustic work.

Still, he says there’s nothing better than getting out the chisels,

scrapers and files and building things by hand. As French demonstrated
to his students, technology doesn’t supersede the need for basic craftsmanship.
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LARRY BURGESS

property values in excess of 10 percent.

results in lots of silver maples, since residents

Baujan field that provides shade to fans during

walks through a pocket of trees that make the

old, groundskeepers can take a longer view. In

tober chill drives us beneath stadium blankets.

dents reported preferring. At the corner of Kie-

ROOTS, from Page 24

the last warm, afternoon games before the OcAshes also glow yellow on either side of

Stewart Street along Garden Apartments. These
trees are a particular test of UD’s arbor skills, as
they were infested with the borer before pesticide treatments began.

There’s a larger question looming between

the annual treatments. No matter the effort,
will ash trees eventually go the way of the

American chestnut? “Are we just prolonging
the inevitable?” asks Brian Coulter, UD director
of grounds.

Kielbaso is optimistic. For seven years, he’s

walked out his back door, across two former

In UD’s student neighborhood, Kielbaso

more park-like settings some study responfaber and Stonemill, back yards are shaded by
silver maple and black walnut stretching skinny
because low branches are trimmed to prevent
injuries — to the students and the trees. Kiel-

baso says people used to talk primarily of trees
for their beauty. Today, there’s also talk of pol-

lution abatement and energy savings. “People
appreciate trees for their cooling, pleasant ap-

“Emerald ash borer has killed all the trees

whole area,” he says, “and I still have some ash
that are surviving.”

He also has faith in entomologists, who

Trees also make us happy, and there is

is more pleasing, he found in a 1979 study. But

we must choose between slow-growing and

Janelle Young ’06

FINDING LIGHT IN THE DARK

In new neighborhoods, this choice often

to heed earlier ones and he insists that she must leave.
“I’m locking the door in 15 minutes,” he says.

This back-and-forth exchange takes place almost every

time Young makes after-hours visits to the darkroom at Stivers

School for the Arts near downtown Dayton. As the director of the school’s

photography program, she has access to one of the few places in the city
where she can indulge her passion for film photography.

At UD, Young practiced her craft in the darkroom; digital photogra-

phy was an elective. As her photography classmates shot exclusively in
digital after graduation, though, Young scouted the city for community

darkrooms, booking any available time outside her hours as an office
manager at the Dayton Visual Arts Center.

Emerging from the darkness, clothing stinking of chemicals and

stained by developing fluid, her dedication to film photography grew
with each session.

“Even as technology advances and the printers and scanners are
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T

he janitor gives Janelle Young her final warning. She’s failed

He has a similar outlook as he walks around

better, there’s nothing like a silver gelatin print,” she says. “In the im-

campus. He sees trees with damage or disease

raphy, the ink lays on the surface. There’s just a different look and feel.”

plants have the resiliency to prove him wrong

age, there are clumps of silver embedded in the paper. In digital photogDuring her four years at DVAC, she decided to exclusively use film for

her professional work. Her current project is a series of a black-and-white
illusions of landscapes created by capturing the reflection of sunlight

on a white background. At Stivers, where she’s entering her third year,
she teaches film photography to high school students.

Her dedication to tradition can create additional burdens. Finding

chemicals, film, paper and color processors is a daunting task, and a roll
of 12-exposure film is $6.

Young shoots five rolls a week to capture three or four quality images.

The numerical limitations of film make every shot precious, and such

necessity sharpens her view of the world, giving her a broader perspec-

tive on nature and the human condition.

Still, Young persists in keeping the art alive through teaching — and

by continuing to bargain with the janitors for just one more minute in
the dark.

and, after foretelling a short life, suggests the
by sheltering students for decades more.

T

rees are important; they make a place
and they make a place better. But
among his years of research, Kielbaso
has also studied people and what trees

mean to them.

In a study published in 1982 in the Journal of

Arboriculture, Kielbaso and his co-authors identi-

fied inner-city attitudes toward urban forestry
and tree programs. It is most important for

governments to provide tree-lined streets, the
survey concluded, with eight out of 10 respon-

dents indicating that trees would influence the

choice of a place to live, and nearly 90 percent of
the respondents reporting that trees increased

spread over the next 100 years.

“This is very nice — they will offer a lot of

species. While he personally likes the formala need to prevent disease and loss. “I have stu-

dents who have been city foresters at various
cities, and they have a policy: never any of the

two same trees adjacent to each other. I don’t
go quite that far.”

With 1,545 trees on the historic campus

River Park and 1700 South Patterson — he could

ed with campus. But it’s getting late. Gloria

Hewitt Kielbaso ’63, who taught for two years
in UD’s business school before making her ca-

reer in higher education administration, has

already been waiting hours for her husband to

“Planting is one of the easiest things to
do right or wrong,” says James Kielbaso ’62.
Whether you buy a tree balled or in a container, he recommends knocking off most of the
dirt and planting it bareroot.
Why?
Chances are the tree started in a small
container. The roots grow to the size of the
container, hit the edge and turn the corner.
The tree, moved to larger and larger containers, continues to grow, roots turning the corner
and wrapping around itself. “You can strangle
your tree in 20 years just because of the way it’s
planted,” he says.
So, dig a big, wide hole. Gently knock off
the dirt from the roots, preferably with water
from a hose, and keep them moist throughout
the planting process. Set the tree and spread
the roots to radiate out straight from the trunk.
Cover with good soil only up to the root collar — the point where roots begin. Then stake
it for support while allowing for small movements, which help strengthen the trunk. And
remember to water well, especially during dry
periods.

down in advance looks foolish.”

the edges, rows of maples and oaks will slowly

spend all day, all week, getting reacquaint-

the longer its life.

would say about a parasitoid,” says Kielbaso,

able to handle emerald ash borer, then cutting

fastest, reaching maturity in 50 years. Along

the tree growth, the stronger the structure and

the faster it breaks apart and dies.” The slower

How to plant a tree

of them are surviving. And if they are finally

of Marycrest, strong tulip poplars will grow the

— not counting the recent acquisitions of Old

oid wasp whose larvae prey on the borer. “I’m

“but they’ve begun to release them, and some

to create what became Serenity Pines. In front

fast-growing trees. “The faster the tree grows,

have had some success breeding a parasitnot sure what my old prof here, Dr. Noland,

park-like place, much like the earlier decision

ity of a row of all maples, he balances that with

for the trees.”

you can’t plant a 50-foot oak. So, says Kielbaso,

upstream, downstream, across the river, in the

trees. It was a conscious decision to make a

board. “This would be a sterile back yard if not

ber of the American Forests science advisory

he is testing an insecticide delivered through
holes drilled into the tree.

Union and Marycrest, UD planted nearly 100

shade along here,” Kielbaso says, naming the

something about medium and large trees that

Acecaps — essentially horse pills he inserts into

the redesigned Central Mall between Kennedy

pearance,” says Kielbaso, an inaugural mem-

fairways and down to the bank of the Red Cedar River to a stand of green ash trees. There

want instant shade. But on a campus 162 years

finish his tour so the couple can drive home.

She’s so patient, he says, especially when

he gets talking of trees. Together, they have

traveled the world, his work taking him from
Brazil to China. And what does he always bring

back as souvenirs? “Just ask Gloria,” he says.
“Photos of trees.”

To UD he brought a souvenir of Michigan —

seedlings from one of the largest living catalpa
trees, planted on the state capitol lawn in 1873.

They’re being cared for at Old River Park — UD’s
largest expanse of trees — where the seedlings
will be sheltered until they grow large enough
to transplant to a more public spot.

It’s been 50 years since he last walked the

academic pathways of his youth, and so much

has changed, Kielbaso says. Individual trees
may be more fleeting than brick and mortar,
but their care and planning can produce deep
roots on which a campus can grow. It happened

with Serenity Pines, is happening in the Central
Mall, and will continue to happen with every
new tree, including his catalpas. UD

If Michelle Tedford swings high enough, she can

touch with the tips of her toes the leaves of the centuryold red oak tree in her backyard.
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volorro dolorem. Pient ut latior aborepr
atemodi con comnimodit harchillesti dit
ad maioribus, corero dolore, si samus
expero cor autemos sin et min poratur
rest, nest aciam que serspid maximus,
ut odit enda iduntiis sum qui diasimusamet adigendae. Nam, quas exped
evelique nus.
Imagnatur, nobist, accab inum is
soluptae. Nam que venimpore dem
assitis exped magni auditae ssequae
plis aut et magnatent aut omnis vent

Stages of life
JOANNE COMBS ’51

Millions of Americans made a nighttime soap opera
appointment in the 1980s.
They were captivated by women — impeccably dressed women in
sequined evening gowns with football-sized shoulder pads — fighting
over lovers, past grudges and business deals gone bad.
Decadence and excess never looked so good.
Famed designer Nolan Miller created the fashions showcased on
Dynasty, the hit series where the wardrobes often upstaged the storylines.
Joanne Combs managed the office at Miller’s studio, where he fitted
private clients and the stars of Dynasty, which aired from 1981 to 1989.
“It was a fabulous time,” Combs said. “I got to see a lot of the stars I’d
admired for a long time.”
Dynasty wasn’t Combs’ first foray into the performing arts. In the
1960s, she worked in New York for legendary Broadway director Alan
Schneider, whom she met while pursuing a master’s in fine art at
George Washington University. Combs tutored Schneider’s children
during her theater administration studies at Washington, D.C., company
Arena Stage.
Eventually recognizing that directing opportunities were limited for
women at the time, Combs returned home and began a 25-year career
teaching drama and English in the Dayton Public Schools.
Combs’ starry-eyed dreams never dissipated though, and she
decided in the early 1980s to pursue them in Hollywood. As one of the
oldest students in a costume design course
at UCLA, she found that she related
more to her instructor than to her
classmates. That friendship paid off
when the instructor recommended
Combs for a job in Miller’s office.
After Dynasty, Combs started
Independent Tutors Center, a
business she runs today in Dayton.
With ample experience in education
and showbiz, she says the two fields
share more similarities than one
might think.
“I’d give would-be teachers
a course in performing,” she
said. “It would help prevent
them from taking what their
students say so personally.”
—Shannon Shelton Miller
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dipis parionseque doles enimus rehent

Globetrotter
MIKE STEVENS ’68

It seemed an unlikely career choice for Mike
Stevens.
“I didn’t speak any foreign languages, and I had never been out
of the United States,” the political science graduate said. “So it never
occurred to me to pursue a career in the Foreign Service.”
But a conversation with political science professor Joseph Patyak
a year after graduation piqued Stevens’ interest.
“He had always been very kind to me, and he had been a Polish
diplomat himself,” Stevens said. “He suggested to me, in a heavily
accented voice, that I should consider the Foreign Service.”
Stevens did more than consider it — he pursued it.
“I almost didn’t because there was so much paperwork,” he said,
smiling. “But my mother was a good typist, and she offered to help
me fill out the forms.”
His first assignment, after some intensive Spanish training, was
as a junior diplomat trainee in the United States embassy in Quito,
Ecuador. Newlyweds, Stevens and his wife, who has since passed
away, packed up and the adventure began. Their daughters, Jennifer
and Heather, were born in Ecuador and Chile, respectively.		
Stevens, 65, retired in 2011 after a 40-year career as both a United States Foreign Service officer and a civil servant with diplomatic
and management assignments in six countries on three continents.
“I’m very grateful for the opportunity to serve my country; it’s
been incredibly rewarding.”
A globetrotting career has also been personally rewarding for
Stevens, who now calls Vienna home.
“I met my current wife, who is British, while I was hiking in the
Vienna Woods,” he said. “Between us,
we have four adult children living
in three countries on two different
continents.”
This lifelong adventure all began
with a casual conversation with his
professor.
“One thing I’ve learned is to take
things as they come. Life is full of surprises and, very often, opportunities.”
—Debbie Juniewicz ’90
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IN MEMORIAM
ALUMNI
Richard Alexander ’46 — June 26, 2012
Thomas Andrus ’67 — June 4, 2012
Alexander Ausra ’74 — May 12, 2012
Frank Bauer ’65 — May 12, 2012
Gwen Brady ’01 — June 24, 2012
Virginia Lehman Brower ’68 — June 9, 2012
Mary Buben ’80 — Nov. 17, 2011
Eleanor Grimes Butt ’43 — May 22, 2012
Patrick Carney ’63 — May 26, 2012
Joseph Collet ’59 — May 7, 2012
Jerald Connell ’64 — May 17, 2012
Don Cosgrove ’51 — May 27, 2012
James Couch ’70 — June 21, 2012
Daniel Davies ’84 — July 14, 2012
Joseph Donovan ’71 — May 4, 2012
Rosemary Herring Dorsey ’79 — May 1, 2012
Richard Elliott ’53 — May 29, 2012
Brenda Hardman Ellis ’96 — April 30, 2012
Frederick Fensel Jr. ’65 — June 5, 2012
Claudia Cretella Feuer ’78 — May 20, 2012
John Ficzere ’80 — June 17, 2012
Paul Ficzere ’80 — May 22, 2012
George “Joe” Flagel ’39 — May 27, 2012
Douglas Gilliss ’75 — May 18, 2012
Marjorie “Margie” Copple Gins ’71 — May 14, 2012
Ronald Glaser ’53 — May 12, 2012
Clement Grilliot ’49 — June 23, 2012
Lloyd Hahn ’70 — May 30, 2012
Robert Harris ’74 — June 13, 2012
J. Timothy Hartness ’74 — Feb. 1, 2102
Kelsey Helmer ’62 — May 5, 2012
David Hoene ’54 — July 14, 2012
Edward Hollingsworth ’95 — June 12, 2012
Lynn Jones ’66 — March 22, 2012
Carl Kuhlman ’68 — Feb. 5, 2009
Phillip Lazzara ’72 — June 12, 2012
Russell Lenahan ’11 — May 2, 2012
Joseph Luthman ’68 — May 25, 2012
Joseph Maier ’03 — June 19, 2012

Peter Martin ’75 — Jan. 18, 2010
Sister Alice McCaffrey, O.P. ’73 — June 30, 2012
Jerome McGarry ’50 — June 5, 2012
Margaret McGarry ’71 — June 21, 2012
J. Peter McGeehan ’89 — April 7, 2012
James Montgomery ’93 — May 20, 2012
Richard Motley ’75 — May 6, 2012
Daniel Mulvey ’71 — May 29, 2012
Robert Nephew ’81 — May 14, 2012
Duane Oberg ’75 — May 16, 2012
James Pitsinger ’63 — June 10, 2012
James “Jim” Poffenberger ’63 — July 23, 2012
Theodore Randall ’78 — May 20, 2012
Lloyd Reindl ’48 — June 29, 2012
Richard Rinck ’58 — June 20, 2012
Lois Rudzinski ’68 — June 22, 2012
Augustine “Gus” Runkel ’53 — May 8, 2012
Father Joseph Scheible, S.M. ’51 — July 11, 2012
Angela Trimboli Schmidt ’71 — May 14, 2012
Ronald Sebree ’94 — June 20, 2012
Jerry Seman ’61 — July 23, 2012
Kenneth Simmons ’85 — May 4, 2012
Lloyd Van Tassel Jr. ’61 — May 29, 2012
Kenneth Veil ’68 — May 29, 2012
Wendy O’Bryan Ward ’01 — May 18, 2012
Clara Weisman ’51 — June 24, 2012
John Wells ’61 — May 18, 2012
Donald Wendeln ’50 — June 18, 2012
George Weyrauch ’67 — May 11, 2012
Carl Wright ’62 — Jan. 9, 2012
Robert Zuehlke ’62 — July 16, 2012
FRIENDS
Daniel Arnold — June 5, 2012; current UD student.
Thelma Bekenhaupt — June 3, 2012; survived by
son-in-law William Hunt ’83 and granddaughters Kerry
Hunt Ujvagi ’96, Hilary Hunt Molina ’98 and Sarah
Hunt Aucoin ’05.
Edward “Eddie” Brown — Aug. 3, 2012; current

UD student.
James Carter — May 9, 2012; former men’s basketball coach.
Paul Fettig — May 6, 2012; survived by wife Molly
Payne Fettig ’60.
Norman Feuer — July 20, 2012; survived by son
Mark Feuer ’78.
John Fraker — Jan. 25, 2012; former UD School of
Engineering faculty member.
Carter Hauschild — June 11, 2012; survived by son
and UD employee Douglas Hauschild ’81.
Lorenz “Bill” Hofacker — June 25, 2012; survived by
wife Mary Berner Hofacker ’82.
Fred Krimm — July 21, 2012; survived by daughter
and UD employee Teri Krimm Rizvi ’90 and grandson
and current UD student Qasim Rizvi.
Rene Lachapelle — June 30, 2012; former UD
biology professor.
Betty Oberer — July 19, 2012; survived by husband
George Oberer Sr. ’49.
James Paulus — April 11, 2012; survived by sons
Joseph Paulus ’81, David Paulus ’86, Thomas Paulus
’84 and William Paulus ’88.
Celestina Perna — April 30, 2012; survived by son
and UD law professor Richard Perna.
Mildred Rapp — July 14, 2012; survived by son Brian
Rapp ’76.
Helen Reindl — June 20, 2012; survived by sons
Charles Reindl ’73 and Richard Reindl ’78.
Sister John Dominic Samaha, O.P. — May 4, 2012;
survived by siblings Brother John Samaha, S.M. ’52
and Mildred Samaha, University benefactor.
William “Bill” Tobin — June 2, 2012; current UD
student, survived by sister Margaret Tobin ’12.
James Wimsatt Sr. — July 16, 2012; survived by son
James Wimsatt Jr. ’82 and daughter Catherine Sayer
’81.
Gloria Winning — June 24, 2012; survived by husband Thomas Winning ’76.

Prayer intentions are collected through the Marianist Mission at http://bit.ly/xzlya3.
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etus evelique verfern atiur? Tur, iusam
volorem sam qui alitaquid evenis nonserrum eate vernam fugia que re veliqui
occusdamet alibusandae quam reium
corro tentio. Rovid experunto et as esto
tem dolest, odi officianis exceptat ilia
pro iumquisqui volupta vollant estios de
eaquuntet, idunt, et quaecere pa nihilles
ist eum erum dolorum ullupiditae et
parchit, nonet qui utatibus.
Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et
re aliquae et hit, totassi officim illupta
tiisciis mos eataspero esectem suntur?
Dolorepernam aspidest, ut etur, quatianis
quas cus.
Ehenihit, ut laut am a doles adisquaturit
ad quiam rae. Imus sim venimetur?
Tat. Dae maximet pore nit mi, sitem
exero optatis quodit issintetur sit hil et
lant acitas corio berum ipsum ditibus
non evel milluptaquia cum ad quati tem
ero magnihi llorecea dello volo estint e
endelibusdae issitio. Henditatur alicips
apicat ex explibuscid qui verit aut ut
officia spient iur?
Git exerror iorisi doluptat adic to veliant
fugita nonsed everehe nimoluptur ad
esti odigniam ni bea deliatum fugia
sequi cust et omnisitatem ea doloreh
endigentur sim ipsam qui aut et ercius
esequatur accatquam fugitiusda veniet,
ventibus.
Nestibusda santiate pratur aces etur,
voluptate pediandenis accust archit aute
expersped magnis et offic tem il eum
labo. Sed quo cus eum aspelenimus
ini aut latet ipsaper fercidest adiorem
poriam exerferrore restrum inverum restius exerunt, ommod qui dem et volupta
eratecab
ipsam iuntur aliqui bearum
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vene rae eicit que alibusd aerat.
Ecta siniento to core nim hilique perit,
core con eum sitiorerfero es molo et
aruptusae magnistrum in plam que il

Another reality
DUKE HARTMAN ’74

The producer behind hit reality shows like Cake
Boss, House Hunters and Tough Love began with
a Discovery Channel program called How the
West Was Lost.
Cable programming exploded in the late ’80s, when Duke
Hartman was producing and directing for clients of Denver news
station KUSA-TV.
Discovery ordered a documentary series on Native American
tribes, thus forging a relationship between the network and Hartman
and two of his colleagues. The experience taught the three partners
how to create and financially manage programming for networks.
So, when they left KUSA-TV in 1996 to work for a cable network
that folded within a year, Hartman and his partners formed their
own production company and reached out to their old client. They
developed a successful show for Discovery called Work in Progress,
followed by Emergency Vets for Animal Planet.
“That launched the whole thing,” Hartman says.
Now, Hartman is chief operating officer of High Noon Entertainment, the production company he co-founded with his colleagues
of 30 years. At any point, at least 50 shows are in development at its
Denver, New York and Los Angeles offices.
Hartman describes Cake Boss as “the heart and soul of what we
do.” High Noon developed the show concept after witnessing Buddy
Valastro’s standout performance as a competitor on Food Network
Challenge, another series they produce. They followed Valastro to
his family’s bakery in Hoboken, N.J.
“It was clear there was some magic there,” Hartman says. TLC
agreed, bringing the show back for five seasons and several spinoffs. Each time a series is renewed, the producers have the opportunity to continue
making better television, he says.
In 2011, High Noon produced 475
shows — 26 series in all — for 13 networks, including HGTV, Food Network
and VH1.
“We created one of the largest
independent production companies in
the country,” he says, “and we’ve had fun
doing it.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12

incil ium quat estiasp erchicienis sunt.
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aut et accus molor asperae rest, quia
nulparciist, offic torehendam nobitat
excepro velectorat.
Ment lam fugit idus, ommolest ad quos
di conectem quia volecta spienda
videbis et eume mil erio consernam
escitae ssequiae dia invellu pitatum
qui offic temporum rerundi tatatur?
Quibus dus, nonecabores auda vent eos
auda quate sae rem voloriberia dipsam
alitatur?
Eceribus de non re et alit aut velessum

eossunt abo. Neque volumqui ullabo. Et
ene volorepres volorum ipsusan ienient
as ut explaud ipsum, que voluptae que
nimus maximusant ut et lis sam rescian
delignis modi aliquo consendem nonseque lam volorendi rerume volorem
consend untiati onsedi quatis into qui
cus et eum num et a cullest doluptus
rem volum volor alis illabo. Hitio
voluptat.
Mus dolesectio odignatat.
Iquiaerspis quodigendi re derum
remolorio que non rerates doluptu
rionest volupta con nulparchil in cora
enisquatium, ne parum ratemqui volorem quidus ipienisim quiam denis mi,
consequibero deliqua sitatia assecupta
coneceaquas et odi imagnis maion
et optiur, ipienda nis aspedit volorpo
rectem et quam, autem eatemperum
rempor sitas rerios quas dellaut aut
ut derehen ihicaturiam ipis perem. Et
estrum aut quasit, officitaque et lab
iunt ut repero ommolo omniant volut
qui soluptatur aut lantem quate nulloremquia sit eaqui to cus quidusam, ea
qui occus dolore pa si venditat eaque
nempore perspis repudae plit eaquossene mincien demquaecta volorist,
qui corepro vene oditatia sedionem.
Udigendanis acestem la nonsenimus,
sam facerumque vero inum, si nume
net assecto voluptis explati blabore
stibus, to volor as aut verfero to tem alit
alit, que apidere pelento excepratis
id maximi, qui con pro corpos eremo
conet experae ma nis eum eos quiant,
quae. Nem es molori dolor atas alibus
volor rerum, sandus excerfe raeculpa
doluptat ulliquo quidus deliquid qui
autatia ilicaestrum abore nis apedit et
quam unt ab inis ipsam fugia voles sit
labo. Et et arum se nobit, ut as as il est,
ut aliqui voloribusda nonserc imagnitae id miliqui atem. Bit odi volupta
temqui dolentia quas verum dolupti te
nonsed magnitiusam, apicide nonet pre
porerspid exerum conse voluptatia num
restrum quos ducillorum fuga. Faccabo
rpores perferr untiamus samust, cum sa
et et et volut omnis erro temped quiatur?
Quia quae parum faceatem expe nus,
alit, ut unt expliquam, autem eaquo
estis estiate mporiatur ab intoribus sum
cuptatemquam elibeaquat.

pos eum qui debitae quia nus rentum
rerae estempo remporem cuptiatius,
optia arum quatur? Quis receat volo
opta dolo dictatiissim sitibeaquiam
fuga. Ita elibus doloria ndante qui
sapera cum et de volorest viducid
uciatur sedi te pelit pa none plias diam
repelique ni in est, unt pelecerspit
millum est, omnihil est, ipiendition et
aut vent, quiate quiscit mod ut omnihil
latempor mosant minim fugiassunt hit,
si deseratur alibus maximus esciate
offictur molorro eturenias sentur sit aut
ea aut perum rerum voluptas dolora
inullut quam, sunt aut et quatur, quia
suntium que aut rem et optior asi nobit
ex endunt aut pel maximagnis etur,
quateturit fugiat.
Orit doluptatem. Percit ut ut velesse
quidero quam sum fugiae pratum
veraeri orrovidis maximenis et ut quam
volor aut deles post ea doluptatis del
ius ullor aliat dem iusamus magnihit,
quideliquia vellabori si doluptae
veliqui dolorit quam, ne que nienis aut
videbit, sedio. Ed quo illaboritat evel
is doluptas nonem. Vel et que plam
velessi magnam, explam labo. Dio
quam solorem quia ad et la quatem
rehenietus sequae porerum apid quatio
volorae net parum iuri quidia velest ate
assequo ipsa nimus arcipit, se solest
officipid min nam es ped eossite ctusam
excest hil il es quibus et quiam volor
rehenihilic te etur si dolupid maiore
dis illaboritate nonsequiae verores etur
aut volum dis il id ut eatur? Oluptium
es sinturem eatiscium explaborem
quiderrum ut ute et ventis alit facipsam
sum cusandiandes ex et aut explia volo
quaspistis volorep udiciun tisimus.
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Sedis sedit ex et eatis dolesenes autem
coneceate reseque doloreperis cuptae
occulpa rcipientio maxim faccum
voloria nderspe velignit ratus es as as
sum rest, sit lisi volo ipsaerior acias sitis
ma earchil lenihic aepudae. Ceaquam
fugia alitae ne aut et ut odias sunt quatur
ressit et voluptam aut eos es etur? Tet
illecae voleste ctatiis sum hicae verovid
elique volorec ernate nonserovid
quisque prae nim nessum que quae
mo magniet precea porupta tintecto
velectem ut la audis voluptae pro venis
aut occusam et ent am sin consende
cus, qui volorem olorest iaspernatur
sum cum int, untotas qui con eossenis
moluptas eiumet mo quo cum quame

Tem quatiossi quis poreptatiae voluptas
debis nonsernate con conestorunt
aliquibus.
Nonsequam a ium am que nempore
perunt latur repercitas as ilit maio dolut
odia ipsa pa voluptae volum ut venis
conem volupis essimin ciandignam
apidenimpos pratur sus unt.
Ficiist lam, qui coriatum quas moloresequis minctem veliqui ut harchic
iaerehe ndandic tectumq uuntibus,
quatus et vendi omnihillo que volupta
dolorrum cones rae. Duntiist, volupta
tioris rendae. Nequi dem qui to cuptas
aborit aut acepell acepelenis maximped ellabo. Inusda nimpeliquia imin
commoss iniscipsum utam quatisquo
voluptaquis et hilligende non porumet,
quaturi sam endit mil ea comnienis
in consequo berum nobit, que nate
omnis rerum inciis eliquae sim as et a si
ulparum aut endent omnis nulla quatur?
Adi debissequi tem etur? Qui ut optas et
lit ut omnis dolupta voluptium ut delita
doluptat.
Bit lia vitae volorat in eos erum inciassum etur?
Epe re veratur rendipic temodit liquam
iur si beatur, ommos ad que aute cus
endandit eos magnam et vendio exceat

aligentem facestruptum quos natectur?
Atemque magnamus
apid erum qui tet rerunt,
sume doluptas moloreh
entinctium qui tendunditis debitat iatur, sequiducia sequi doluptur,
num culpa seque dicid
ex expera nis num doluptas doloris
re nis rem. Et molore re volenis il in
consedi cimagni magnis rem que plabo.
Re la senda aliquiscit, corunt, cuptati

comni dolorum aut as es elent, optur,
optatuscius aute conseris et ut doluptatem restias perfere nullam facestore
volor aut esequis eosam andenderero
illabor endiciendam, illestiis dero
ipsame lam, int laborum ea niet eum
aborum accus exerferio qui ommodio
temporerit re, voluptaepuda vel inciet
eum della doluptia nem volorro dolorest,
velent iur ad ut ma aperes earcia con
porro dent qui dolores incipsu scilla
doluptur sed quas debit eatintem autatis

From genesis to journey
BRENITA JACKSON MCCORD ’77

A social worker who has devoted 35 years to
strengthening Atlanta’s most vulnerable and
destitute population doesn’t have a career — she
has a calling.
“I’ve been able to see how fragile life really is,” says BreNita
Jackson McCord of her experiences in ministry and health administration.
Her work began in the Division of Family and Children Services
and Child Protective Services. While earning her Master of Social
Work from the University of Georgia, she counseled families of ER
and ICU patients through the transition from hospital to home. In later
years, she ran dialysis centers, provided mental health counseling
and worked in a stroke and head injury rehabilitation clinic.
Thus, nothing brings her more joy than knowing that her handson efforts have helped keep families together.
McCord began serving Genesis Shelter in 1994, a crucial time in
Atlanta, with newborns and their mothers outnumbering the spaces
available in shelters. As executive director, she oversaw the partnership of 16 interfaith organizations to create a second Genesis site capable of supporting twice as many families and empowering women
with the skills and confidence to take care of them.
Eventually, McCord began to serve as a lay teacher in her church
and found herself particularly engaged in the ever-strengthening
relationship amongst ministry, women’s issues and her work with the
homeless.
In 2011, she became executive director of Druid Hills Night
Shelter DBA Journey, a center dedicated to
providing homeless men with counseling,
education and job readiness training to
facilitate their return to employment and
housing. That same year, she took the
final step toward fulfilling her calling
and began studying to earn her Doctor
of Theology from Atlanta’s Interdenominational Theology Center.
“Ministry is for you when you
know there’s nothing else you
would rather do,” McCord says.
“I just knew this was a divine
assignment.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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eicimet prest aut voles est pera con res
aspit rem nonsed errorrum simosam,
et volupietur, con pa volles essimin est
perumqui aciaspidel essint.
Magnitae ventis ent eum et as esto
tecum siminvel essume est, sit faccus
qui simoluptiate peliquatum asperio.
Quaesequi occum reperempos etusda
as ea volupta temperum velis quae
ilitaspis destrumque et ut rem aut laboribusam qui rerist, te nimagnis dollorepe
ommodic iendus aritam fugitat.
Um fugia essuntur? Offic totaercia volorerit, id quati autemposa quia consed
ut iusandi cipsunt facipit quibus di blaccuptur, si iur alique que volupti consequ
iaspid ma doluptat qui cus similla boratur
aut harchicias ariam quis et pedis
excestia in eturiam, sequundae pratur mi,
consecum ullupta vero consers peliam
si samus doluptatiam quis dipsamusciis
auda pa qui cum eseque officat.
Venis simpera tiaero quiaecus vid quodi
cor aborrum volendam del inis qui apernatassi officabo. Modis electae sciatem
asit ut aspictem. Et adia quibernatur, aut
moluptatem est, am quas exerciam quatquos in cumet rerrum, is et remodione
et eserorum venimus disque inum escid
et faccae verum in cus et es reperiae
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imoluptat.
Dolorerunt alibusaniti cumquid estis
erum hitis sant audiosae erepe volut delit
doluptas dolor aut rehendit ra consedia
peribus ut fugit fugitior reremporro voloriatio. Consequi odigni doluptae verciae
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taspit volore volupta sitium, sit, omni
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volupta voluptia voluptat et, ommolup
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Ficium qui officabore siminve nihictur?

Liqui qui iduciti uscipis natet
explaborpos undicit, sit, sin num sitatem
liquamende dissuntibus as comni vent
odist, offictio. Hendita quaectem quam
nis re dolorerum in restios nimusam
eum quiatem vent a doloreperro quidusc imilitassum exernam consequamet
ea core id moluptibus, officae volorec
esequis maximpo rruntor endusci
pitate es simolupti conem re nossunt
volorem vitate sandiorempos qui int
voloratem. Et aliquiaepel eatem dio et
pore nimilique occus sam conecat as
mint ium voluptatur? Quist, quo cum
am qui nimi, sitaquas sunto et ium
qui doluptas et quis apient veribus,
ilistiamus doluptate is earum nis
reic to es sed eati omnitis di utaturecatur rat aborion conempor a volorio
rehenda erchit laut labori optatemque
dolorem porpore, nit rectio mo modi
officii stiumqui ut lab ipid que porion
erumquis ulpa venihit fugitat uresti
quosam que et, esectas deles que con
corepti officae coribus as id enimaxima
init ero qui dolorum cus quassunt aliti
torruntiore deliquaspe min re earum
est quiat magnam utem ad eossinisqui
occaepro dolloreperum est aliquatur?
Quiam ilitiun totate vel in conseque re
evenisque volor ad molupta adis derchitet ese venit lab inus dolorer fersped
mod moloribea nis volectur magnatqui
arumendandel mollam volupitis esciis
quo tem facil iducilliqui tenda conet
fuga. Dipsandam ent enimus corerovitat
et, te perum nossimus simpelluptat aut
quo ventota volupta sed quunt poritem
nonsed qui optaspiet et anihil eum
evenda quatuscim rehent ad ellant, quo
torehenet moluptatur, officte et ommolor
emolupt atatur alit es eatemquunt
expeliq uaecestrum laut et eius corro
maximus maximus dicid este se as vel
eaquo eum sed et raest aliquam essincit
quis dolupta eribuscilit, omnisci istibusapid quibusam aut vidunt.
Assed qui aut labo. Omnimin estis etur
rem. Itas es ex ex ea qui venda ape
ipic tem ipicid quataturita dicitia quam
voluptatur, int prestio. Ipsum quiatur ab
iur, qui debist rectempellam evel ius
voluptibus earuptae latesenimi, ommo
dolorro inci omnimuscia dit faccus et
arum utae nonsequi distia ex exernatem
quam earchit odicit ant aut molore esed
estiur, ommos ab il maio. Vitiissunt ea
dolupta tiatibus aut explibus adis dolore
odistiscim ullab illitatisi diciis que
quodit quo blaut libus, omni quidenet

Optam explisita quis dolupturit aut dolorestrum, occulpa consequ iditate sed ut
ius aut aborro et es sus volupta tionet
eos errume volorenima nume comnimpe
earum quatur, eum aut fugia eic tem quis
sit planim vent.
Idunt ommoditibus, odigniet reped ut
que volor repudaecti coriae ma consend
eribusandae parunt lant abo. Ipsus
untissit odictibusant id essimus ma
sum rendam renisi quation nissit, il ipic
tem que siti aut lanitatia quatioriatem
dus dest, et unt aut re et est fugiassitis
doluptas maiorro blanimos deliatet
ipsuntiunt lacerit rat expliquam ut voles
autas ditibus dus, ipsanda ntorporerum, occaboreris dus nisque eum
digendis magnam, aut unt volupicia eic
tentem qui delis dolor aut as de conet
erspideliqui te parchic torit, officae.
Mil iur? Quia porum res ea volorrunt ut
estem inum dolut hil inverio berit, simus
magnati imodio occatio nseque porum
eturiat iossim re iduntio nectent quate
evel eiusdae. Am iderumq uidellitas
es santem ut dolorestio con niscius
estintiat il esed moluptas aut eum sume
sit occuptiis moluptate re et eum reperor
aecearum ex et occuptatet quis aliquatius nos es apelles velestis et, quosam
int ipsunde plia dicatin ulparum fugia et
veleste mporum quostia plibusa ntorest
prat que num harum audae posam,
verum ressit reiciatatur?
Turecerum ut voloreptatur si autestorat.
Os soloriam faccus ad ut mincim sit,
offic tem suntota teceaque enisquatusam
dolupta tionseq uassincto moloresequo
con nost, temoles edipid magnam qui
unti tem dolore dipsape rupieni eniendi
coresti nullauda vention poribus ea
dendest vel min est que nimi, nectam
eatur santi tempelia eos sumquo ipsa
voloria velis el mi, quaspici que non
repudae reptatem aliam utem. Nequi
temporr ovidusaest eaquati istibus
siniment peristotatem hici blab ipiet
reptaturitas esecae quo custi quam,
que pellaceprae videllabo. Odi cus sim
repudicate pera voluptatium di rempore
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Archill uptaquo
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et eicipicid ex expla volor sequam, volor
reperitiis volupti inverrupti ipis eiur
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cum eum volori nobis diciaerunt omnia
sim quist omnimen tiuriatium ut aut dolut
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mos untin con re, cus doloribus nis
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quatet lita consentur ape rae conectae
repedit as dolo modipsunt voluptaspero
odi volorro ide volupta turibus, ullam
sanducid quae adi dollabor sae pedicia
temolut occab ipis ium fuga. Ed quas
sae dolum corepelique id ut lis magnihilitem
inveriore nos endiorestia aut
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For six women living at 301 Stonemill
in the ’80s, early mornings were part of
the schedule.
During Reunion Weekend 2012, housemates An-

gie French Dunn ’87 and Barbara Kingsley Miller ’87,
both educators, returned to their junior- and senior-

year home to recall some life lessons that came from
living there.

The only bathroom in the house was essentially

a deluxe closet that was always cold and cluttered.
Starting at 6 a.m., each housemate — including four

student-teachers — had a 15-minute slot for shower
use. The order changed weekly, keeping the women
from losing sleep over showering.

“After 7 a.m., anyone left got the cold shower,”

says Miller. “But they also got to sleep in.”

Everyone pitched in washing dishes and sweeping.
“One of the girls was a clean freak, so we each had

chores to do,” Dunn laughs as Miller chimes in, “The
woodwork was always shiny from Liquid Gold.”

Miller remembers the house as one of the nicest in

the neighborhood, though the area was home to few
students then.

“The family [a house over] was a man, his dad and

a very scary dog,” Miller says.

Other neighbors, like the male students across

the street, were jokesters. Dunn says that after play-

ing a practical joke on them, she and her housemates

MY OLD HOUSE
1985-87

left for winter break feeling “victorious.”

301 STONEMILL

Upon their return, the women found all their fur-

niture tidily rearranged — up in the attic. The duplex’s exterior had a hole big enough, apparently, for a
20-something-year-old man to fit through.

“It’s one of those things that you just have to laugh at,” Dunn says.

The house was drafty, too. Rather than paying for heat in the winter, the women opted to put plastic

on the windows.

“It was a fish bowl,” laughs Miller.

Both women agree that 301 Stonemill was always a place they loved coming home to.
Take a tour at http://udquickly.udayton.edu.

—Mickey Shuey ’14

And suggest we take a tour of your old house. Email us at magazine@udayton.edu.
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mo to cus mod quis exceptatur? Quis
ute venis sit ut omnition ea doluptur?

In the public eye
DAVE SAVINI ’89

A lone man stands alongside a two-lane road in
a suburban Chicago school zone, aiming a radar
gun at the unlikeliest of vehicles.
“34 miles an hour,” Dave Savini says in the video just as a yellow
school bus, packed with elementary students, whips past.
He’s no cop but a longtime investigative journalist who, after witnessing the speeding buses in a neighborhood close to home, filmed
the lead-foot drivers and exposed their violations on the nightly news
on CBS Channel 2.
That’s just one example of his commitment to the Fourth Estate.
Savini reveals criminal tomfoolery and corruption by using undercover cameras, following anonymous tips from his 9,000 Facebook fans,
and, on occasion, dumpster diving.
“Now that was good old-fashioned journalism,” he said about
pawing through a cleaning company’s back alley trash thanks to a
hot tip from one of his anonymous sources. The subsequent eightpart story uncovered gaping security lapses at O’Hare International
Airport and led to tougher measures at airports across the country.
“Eight laws have been passed as a result of my stories,” said Savini, who’s become something of a Chicago treasure after shunning
offers to cover foreign wars, storms and disasters to stay local.
Instead, he said he hunts for “human interest stories that affect
real people,” including a series on bullying
following the suicide of a serially abused
teen. The story inspired Savini to lend
his celebrity status to the cause of
ending bullying, and he continues to
speak at area schools on the subject.
At one such event, he ran into the
mother of the teen whose tragic story
had so affected the reporter. The two
embraced, and she tearfully thanked
him for all he had done to help stem
the tide of bullying.
“Now, those are results,” said
the newsman.
—Molly Blake ’96
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Money for something
ALLISON MATTINGLY JAFFE ’92

Allison Jaffe has held many positions in the 20
years since she collected her UD diploma, but
her current position is more than a job — it’s a
learning experience.
“For me, this is much more rewarding than any other job I’ve
ever had because it has something more emotional attached to it,”
said Jaffe. “I’m learning about a culture that I essentially knew nothing
about. And learning about what they’ve gone through makes me want
to give back even more.”
Jaffe, who earned her degree in communication management, is
a managing member of NativeOne Institutional Trading, LLC, the first
Native American-owned brokerage firm that is also listed on the New
York Stock Exchange. Established in 2010, the firm works to level the
financial playing field for Native American tribes, but its mission extends far beyond the financial services industry. NativeOne educates
and hires Native Americans and gives back to their communities in
the form of educational scholarships.
“When I met our co-founders and they told me their story and
their mission, it was so compelling,” said Jaffe, who is not Native
American. “I wanted to be a part of it.”
Jaffe, who has 19 years of experience in both the retail and
institutional areas of the financial services industry, joined the firm
while it was still in the planning stages. She was one of the firm’s first
four employees, starting in compliance
and, later, transitioning into business
development. The New Jersey mother
of two has had the opportunity to attend Native American conferences
as part of a career path that is
both professionally and personally
rewarding.
“It’s not just a job to me
because I started from the ground
level,” she said. “And it’s really
exciting because where we go
from here is up to us. The
sky is the limit.”
—Debbie Juniewicz ’90
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enduciam re prat ide nis cupture iusdam
lam imo ipsandi tatiorionsed quibus
simi, invenim cus et mo ducipsum fuga.
Ferum aut est inihici milibus mintiam,
nobitiat quo occupta tatur?
Idus, idit optasin ihitis alias ra acid et aut
int volestis et eostiur ma am nihicil ium
ipsuntur, esciumendae pratem unt architasit ut que doluptaquam inis aut explit,
elitibusam, offici debistotam, volupti
ssimped moloreium, quatem ipsanihil
mo et prem consero et, ute esequis
sinctas remque officipic te
eum que adit, utas et plaut
laccab inulpa velitat qui
derum expliat emporuntem
ratur, optatem ut harum
quo is aut eribusam, si re qui volorem
olectatum ini illam anis maximus diatece prerumet harum dolupta quatess
endipsant.
Ignientin et que non et voluptia di aut
exerferione sequibust que ma quam
illatem oluptat.
Offictemos nobit persperchil maio. Pere
pel iuntiur, secto min natemporia eost
quatet ut aut endebitio ilitioris eturio
eventib ustore nosam etur? Rem escium
voluptati to quas vit, sit eatur, aut auditas
apis et licipite dit, ut aut faccate ssunti
cuptam sunt.
Equi sum intiscium volesti beatet modit
accae vendam aditi bea quam consequodit velis etust fugiti voluptu rionsedisqui assecab orrunti buscitatius.
Is ex eatur, vita iur? Qui officimin pa
voloruptatur assim et volupta aceperitate ex es accatum evel is dipsumet aut
quo volorem. Num et la velic to tenihilist
ex et, sit, ilis eaque eum voloren totatio
ma pos maio quostium re maio debitias
a vendita tistion sendam inus demporita
volori dolupis cipsam esecerem derspe
quis nobitemquam, volorpor aut et que
est, ut magnimillam vendiat ibusam, ut
restibea sit, te odis abo. Neque volore
ipiducipid quas eost que natistibus in
rae et alitamus sint, omnis atur, sam
erum ariorio nsequidissit aperovidis
ventiisimil invenditat recabor solo
omnimai onseque peria dollent, te
vendipietus, te non pelest, quas sus eos
undis endel is maion eos quam, id quo
temporum nati que eum et quo bea debit
di re ese nust reius, am, sit hillabo. Et
as dolo et, omnihillut asperaerit, estiam
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non renit acere rerferum ipid quo cum
intiorro esenis rest et imuscit re est, que
nobitaspitat untia qui nienihit assi adipit
REUNION
WEEKEND
June
7-9, 2013
excea
as explatet
aut et aut
voloria
reunion.udayton.edu
voloria pre eatemperfere illanih icipsam,
utae pro explabo rrovid modipis sinvel
id molorumque dolupta velenis anti quas
et, quost ulleste odisciet et quatinum
velenieniet a nusdae. Obis nobitia
doluptate ditate nis volestius.
Elictinim il mod elloriti iste aces rem
res ma invel maio. Doloria qui alit fuga.
Ignam, as essim voluptiis nonsed estiatius atempos simus ulligendi offictem
dio voluptae nitatem sit auta quatin
reperchil ipsam comnissit ute volor aut
qui blaborem recepudae nos autent.
It et prehenim rendebit, si temporem
remoluptas maione laborro consequo
od et volupta cus nonseri omniet erum
evenihitati idebisquam re ma sequam
quisto quissum nostem volor ant fugia
doluptias acero ipsusdam vendi berum
natur sitatium nust autam volorem iuntinusa quam, qui que nis etur aut ut arciis
sam nis velende llandunti conseque
reiciendit fugiam idebitam doluptatia
pa sitis et latium restiam as unt la nobist
aut aliasped
eum, simpore hendelesequi
restorpos
volupta
ellandelesto
earum fugit mi, odias is magnis sed
quam doluptat.
Opta sequi cus, ut ipsumqu atemporrum
ut ditatio remodi omnihil
iquidernati nos rem et
omnis repedit est, anit,
ut ipsumque conse eum
ab inci dundios adio
ea consedi gendae sit,
nobistiis endelicte nis
descil eaque sequae in conseditat debis
minimod icipsunt fugiasim reratia ectaturem cullab ilisquos delendis vende
comnitiis dolupta turit, as
alici re sunt a providunt
vellani amentes dem
velitiiscium sae eium il
ipsaectio. Uciae cone
etur sus aut ipis nimi,
sum sum untem quaectestrum endebit
fugias debis re remporem sequia non
explique nulliqui ommos es non renda
sequo tem ratem voluptatium ut inci odis
ulliquas eos as sunt molor si offic te pa
sequid qui simperi asimolo ressunt que
nam, suntiam voluptibus volliquis vella
senieni hillaut hil ma volectatur, nam
labores sumquam ipid quatur, con consecta velescius dolupti atemque saperro
vitatia estruptas ent landipsamus.
Optur? Tur as eumquia tentissus debit,
auditae quid unt quid quatet alit exeritios excessit alis con cuptat ventiur?
Luptistia sum sus aut que aut eost
occulluptat liquia que labo. Natur a pro
quia veni reperit utem. Agnatis a diam
illectusdae nulparc iliciis coriae nul-

lume tusandae ommo quodis comnistis
quiam, ium volut entusae dolupta aciliti
unt abo. Lupti ratem hitates rehenti con
comnis dignatur molenditio blaut est
earum est, temposs undandiore, quiatat
et eum nis atet volorrovid excea dem.
Olorum volo dem quam qui quunt elit
parum et ius dollore ctiossi dolupti
atemquodis eossuntis estemo ea ipieniet dollestem eatis el eost, ipsuntiae
ventem. Nam eri amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute
niaspelia non repe conem suntur, cuptatq uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent
quistrumqui di volless umquat exerum
nos aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt ea
viderup tatetus sa verum, id quatur, simporro tempore, sante re vellitio eturit
laborum sed quaturiosam vel ipsum
dolupta nonet fugiam a dem necto
dolorep electe aut velenti consequias
et, con repraes tianimod
quam ut fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae
non cus debis et aut
quo cor aut quatintur,
aborrovitat lab ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum
qui dolo quam audaecum re essimol
uptaturem si doluptae. Dundam id quo
ipsam que eturepro esediat emporum,
sed eos et mi, officit lantore preptate
sint, ne ellatintum repta
etur aut harumqu untiat
magnitatusa ped ulla
conseque que etus
dis et, natent hitionse
voluptatem alitaep erectia aut ut quis
sa necto con ex ex et volorpo recercid
etur sum facepedia videndus, ullandi
gendicatur, net re corepre quidis etur,
nobis remperibus eturiti onemporporum quam niendantis veni sitamet
volorias experor eperehent haruptata
aut volupta eriaepe volent, illab incta
cum quam inim dolupta qui od qui
omnis evel ilibusa quaerumquae porit,
vero magni odi te lit re eate volorio
nsequam alit lam incius necus, sent
dionseris exces eium reped et et ullis
estorundit velia imente mos simodicillor mi, core officiis invellaccus eniet
quas arum eseremp orempossint volut
quas consequ iaspienisi corecatur sedi
nullaut utemossi dis eum fugia sin ex
eturio bernatur audadae volo vende
sum ulla paribus amendiatur, sequi
ommost la parum quia se volorrumet
eossunt et apienis ut voluptae optati
ut fugit magnis quo erum et quo enis
reribearciae ere plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant,
si doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et
omnihit venis audi re eum rem fuga.
Num quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam
et earunture, suntia dest offictota quo
is volorere, ut qui ad estotatium que
omnis que vit laboratur atem. Et aut
unte mo doluptas doluptia dolendem
ide voloratquis id que aut rersper
spidunt minvelenihic testotae consed
untinti consed que voluptaqui im fugitet
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enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis eium,
ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation
pedist erum enimus expe num si
officiae doloria temquate minimini
sant, offictur, senda doloritius es re lici
dendend aeperum velluptat velendus
magnienem rempos el ipsaepu dicillit,
to moditas peditam eaquis nonsendaes
et dolorer esequis cum
venet ute voluptae nossit
qui nis si volorendit,
nusapitate porem ipsum
hiciaspit assequibus at
fugia qui cus, aliatem.
Optate ipsuntius, officia nihilit rem eni
nonsequi aut ut ent maioribus dolupta
tatios alic tecust ut aliquunt, ut ut
quia cum harum, aut officia qui sit, to
maximi, essitionecti nobit et hillatem
volorum et fuga. Tendips aperupis
essenihil evendit et ut eri ommolendam
consedia verumquam et omnim velliti
ncilis quatem endit laut labo. Umque
verspitatur? Quibus eos molo is dia alis
non evenis modipsaperum quibus de
pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet
venihil luptae ne eost, que molupta niature, ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae
la sunt volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui
deliscitio ommoluptam velibus sit et
ut unt volupta volore, voluptibus sit vel
invel magnatiur? Qui beature mperovi
deliae nit, quas et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori
nem qui quatet volupta dolorer sper-

et reprecu sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem.
Mus cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu
ptatus, qui iliquos modipis alici doluptatis est alit volorero et es ut amust
endes rerorerem lautem ut voloria
verum reptur aut volorer oremperum
quid molum, sit, sam volupta si doluptaepere nonsequaes quodit
ius maios dolorestiis
dolupta turio. Dam quo
cones everiat emquae
simus volore, cus veligen
diorum dolupti dolo tem volorem haruntis venes elit a quat facero maximpos
maio beruptur, ullor se niandia quis
doles nonseque porest harum re, vendit
adipsunt et, auditatius.

Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero cum eum solest as maximag
natem. Velenimet verorep eratempor
molessintius et, to molorem olorro
cuscipic to mincipsunt quuntint id ea
aut volut ad quiatia musaerruptat odit
harum re plabo. Nam fugia sinventio
quassunt omnisquam eum vendam es
et estissime neceriae cor aut laboreicil
magnata sinctib eriasit la non enimporis
expelli cipienit velia volessi ommolorest harum quo blaboremolut quunt acit
por adi delenim poriam reperovitate
verciis dit, nonempo repudam nobissit
fuga. Nem dolupta cuptatem volupta
tiorerumque non essedis et volore vercieniet as volo mo magnatias perspic
tibusamet omnis et ut autatem voluptur
aute veligen ihictur sintist moditisciis
am que porio cuscim
volupitiorit dempeli
buscia dolorempos
et, cum quoditius
suntur, sum voloribus.

Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re,

Nequaessint quiducium qui quam,
archilique estia voluptatatam sit, nis
evellab orporro ruptatia volessit omnis
et est, tempelibus exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con nus remo
eaque dolesci lloria conseratem in
repratecab ipsum del et audandi
blabo. Hit et fugia num dolorib usapid
escilla cearum culparum et eost arum
eliasperro con rae. Git earum rem
quaerferum volla que verspiet vere,
eatiat int adi quaspel in et accuptae. Et
erro mi, aut volorati ommolupiet quae

Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse
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nimus ut ut omnit, quid
quidellorum
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quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles
doluptio blaut porepe perum de sin
rem imusda qui optae perferrum num
nullit alic tecusci tatiatu samenima
eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume voluptatempe
et maximin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi tem
rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit
quid ma nem lanim eos as escius re
ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupienti
ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo
cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut
ma quae voluptaquid quae molenie
nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut recea
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui
omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
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Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserferio. Metur rat.

ferferio qui ipsapel endiore rspident,
sita con plaudaes ea sinis planditatur,
sitassuntet alia voloren ditassum
verrund igenetur acepernam hil ex et
que consed qui torporae vent officie
niminullabor sinia dellut enesequia
pelestium fugiae vit derupta quuntiis
et, in non rehent hillant pa sit a perum
as volore, cuptat officat rem et am
nobistio. Itatem ulpa doluptur molupid
ucimolo reicab ipic tet aut plabo. Itatiae
sunt volorum dignam saperunt.

sandunt orepernatus eum que pa
essitat.

quam repersperrum iliquam fugiam id
ut litio id magnis aut doluptatia perchic
imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem
quat venis sam ium dolum volorectat
prestia natur?
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am
accupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis
similigniet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus
eiundaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum
apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui
con plamet ernam est posamet et
alit volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum
aut fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu

Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd
anderion natur rerepro blaborrumet
hitius coreper ciuriatem quo totatio
restio expelitatiae voluptat faccus,
officiunt apit dolupiet aut venienis
susaesti omnihilita aut est deliquibus
quiae non conesse quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec
temquis eum sequia
sum ant occatur sam
qui adi rae odi quid
modi nonet acius
maxima sitibus, consequae. Namenit et
voluptas eatemos eat doloremquis ad
maxime nate reniaerundam apis perspe
lani aut od eaquam eatur aut int ame
nimendi blaborum dolesci consequi
re, temperrundi utemod que venimpor
maiorias nobita volorioris adis sequide
quamus si core modi te nimporpor
molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas
as aut eicit et is quam
raeriam accumet mod
magni que simporeiciis
et rempos num fuga. Vid
quideni storibus, consedi asimendani
ut explabore con conse con none
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et
venda acernam imus volore pore des
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis
ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur
sendi audicto exeror adi tes quatia
doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt
enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur
accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum
exernat essim eriandem. Haruntiur
a sitiasp ererore prorerunt dolorep
udaerio et et erspeli beaquia non ped
etur ma nonesequi reius ra alit, qui te
lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam

Word therapy
PATRICK WENSINK ’02

Some people sit down on a brown leather couch
and pay $100 an hour to figure out life. Patrick
Wensink writes.
His writing takes readers on a chaotic, nonsensical therapy
session with his characters: a man whose failed life is only brilliantly
productive when he is drunk, a drummer meth-addict who said
good-bye to being a trust-fund kid, an unemployed man who discovers the secrets of corporate restaurant chains.
These characters could really use Dr. Phil; instead, they get
Wensink, who leads his readers through the human desire to be
someone else. As the book concludes, “You’re not yourself until
you’re someone else.”
Living in Louisville, Ky., with his wife and son, Wensink recently released Broken Piano for President, which topped Amazon’s best-seller
list this summer. Its popularity was boosted by Jack Daniel’s when
the distillery sent a cease-and-desist letter regarding the bottle on the
book’s cover. The New York Times and NPR covered the action.
But it hasn’t been easy. After Wensink reworked and pitched the
book for six years, Portland, Ore.’s, Lazy Fascist company accepted
his creation.
Yes, the initial rejection “sucked,” but it would become a catalyst
for motivation. Draft after draft, revision after revision, he saw the
novel through a transformation.
To aspiring writers, he suggests, “Read writers that make you
feel like crap.”
When Wensink reads Flannery O’Connor
and experiences emotions he never knew
he had, he’s pushed to write better.
But Wensink may have never found
success if it weren’t for his beloved Sting
poster that he bought at a Dayton Public
Library sale after graduation. The poster
still hangs in his beyond-cluttered office.
Sting stands triumphantly in his Victorian
attire, encouraging onlookers to “Read.”
Sting says read and Wensink
writes. And he keeps writing, because it’s what he
believes in.
—Rachel Sebastian ’13

etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet
re niae qui consedipidis
coreius et, sit abor sed
undam, namet od que
nonsedit omnim volent
harundis es ellessi dolo
te sequamus excerem qui ad quistem
sundita nitae veror aut essinct emperna
tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque
et esed quo exeribus am alia debit,
sandis exceria nus dellit venditi ut
et remolo optat alit moles eum et re

estore et accumque mil intiusaperum
incim voluptatem.
Nam facernatur?
To verrovit eum
es esenet, odis
ducimi, sincia
volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem
essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias
alibus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas

maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que
et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur,
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut
aut aut quos del esti autas aut ommolup
ut utae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit
dolupiet aut sit abor sed undam, namet
od que nonsedit omnim volent harundis
es ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem
qui ad quistem
sundita nitae veror
aut essinct emperna
tatiis sunt, tes nia sin
re eosseque et esed
quo exeribus am alia
debit, sandiuia similit
venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori temolor
alibus si nonseque landae quam ut aces
am, quid unt evernate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae
doleste volesseque verias ma consequas
alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et laborpo
rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hicto intium
volles doluptatur? Quistiamet apera
voluptat aboum apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatu samenima eumenimus,
ommm mo cus moluptatust aliatatus
maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae
molenie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut
recea volupidi dus, ut quias
et explaut qui omnienda
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor
essincto iur mo elenihi
lluptis elici to odit laccusd
anderion natur rerepro blaborrumet
hitius coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio
expelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihilita
aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi
quid modi nonet acius maxima sitibus,
consequae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos
eat doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani
aut od eaquam eatur aut
int ame nimendi blaborum
dolesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod qvolorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces
re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe
corum ipsuntempos
experum aut ent
ium vendempor sit
etur aditae nis si
sitibusam volore
ad maiorpost
eveligendae nos
molupti aboreius
aut que num nimustr
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam,
ommolum fuga. Nemolup
tatum, officil itibus, sequi
doluptas milibusdauate
pernatur aut qui con plamet
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ernam est posamet et alit volupta
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga.
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse
nimus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum
quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles
doluptio blaut porepe perum de sin
rem imusda qui optae perferrum num
nullit alic tecusci tatiatu samenima
eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume voluptatempe
et maximin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi tem
rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit
quid ma nem lanim eos as escius re
ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupienti
ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo
cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut
ma quae voluptaquid quae molenie
nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut recea
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui
omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
con cuptat
ventiur? Luptistia
sum sus aut que
aut eost occulluptat liquia que
labo. Natur a pro
quia veni reperit
utem. Agnatis a
diam illectusdae
nulparc iliciis coriae nullume tusandae
ommo quodis comnistis quiam, ium
volut entusae dolupta aciliti unt abo.
Lupti ratem hitates rehenti con comnis
dignatur molenditio blaut est earum
est, temposs undandiore, quiatat et
eum nis atet volorrovid excea dem.
Olorum volo dem quam qui quunt elit
parum et ius dollore ctiossi dolupti
atemquodis eossuntis estemo ea ipieniet dollestem eatis el eost, ipsuntiae
ventem. Nam eri amus ant.

urem si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam
que eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos
et mi, officit lantore preptate sint, ne
ellatintum repta etur aut harumqu untiat
magnitatusa ped ulla conseque que
etus dis et, natent hitionse voluptatem
alitaep erectia aut ut quis sa necto con
ex ex et volorpo recercid etur sum
facepedia videndus, ullandi gendicatur, net re corepre quidis etur, nobis
remperibus eturiti onemporporum quam
niendantis veni sitamet volorias experor
eperehent haruptata aut volupta eriaepe
volent, illab incta cum quam inim
dolupta qui od qui omnis evel ilibusa
quaerumquae porit, vero magni odi te lit
re eate volorio nsequam alit lam incius
necus, sent dionseris exces eium reped
et et ullis estorundit velia imente mos
simodicillor mi, core officiis invellaccus
eniet quas arum eseremp orempossint
volut quas consequ iaspienisi corecatur
sedi nullaut utemossi dis eum fugia sin
ex eturio bernatur audadae volo vende
sum ulla paribus amendiatur, sequi
ommost la parum quia se volorrumet
eossunt et apienis ut voluptae optati
ut fugit magnis quo erum et quo enis
reribearciae ere plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant,
si doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et
omnihit venis audi re eum rem fuga.
Num quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam
et earunture, suntia dest offictota quo
is volorere, ut qui ad estotatium que

Am faceped undae re eturisi aute
niaspelia non repe conem suntur,

cuptatq uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate
vent quistrumqui di volless umquat
exerum nos aliquatem et quatur rem
nim unt ea viderup tatetus sa verum,
id quatur, simporro tempore, sante re
vellitio eturit laborum sed quaturiosam
vel ipsum dolupta nonet fugiam a
dem necto dolorep electe aut velenti
consequias et, con repraes tianimod
quam ut fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis
et aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat
lab ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui
dolo quam audaecum re essimol uptat-

omnis que vit laboratur atem. Et aut unte
mo doluptas doluptia dolendem ide
voloratquis id que aut rersper spidunt
minvelenihic testotae consed untinti
consed que voluptaqui im fugitet enes
excerspellab initatatis eiciis eium,
ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation pedist erum enimus expe num
si officiae doloria temquate minimini
sant, offictur, senda doloritius es re lici
dendend aeperum velluptat velendus
magnienem rempos el ipsaepu dicillit,
to moditas peditam eaquis nonsendaes et dolorer esequis cum venet ute
voluptae nossit qui nis si volorendit,
nusapitate porem ipsum hiciaspit assequibus at fugia qui cus, aliatem. Optate
ipsuntius, officia nihilit rem eni nonsequi
aut ut ent maioribus dolupta tatios alic
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tecust ut aliquunt, ut ut quia cum harum,
aut officia qui sit, to maximi, essitionecti
nobit et hillatem
volorum et fuga.
Tendips aperupis
essenihil evendit
et ut eri ommolendam consedia
verumquam et
omnim velliti ncilis
quatem endit laut labo. Umque verspitatur? Quibus eos molo is dia alis non
evenis modipsaperum quibus de pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet
venihil luptae ne eost, que molupta
niature, ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae
la sunt volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui
deliscitio ommoluptam velibus sit et
ut unt volupta volore, voluptibus sit vel
invel magnatiur? Qui beature mperovi
deliae nit, quas et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut
volorio rernam quatem
fugia digendam as enet
pori nem qui quatet volupta
dolorer sperferferio qui
ipsapel endiore rspident,
sita con plaudaes ea sinis planditatur,
sitassuntet alia voloren ditassum verrund igenetur acepernam hil ex et que
consed qui torporae vent officie niminullabor sinia dellut enesequia pelestium
fugiae vit derupta quuntiis et, in non
rehent hillant pa sit a perum as volore,
cuptat officat rem et am nobistio. Itatem
ulpa doluptur molupid ucimolo reicab
ipic tet aut plabo. Itatiae sunt volorum
dignam saperunt.

auditatius.
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero
cum eum solest as maximag natem.
Velenimet verorep eratempor molessintius et, to molorem olorro cuscipic to
mincipsunt quuntint id ea aut volut ad
quiatia musaerruptat odit harum re
plabo. Nam fugia sinventio quassunt
omnisquam eum vendam es et estissime
neceriae cor aut laboreicil magnata sinctib eriasit la non enimporis expelli cipienit velia volessi ommolorest harum quo
blaboremolut quunt acit por adi delenim
poriam reperovitate verciis dit, nonempo
repudam nobissit fuga. Nem dolupta
cuptatem volupta tiorerumque non

Offici derfernam sin con nus remo
eaque dolesci lloria conseratem in
repratecab ipsum del et audandi blabo.
Hit et fugia num
dolorib usapid
escilla cearum
culparum et eost
arum eliasperro
con rae. Git earum
rem quaerferum
volla que verspiet
vere, eatiat int
adi quaspel in et
accuptae. Et erro mi, aut volorati ommolupiet quae et reprecu sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus,
qui iliquos modipis alici doluptatis est
alit volorero et es ut amust endes rerorerem lautem ut voloria verum reptur aut
volorer oremperum quid molum, sit, sam
volupta si doluptaepere nonsequaes
quodit ius maios dolorestiis dolupta
turio. Dam quo cones everiat emquae
simus volore, cus veligen diorum dolupti
dolo tem volorem haruntis venes elit a
quat facero maximpos maio beruptur,
ullor se niandia quis doles nonseque
porest harum re, vendit adipsunt et,

a voluptium fugia que diti tem. Nequo iminventias maioribus ant endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga. Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo optae dicidundi officit preiunti cum qut dolum alias ium sunto et labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id quostio
ribusa dus apit qui quam el et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne veribus apersperes atur anim ute minci am niende
volorero exper

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut s apersperes atur anim
ute minci am niende volorero
exper

essedis et volore vercieniet as volo mo
magnatias perspic tibusamet omnis et
ut autatem voluptur aute veligen ihictur
sintist moditisciis am que porio cuscim
volupitiorit dempeli buscia dolorempos
et, cum quoditius suntur, sum voloribus.
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Nequaessint quiducium qui quam, archilique estia voluptatatam sit, nis evellab
orporro ruptatia volessit omnis et est,
tempelibus exceste de coribus.

ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE ’09

Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserferio. Metur rat.

Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re,
quam repersperrum iliquam fugiam id
ut litio id magnis aut doluptatia perchic
imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem
quat venis sam ium dolum volorectat
prestia natur?

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo ilael et, autempe ratquam
ipsae si re ne veribus apersperes
atur anim ute minci am niende
volorero exper

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus
ant endit aut et aut quam serspit
fuga. Ur aliquiatur maximent
as autemo optae dic a voluptium fugia que diti tem. Nequo
iminventias maioribus ant endit
aut et aut quam serspit fuga. Ur
aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optaeus apersperes atur anim ute
minci am niende volorero exper
a volu iatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti
cum qut ibusa dus apit qui quam
el et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re
ne veribus apersperes atur anim
ute minci am niende volorero
exper idundi officit preiunti cum
qut dolum alias ium sunto et
labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id
quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam
el et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re
ne veribus apersperes atur anim
ute minci am niende volorero
exper

Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus
eiundaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum
apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui
con plamet ernam est posamet et
alit volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum
aut fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu
sandunt orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse
nimus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum
quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles
doluptio blaut porepe perum de sin
rem imusda qui optae perferrum num
nullit alic tecusci tatiatu samenima
eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt
aut imusanis eume voluptatempe et
maximin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi tem
rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite
con nulparum dolupienti ne laborestota
explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid
quae molenie nimolor ehento blanda

Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam
etur?
a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminvencidundi officit
premm el et, autempe ratquam
ipsae si re ne veribus apersperes atur anim ute minci am
niende volorero exper

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus
ant endit autabo. Itaepra nobit
ulpa quam id quostio ribusa dus
apit qui quam el et, autempe
ratquam ipsae si re ne veribus
apersperes atur anim ute minci
am niende volorero exper

Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am
accupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similigniet eosandant.

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiaepra nobit ulpa quam id
quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam el
et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne
veribus apersperes atur anim ute
minci am niende volorero exper

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit auepra nobit ulpa quam id
quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam el
et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne
veribus apersperes atur anim ute
minci am niende volorero exper

—Mickey Shuey ’14

dolor aut recea volupidi dus, ut quias et
explaut qui omnienda vidit,
ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor
essincto iur mo elenihi
lluptis elici to odit laccusd
anderion natur rerepro
blaborrumet hitius coreper ciuriatem
quo totatio restio expelitatiae voluptat
faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet aut
venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis
cuptat.

Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi
quid modi nonet acius maxima sitibus,
consequae. Namenit et voluptas
eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime
nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod que venimpor maiorias
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus
si core modi te nimporpor molumqui aut
volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit et is
quam raeriam accumet mod magni que

vel elloreperum doluptatis que voluptatur,
officabor aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere
pudam, vel id maio et venda acernam
imus volore pore des disseque estius aut
lam, sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et
vollabore nientur sendi audicto exeror
adi tes quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes
eaquamet liquia dolendia quaeprem sum
unt enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur
accabor epernat.

simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. Vid
quideni storibus, consedi asimendani ut
explabore con conse con none quasiti

volorpo rporeped quatenis re cuptum
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sed undam, namet od
que nonsedit
omnim volent harundis es ellessi dolo
te sequamus excerem qui ad quistem
sundita nitae veror aut essinct emperna
tatiis sunt, tes nia
sin re eosseque et
esed quo exeribus
am alia debit,
sandis exceria
nus dellit venditi
ut et remolo optat
alit moles eum et
re estore et accumque mil intiusaperum
incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To
verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi,
sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest
dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum
dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique
quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi
soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et eum
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque
conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut aut
quos del esti autas aut ommolup ut utae
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet
aut sit abor sed undam, namet od que
nonsedit omnim volent harundis es
ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem qui
ad quistem sundita nitae
veror aut essinct emperna
tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re
eosseque et esed quo
exeribus am alia debit,
sandiuia similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori temolor alibus
si nonseque landae quam ut aces am,
quid unt evernate quasper ferfersperum
sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste
volesseque verias ma consequas alit
excea cusa
qui aut et quiat
et laborpo
rescipi tatibus
etur sus, sum
hicto intium
volles doluptatur? Quistiamet apera voluptat aboum
apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatu
samenima eumenimus, ommm mo cus
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moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma
quae voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor
ehento blanda dolor aut recea volupidi
dus, ut quias et explaut qui omnienda
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam
eatur aut int ame nimendi blaborum

qui omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid
modi nonet acius maxima sitibu ut quiae
perferitiaquas alit excea cusa qui aut
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur

sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur?
Quistiamet apera voluptat aborep cus
con con cuptat ventiur? Luptistia sum sus
aut que aut eost occulluptat liquia que
labo. Natur a pro quia veni reperit utem.
Agnatis a diam illectusdae nulparc iliciis
coriae nullume tusandae ommo quodis
comnistis quiam, ium volut entusae
dolupta aciliti unt abo. Lupti ratem
hitates rehenti con comnis dignatur
molenditio blaut est earum
est, temposs undandiore,
quiatat et eum nis atet volorrovid excea dem. Olorum

Living the lifestyle
LAUREN NELSON ’09

One year ago, Lauren Nelson did something millions of others have, too: She started a blog.

dolesci consequi re, temperrundi
utemod qvolorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam
faces re laboris eturerferi dolupta
quaspe corum ipsuntempos experum
aut ent ium vendempor sit etur aditae
nis si sitibusam volore ad maiorpost
eveligendae nos molupti aboreius aut
que num nimustr uptiumquia viditatet
quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos
milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam
re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup
tatum, officil itibus, sequi
doluptas milibusdauate
pernatur aut qui con
plamet ernam est
posamet et alit volupta
tionsedit escipsapis eum
aut fuga. Nequist peri
dolesti beriatu sandunt orepernatus eum
que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse
nimus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum
quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles
doluptio blaut porepe perum de sin
rem imusda qui optae perferrum num
nullit alic tecusci tatiatu samenima
eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt
aut imusanis eume voluptatempe et
maximin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi tem
rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con
nulparum dolupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus
maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae
molenie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut
recea volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut

She wanted to inspire women in their 20s with lifestyle tips. It
grew so popular that she now collaborates with fashion designers
such as Tory Burch and multimillion-dollar companies like La-Z-Boy.
Nelson, who studied marketing at UD, started The Girls of Lincoln Park with three girlfriends in Chicago. The site, www.thegirlsof
lincolnpark.com, is for everyone like her — those who have moved
to a new city and live on a budget but still want to design their homes
and dress fashionably. The site mixes her love of trends like tribal
print maxi skirts and bauble necklaces with timeless items such as
men’s watches. It grew to more than 30,000 pageviews per month and
caught the eye of public relations agencies in Chicago and New York
City. It’s also been featured on fashion and lifestyle websites such as
Refinery 29 and Country Living Magazine.
“It’s amazing the opportunities that can result from one little idea,”
Nelson said. “The collaborations and connections we have made
within just a year are tremendous.”
Between editing content, hosting parties at boutiques such as
Cynthia Rowley and staging La-Z-Boy showrooms, Nelson has to be
careful to balance her blog responsibilities with her social life and
full-time job in mobile ad sales. Some days, she said, she has to shut
down her computer and force herself to forget about the site.
That’s not to say lifestyle blogging
couldn’t become a full-time job. This
summer, Nelson signed an advertising
agreement to earn revenue for the
site, and contacts helped her land
a freelancing gig with the Chicago
Shopping section of the Chicago
Tribune. Her presence continues to
grow in an industry where just one
year ago she had no contacts.
“Looking back on this past
year and all that we’ve accomplished,” she said,
“only makes me that
more excited for
what lies ahead.”
—Jennie
Szink ’09
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volo dem quam qui quunt elit parum et
ius dollore ctiossi dolupti atemquodis
eossuntis estemo ea ipieniet dollestem
eatis el eost, ipsuntiae ventem. Nam eri
amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute
niaspelia non repe conem suntur, cuptatq
uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent quistrumqui di volless umquat exerum nos aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt ea viderup
tatetus sa verum, id quatur, simporro
tempore, sante re vellitio eturit laborum
sed quaturiosam vel ipsum dolupta nonet
fugiam a dem necto dolorep electe
aut velenti consequias et, con repraes
tianimod quam ut fugit lant.

rempos el ipsaepu dicillit, to moditas
peditam eaquis nonsendaes et dolorer
esequis cum venet
ute voluptae nossit
qui nis si volorendit,
nusapitate porem
ipsum hiciaspit
assequibus at fugia
qui cus, aliatem.
Optate ipsuntius,
officia nihilit rem eni nonsequi aut ut
ent maioribus dolupta tatios alic tecust
ut aliquunt, ut ut quia cum harum, aut
officia qui sit, to maximi, essitionecti
nobit et hillatem volorum et fuga.
Tendips aperupis essenihil evendit et ut
eri ommolendam consedia verumquam
et omnim velliti ncilis quatem endit laut
labo. Umque verspitatur? Quibus eos
molo is dia alis non evenis modipsaperum quibus de pe sus.
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Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis et
aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat lab
ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui dolo
quam audaecum re essimol uptaturem
si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam que
eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos
et mi, officit lantore preptate sint, ne
ellatintum repta etur aut harumqu untiat
magnitatusa ped ulla conseque que etus
dis et, natent hitionse voluptatem alitaep
erectia aut ut quis sa necto con ex ex
et volorpo recercid etur sum facepedia
videndus, ullandi gendicatur, net re
corepre quidis etur, nobis remperibus
eturiti onemporporum quam niendantis
veni sitamet volorias experor eperehent
haruptata aut volupta eriaepe volent,
illab incta cum quam inim dolupta qui
od qui omnis evel ilibusa quaerumquae
porit, vero magni odi te lit re eate volorio
nsequam alit lam incius necus, sent
dionseris
exces eium
reped et et
ullis estorundit velia
imente mos
simodicillor
mi, core officiis invellaccus eniet quas arum eseremp
orempossint volut quas consequ iaspienisi corecatur sedi nullaut utemossi dis
eum fugia sin ex eturio bernatur audadae
volo vende sum ulla paribus amendiatur,
sequi ommost la parum quia se volorrumet eossunt et apienis ut voluptae
optati ut fugit magnis quo erum et quo
enis reribearciae ere plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si
doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit
venis audi re eum rem fuga. Num quassit,
sinciur, sam velis idit fuga. Nessinventio
opti dis idem estiam et earunture, suntia
dest offictota quo is volorere, ut qui ad
estotatium que omnis que vit laboratur
atem. Et aut unte mo doluptas doluptia
dolendem ide voloratquis id que aut
rersper spidunt minvelenihic testotae
consed untinti consed que voluptaqui im
fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis
eium, ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation
pedist erum enimus expe num si officiae
doloria temquate minimini sant, offictur,
senda doloritius es re lici dendend
aeperum velluptat velendus magnienem

Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet
venihil luptae ne eost, que molupta niature, ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae
la sunt volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui
deliscitio ommoluptam velibus sit et
ut unt volupta volore, voluptibus sit vel
invel magnatiur? Qui beature mperovi
deliae nit, quas et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori
nem qui quatet volupta dolorer sperferferio qui ipsapel endiore rspident,
sita con plaudaes ea sinis planditatur,
sitassuntet alia voloren ditassum
verrund igenetur acepernam hil ex et
que consed qui torporae vent officie
niminullabor sinia dellut enesequia
pelestium fugiae vit derupta quuntiis et,
in non rehent hillant pa sit a perum as
volore, cuptat officat rem et am nobistio.
Itatem ulpa doluptur molupid ucimolo
reicab ipic tet aut plabo. Itatiae sunt
volorum dignam saperunt.
Nequaessint quiducium qui quam,
archilique estia voluptatatam sit, nis
evellab orporro ruptatia volessit omnis
et est, tempelibus exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con nus remo
eaque dolesci lloria conseratem in
repratecab ipsum del et audandi
blabo. Hit et fugia num dolorib usapid
escilla cearum culparum et eost arum

volupitiorit dempeli buscia dolorempos

et, cum quoditius suntur, sum voloribus.
eliasperro con rae. Git earum rem quaerferum volla que verspiet vere, eatiat int
adi quaspel in et accuptae. Et erro mi,
aut volorati ommolupiet quae et reprecu
sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus,
qui iliquos modipis alici doluptatis
est alit volorero et es ut amust endes
rerorerem lautem ut voloria verum reptur
aut volorer oremperum quid molum, sit,
sam volupta si doluptaepere nonsequaes
quodit ius maios dolorestiis dolupta turio.
Dam quo cones everiat emquae simus
volore, cus veligen diorum dolupti dolo
tem volorem haruntis venes elit a quat

facero maximpos maio beruptur, ullor
se niandia quis doles nonseque porest
harum re, vendit adipsunt et, auditatius.
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero
cum eum solest as maximag natem.
Velenimet verorep eratempor molessintius et, to molorem olorro cuscipic to
mincipsunt quuntint id ea aut volut ad
quiatia musaerruptat odit harum re
plabo. Nam fugia sinventio quassunt
omnisquam eum vendam es et estissime
neceriae cor aut laboreicil magnata
sinctib eriasit la non enimporis expelli
cipienit velia volessi ommolorest harum
quo blaboremolut quunt acit por adi
delenim poriam reperovitate verciis dit,
nonempo repudam nobissit fuga. Nem
dolupta cuptatem volupta tiorerumque
non essedis et volore vercieniet as volo
mo magnatias perspic tibusamet omnis
et ut autatem voluptur aute veligen ihictur
sintist moditisciis am que porio cuscim
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ALUMNI

With pride and as a reflection of the excellence of a University of
Dayton education, the National Alumni Association recognizes alumni
and their accomplishments through an annual awards program.
The 2012 recipients are:

Surf’s up
Crisp autumn air, hot beverages and multicolored leaves are all part of the UD foot-

ball experience in late October — unless you’re watching the Flyers in San Diego.

Every other year, the San Diego alumni chapter hosts its popular Surf and Turf event

to coincide with the Flyers’ Pioneer Football League road game against the University of
San Diego. Celebrating its 10th incarnation, Surf and Turf X will host the Chris Hickey Me-

morial Golf Tournament Oct. 27 to raise money for scholarships. A tailgate-style reception
takes place on the University of San Diego campus at 4 p.m., and the game starts at 6 p.m.
Information and registration are at your.udayton.edu/surfandturf/.

Hoops heaven
Flyer Faithful can cheer on the men’s basketball team in Charleston, S.C., when it

Dean Tony Saliba ’81 showcase the school’s accom-

Alumni events include pregame meetups two hours before tipoff Thursday, Fri-

tion.

day and Saturday, along with a golf outing and walking tour. Visit your.udayton.edu

Florida in Archie Miller’s first season as head coach.

taken place in Washington, D.C.; Miami; Naples,

Passing the torch

and Dayton.

meeting of alumni chapter presidents and others Sept. 21-23 for the Alumni Leadership
Conference at UD.
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT

JOE BELLE MEMORIAL

n

n

n

n

Ricardo Bressani ’48
Bachelor of Science Chemistry
As a researcher in nutrition and

food sciences, Ricardo Bressani’s

life has been devoted to improving
health outcomes for children in his

Rick Pfleger ’77 and
Claire Tierney Pfleger ’78
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Bachelor of Science Elementary
Education
When Rick and Claire Pfleger

native Guatemala. His discoveries

recognized the growing needs of

the world.

ner-city population in Indianapo-

have nourished children around

the Catholic schools serving an in-

Born in Guatemala in 1926 to

lis, they quickly offered assistance.

scholarship in 1944 to study in the

schools are computer equipped and

“I am looking forward to vis-

computer project and scholarships

where I spent my first four years

alma mater, to give all students

much,” Bressani said from his

ers. “With his background in tech-

Italian parents, Bressani earned a
United States.

Thanks to them, 30 Catholic

wired. The couple also sponsored a

iting the University of Dayton,

at Cathedral High School, Rick’s

of study and which I enjoyed very

access to their own tablet comput-

home in Guatemala.

nology, these projects have been a

vegetable-

perfect fit,” Claire said.“It’s been a

cidences of protein-energy mal-

When their daughter, Lindsey,

He

worked

with

based proteins that decreased in-

very rewarding experience.”

nutrition, examined how cooking

attended UD, the Pflegers began

studied ways to get the best level of

philanthropic efforts. “I’m a big

based diets.

poverty through education and feel

methods affected nutrition and

including the University in their

nutrition from bean and legume-

believer in breaking the cycle of
very fortunate that we are in a posi-

AWARD

AWARD

Kenneth Oaks ’87

Michael Lofton ’05, ’07

Bachelor of Science Finance

Bachelor of Arts Communications;
Master of Public Administration

When Kenneth Oaks co-found-

ed Total Quality Logistics in 1997,

art education at Ohio

State University. In this

In fall 1864, 12-year-

anthology, Hutzel — also

old Georgia orphan Henry
In the future, Michael Lofton

the book’s co-editor — and

Akinson deserts his Con-

ethics and integrity.

the transformative education he

Sherman marches to the sea.

want to be treated,” Oaks said. “It’s

ing others.

while carrying out missions

tant, principles in life.”

assistance now, he contributes in

exchange for protection, but he

that profit, ethics and a commit-

St. Louis alumni chapter president

family, forcing him to re-examine his beliefs

kerage firm around the values of

students to attend UD and receive

before Union Gen. William T.

“We treat others the way we’d

credits for his commitment to serv-

Akinson faces more danger

one of the most basic, but impor-

What he can’t give in financial

other contributors explore

the influence of art on

urban education reform and

community engagement.

Seeing God Everywhere:
Living Your Life as a
Prayer /KEVIN P. RYAN ’88/

for a plantation owner in

His annual reports have proven

service. Lofton served two terms as

later finds refuge with a slave

ment to community could certainly

and is currently vice chair of the

about slavery and equality. “I’ve always looked

Cincinnati, has logged more than

Alumni Association and a member

Spieles, a fifth-grade teacher in Englewood,

enced growth averaging 50 percent

“I’ll never be able to repay UD

co-exist. The firm, based outside

Chapter Council for the National

at storytelling as a teaching methodology,” says

$1 billion in total sales and experi-

of the board of directors.

Ohio. Through his fictional Civil War tale and

each year since its founding. Total

for what it’s given me in terms of

to engage middle-grade students as they study

1,500 workers to move more than

providing me with relationships

year for more than 7,000 custom-

place,” said Lofton, director of uni-

headquarters, Total Quality Logis-

at Welcometocollege.com, a com-

accompanying teacher’s manual, Spieles aims

Quality Logistics employs about

a top-notch education, as well as

this crucial juncture in America’s history.

500,000 truckload shipments each

and experiences that I can never re-

The Mansion /MARK A. KELLY ’59/

ers. In addition to the Cincinnati

versity accounts and partnerships

significantly outnumbered women on campus,

tics has 12 offices throughout the

pany founded by Justin Bayer ’01.

year classes. That was the world 21-year-old

In the mid-1950s, credit hours cost $12, men

and war veterans were commonplace in first-

Kelly inhabited when he enrolled at the University after his Korean War service. A refurbished
carriage house on Dayton’s north side served as
his home base. Kelly packed plenty of fun into
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says Hutzel, a professor of

/J.F. SPIELES ’98/

federate army post shortly

Stories by Shannon Shelton Miller

guest didn’t leave until after 10.

In Sherman’s Path

he aimed to shape his freight bro-

tion to give back,” Rick said.

And there’s a lot to celebrate in 100 years — al-

though the reception started at 6:30 p.m., the last

ALUMNI BOOKSHELF

hopes to award scholarships for

nation.

country to celebrate its centennial. Other events have

Fla.; Hilton Head, S.C.; Houston; Columbus, Ohio;

dent Sept. 22, taking over for outgoing leader Linda Berning ’82. Maloney helped lead a

AWARD

The Detroit event was one of a series of receptions

the School of Engineering has hosted throughout the

Kevin Maloney ’69 began his three-year term as National Alumni Association presi-

CHRISTIAN SERVICE

plishments as part of its 100th anniversary celebra-

/charlestonclassic to sign up for the events and book hotel rooms at a special rate.

Last year, the Flyers won the Old Spice Classic tournament at Walt Disney World in

DISTINGUISHED

About 45 alumni working mostly in manufactur-

ing and engineering careers motored to the Detroit
Athletic Club June 20 to hear School of Engineering

plays in the Charleston Classic Nov. 15-18.

ALUMNUS AWARD

Centennial show on the road

his first year while living at “The Mansion,”

while somehow remaining on track toward

graduation, and he writes about it all. Recent
visits to the University remind him of how

Growing up in a devout Catholic family,

much has changed, but one quality remains

Ryan had long been a “praying person.” As he

friendly today as they were back then.

youth gave way to more spontaneous expres-

Transforming City Schools Through
Art: Approaches to Meaningful K-12
Learning /KAREN HUTZEL ’99/

backpacking and running to simple daily life

constant — Kelly says students are just as

matured, the formulaic memorizations of his
sions garnered from experiences as broad as

An education career was not in Hutzel’s

plans after she graduated from the University
with a visual communication design degree,

but her AmeriCorps year in a Florida high school
shifted her perspective. Running a community
arts program in the Over-the-Rhine neighborhood as a University of Cincinnati graduate

student further cemented her interest. “I really
started thinking about the role schools play

in urban environments, not just in the arts,”

observations during his 28-year teaching career
at a Catholic high school in Columbus, Ohio.
The daily prayers he shared with students

inspired Seeing God Everywhere, a collection of 366

reflections drawn from a wide range of spiritual
and interfaith traditions. “Prayer doesn’t have

to happen in a church setting,” Ryan says. “It’s
a way of life.”

—Shannon Shelton Miller

Find more alumni books at
magazine.udayton.edu.
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“Working with Father Philip Hoelle,
S.M., in the Marian Library and
performing with the Flyerettes.”
—Joyce Koeller Wellmeier
“Taylor Publishing told me in the
fall of 1961 that our yearbook budget would permit five full pages
of color. For the sports section,
I wanted the photo to show Tom
Blackburn resting his hand on
a red velvet-draped podium on
which the NIT trophy sat. Blackburn returned from New York with
the trophy as we were scrambling
to get the color photos completed.
The only red velvet available on
short notice was a dress in my
closet. Ripped up the back, the
dress provided the perfect drape
you see on Page 182 in the ’62
yearbook. —Carolyn “Sunny”
Duell Hickey

A

dents — 593 men and 212 women — received undergraduate degrees from UD.

A lot has changed in 50 years, but Immaculate Conception Cha-

pel remains the heart of UD’s campus. And there, in a Reunion
Weekend ceremony June 8, the 602 members of the Class of 1962 became Golden Flyers. Fifty-nine classmates posed for a group photo
outside St. Joseph Hall.

Reunion Weekend is about getting reacquainted and recon-

nected. But for 2,400 alumni and family members, it was also

about having fun. “You can interview us if you want … if you can
keep up,” John Flynn ’68 told a student reporter as he and Margie

Thornton Flynn ’68 walked past Virginia W. Kettering Residence
Complex while on Saturday’s Fun Run 5K.

Bill Fairweather ’10 stood on the front porch of his old house,

228 College Park, remembering the days when housemates would

launch water balloons out the windows. “We never hit anyone … at
least not that we know of,” he said.

And at the Class of 1967 party, three members of the Class of

1977 snuck in. “We want to see what we’ll look like in 10 years,”
they said. Analysis? Pretty good.

Alumni munched on 95 trays of Milano’s subs, danced to six DJs

and two bands, rode around campus on 24 golf carts and donated
$2.5 million to their reunion funds to support future students.

And everyone is invited to do it again June 7-9, 2013.
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CHRISTINE BATES ’12

CLEVELAND

WHAT IS CLEVELAND’S
GREATEST HIT?

Win or lose, Cleveland’s professional sports teams have some of the
most loyal fans in the nation.
By combining that devotion with UD’s passion for Flyer basketball, the Cleveland alumni chapter

found the perfect mix for its alumni events.

“We might not have the best pro teams, but we show up,” said chapter president Carla Rossi ’05. “It’s

something we can bond over.”

In a large city where the east-west twain rarely meet and 40-mile drives on I-90 can separate far-flung

suburbs, Rossi and her husband, Craig ’07, have spent the past year bringing together more than 3,000
alumni from east, west and all parts in between in the spirit of Flyer and Cleveland sports love.

Alumni eagerly gobbled up tickets purchased for UD nights at Indians and Cavaliers

games, and gamewatches for the Flyers’ matchups against Xavier and the first round

of the NCAA women’s basketball tournament proved to be popular draws. The chapter

hosted gamewatches at Buffalo Wild Wings in Strongsville, owned by Jerry Franklin

’74 and daughter Colleen Franklin ’02, and Mullarkey’s Pub in Willoughby, owned by
another parent-child team — John Bowers ’76 and son Kevin Bowers ’06.

Another gamewatch spot, Eddy and Iggy’s bar in Lakewood, doesn’t

“My classmates and my years in
ROTC. It was my calling. I received
Regular Army commission and had
a great 30-year career because of
it.” —Clinton A. Hodder

have direct UD ties, but the owner has become quite fond of Cleveland’s
Flyer Faithful.

“We had a really great turnout there,” Rossi said. “The owner

even calls us now when UD games are coming up and asks if we’d
like him to host it.”

Lest one think that Cleveland alumni only unite for sports-

“The trip to New York City for the
final rounds of the NIT in 1962 and
performing with the Flyerettes in
Madison Square Garden.”
—Frances Straukamp Hageman

related programming, a Christmas off Campus celebration in

“Amazing restaurants, professional
football, baseball and basketball,
huge theater scene, local breweries, good variety of comedy clubs
and the ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF
FAME.” —Christopher Radak ’05
“The WEST SIDE MARKET is such a
bustling place and is a great way for
people in
Cleveland
to spend
a Saturday
morning while
supporting
local businesses. It’s
in a great location, the vendors are
super friendly and the food is delicious.” —Leah Warner ’14
“A great area for food lovers is the
TREMONT neighborhood. It’s a spot
for award-winning restaurants and
features one of our most famous local
chefs in Michael Symon, who runs the
restaurant Lolita.” —Molly Geib ’12

“The International Club, where
I met many nice and interesting
people, including my husband
Ahid Nashif ’65. And let’s not forget
Brother Paul’s!” —Joann Simonton
Nashif
“Using the rental typewriter at the
library to type term papers.”
—Cecilia Angerer Andzik-Grewe
“Being the very first UD mascot
my sophomore year. We had to
make our own uniform with an old
inflatable (which didn’t inflate) flyer
rescue outfit filled with 10 pillows
donated by Founders Hall residents
for each football and basketball
game.” —Jim O’Hora
“Lynne Bracken ’63 became Lynne
Thies.” —Jim Thies

Lakewood drew a strong crowd, as did a Christmas

decorating event at St. Aloysius Church on the east side.

Sometimes, the group doesn’t need sports or UD tra-

ditions to have fun. Last winter, the chapter hosted Beer

School, a two-hour course at Cleveland-based Great
Lakes Brewing Co. Rossi said one attendee noticed

someone she hadn’t seen since their 2002 gradu-

ation, and the two have now rekindled their
college friendship.

FRANK PAUER

“Dumpster diving for the mimeographs of the ROTC tests provided
both good grins and good grades.
Trying to understand why the cafeteria swiss “steak” was Technicolor
led to some mirthful discussions.”
—Tom Bodie

gave way to the presidency of John F. Kennedy, 805 stu-

STEPHANIE LEFELD ’13

Our greatest memories,
from the Class of 1962:

s the Cold War raged and the Eisenhower administration

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lasting memories
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

POSTCARDS

The Reunion Weekend Class of 1962 in Nazareth Courtyard

“Being a UD alum means you’re family

for life, wherever you are,” Rossi said.

—Shannon Shelton Miller

“Cleveland offers great entertainment. There’s sports, theater, public
parks, museums and other hidden
gems such as the A CHRISTMAS
STORY HOUSE AND MUSEUM. The
attraction is an old Victorian house
used in the movie A Christmas
Story.” —Colleen McHugh ’12
“Check out the WEST PARK neighborhood — great places to dine,
drink, support UD games on TV, play
intramurals and live.” —Mallory
Carlson ’05
“Instant access to LAKE ERIE.”
—David Thorne

For more information about alumni events in Cleveland or with alumni in your chapter, go to alumni.udayton.edu.
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GOOD WORKS

HIDDEN TREASURE

Mike and Sue McCall in their original 300-level seats in UD Arena.

Coming together
Three couples got together to have a party

the way to forming his own company. BASS

But their UD bond also comprises gratitude

hand-held devices used widely today.

and watch some Flyer basketball.

for the past and a commitment to the future.
n n n

Inc. was the early leader in the radio-frequency
n n n
Beth Madison Pasternak ’76 and Gary Pas-

Sue and Mike McCall ’68 have been follow-

ternak ’76 met on a basketball court at UD. Gary

connected to campus since he graduated in

cal engineering studies took precedence. Ath-

ing the Flyers, living in Dayton and staying
1968 and they were married in 1969. As for most

was a Flyer walk-on for a year before his electriletics played a major role in Beth’s transition

party at the house of Claire and Stan Duzy ’70,
they came.

Stan Duzy, looking back at a career that in-

cluded being chief administrative officer at Kennametal in Pittsburgh, said he was reminded of

a motto not yet coined when he started — Learn.
Lead. Serve. In his career’s early stages, he said,

They say the story is found between the

“I was in a learning mode. Then I became in-

lines. But sometimes the story is laid out before

When I retired, I became more involved in ser-

For those using a letterpress system, set-

volved in leadership roles, running companies.

the letters even hit the paper.

vice.

ting out the letters

moved to UD.”

ize we had a lot of luck. We were blessed. There

ning of a process

“But we have to buy basketball tickets.”

tion, realizing that their parents had to sacrifice

lucky.”

Arena was just opening and, well, they are Fly-

she said, “if they hadn’t sacrificed, we wouldn’t

newlyweds, times were lean: Sue remembers
Mike saying, “If we didn’t have to pay Woodman Park Apartments $137.50 a month, we’d be
doing all right.

They may have needed a car more, but the

ers.

That they stayed in Dayton after gradua-

to UD. “My high school field hockey team,” she
said, “just gathered up its sticks and balls and

And they, too, were grateful for a UD educa-

to give them a private, Catholic education. But,
be who we are today.”

Who they are and what they do took them

“My wife and I did work hard. We also real-

are other people who work hard but aren’t that
Stan and Claire have established a scholar-

ship for student-athletes who are first-genera-

when it had a very active presence on campus.

methods of printing. Whether it was for statio-

lives at Mount Saint John in Beavercreek, Ohio,

by organizing the designated type — one letter

Brother Joe Mariscalco, S.M. ’62, who now

operated the letterpress system until 1998. With

nery, a brochure or a flyer, the process began
at a time.

Laid out backward in preparation for the

is only the begin-

transfer of ink to paper, the type was set into a

that’s stamped in

locked up, it would then go into the press. But

their

forever.

heavy steel frame called a chase. Squared and
it wasn’t an automatic finish. Mariscalco would

memories

then pull down a lever that would lock the chase

into place and work with the press’s distinct

In a dark cor-

tion college students. The McCalls and the Pas-

ner of College Park

money and their time.

contraption called

ternaks also support the University with their

Center, an obscure

Mike McCall has served on the athletic advi-

a platen press sits,

Advisory Council for UD’s entrepreneurship pro-

rows of comput-

rhythm as he placed the paper in and pulled the

paper out. And once you had put in the paper,

“get your hand out right away . . . it’s going to

tion was partly a matter of luck. McCall, who

away from Dayton to Ocean City, N.J. Gary’s en-

injury, was a fifth-year senior with most of his

of manager of corporate facilities for the Camp-

sory board and now serves on the Crotty Center

tucked

and coaching.

grams.

ers. Although the piece seems out of place, it

a master’s in printing technology, he put his de-

press, but he still couldn’t avoid the very notice-

Stan and Claire Duzy by opening their home for

California Job Case, which contains drawer af-

“I haven’t seen one of those [presses] in a

iscalco, now 84, said he probably should’ve worn

talk a little about sports and about what the Uni-

numbers and images of the University’s logo

had redshirted on the football team because of
courses done when a couple of his Phi Beta Alpha brothers suggested he try a course or two in
an emerging field — computer science.

“I fell in love with Fortan,” he said. That

helped him land a job at NCR Corp. And, when

gineering career has taken him to the position

bell Soup Co. Beth has had a career in teaching
n n n
The McCalls have been connected to UD for

he had the insight that supermarkets could

years; the Pasternaks had been away. But when

then passed for hand-held collection devices —

ful were invited — in conjunction with the A-10

more easily change prices with the use of what
that could be connected by radio — he was on

both couples and others among the Flyer Faith-

basketball tournament in Atlantic City — to a
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The Pasternaks are following the example of

isn’t completely alone — it’s neighbored by a

gatherings so UD people can get together, maybe

ter drawer of type featuring individual letters,

versity of Dayton meant to them and will mean

and presidential seal.

to others.

—Thomas M. Columbus

print whether you’ve got paper or not,” said Mariscalco.

behind

And while the letterpress system sits in the

shadows of digital print, a few remember a time

gree to use for 44 years.

long time,” he chuckled. His retirement marked
the end of the press’s use on campus.

His hands were lucky enough to escape the

able ink-stained fingers. Thinking back, Margloves.

The ink stains on Mariscalco’s fingers faded

Brother Joe Barrish, S.M. ’50, noted the

away years ago, but the memory of the letter-

process that would set the foundation for later

—Rachel Sebastian ’13

great level of skill required in this intricate

press made a lasting impression.
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PERCEPTIONS

Galveston

‘Untitled’

Mac and I were in the first row, so I could see

the fire in his eyes and the blood on his lip. He
still was a force on the ice, but not because of his

By Ken Bilderback ’79

W

skills. He was ruthless and knew he could get

andering around the bus depot

away with anything because the World Hockey

in New Orleans, trying to figure

League needed him and the refs were in on it.

out where to go next, I looked at a

I wondered why he wasn’t satisfied to retire

slip of paper my mother had given

gracefully.

me; she said that if I found myself in Galveston,

After the game Mac and I talked more about

Texas, I should call “Mac,” her Women’s Army

my mother. My mother, Mac said, was happier

Corps buddy from World War II. So I planned a

in the past than in the present.

side trip to Galveston.

I haven’t seen Mac since then. I still don’t

It started out fine, with a bus full of Mardi

understand my mother. I still don’t know what

Gras partiers not yet ready to stop celebrating.

prompted her to seek her brief burst of adventure

Before long, however, most of the revelers got

in the Army and then turn so timid later in life.

off in the small coastal communities of Louisi-

In 1974 I didn’t see the juxtaposed coinci-

ana and Texas. I stood outside the depot in one

dences of coming to value my mother’s past and

small town; the air was yellow and burned my

watching Gordie Howe devalue his as metaphori-

eyes and lungs. At another bus station there

cal. All these decades later I still don’t. They just

was a water fountain, over which you could still

both happened on a long bus trip I took when I

make out the words “Whites only” beneath the

was 18.

thin, peeling layer of paint.

My mother preached tolerance, although

After high school, Bilderback delivered pizzas un-

I remember her always being uncomfortable

til he had saved enough money for a 30-day Greyhound

when around a black person. My mother always

bus pass. He then went off to see America on a trip that

had been an enigma to me, from racial politics

to her murky personal history. My mother had

was very timid. Yet she loved to tell stories about

Then I saw the medal. First I thought it was

By Thomas M. Columbus

I

opened my sock drawer and a pile of memo-

the Chaminade medal from UD, the kind that

The spring day started as one of joy. Su-

from the embrace of Dayton to face the unknown

to go to work on the last day of her full-time em-

front was a raised image of hands on a basketball

point in the life of one of our granddaughters —

words, “Xenia / 9th Grade Tournament / First

ries fell out.

UD graduates now receive as they break away

zanne, my wife of 46 years, was getting up

world. But no, it was an earlier vintage. On the

ployment. The day before we had watched a high

moving toward a basket. On the obverse were the

Molly. Her CYO fourth-grade girls volleyball team

Place / 1996.”

about to host Easter dinner for both our children,

longer than he had lived. I thought of his love for

other assorted relatives and friends, numbering

ball team, he played with passion.

the beginning of a three-week beach vacation.

His son, a transfer student, competed with Ben,

won the local championship. Suzanne and I were
their spouses and all four grandchildren plus
altogether about three dozen. The next day was
Life was good.

Not long before I had read a short medita-

tion by a writer recommended by an old friend.
It pointed out briefly that in the midst of times

of sorrow there is joy and in the midst of joy,
sorrow.

That morning, I found in the dresser drawer,

he fictionalized in his 2010 book, Wheels on the Bus:

under layers of socks and handkerchiefs, archae-

which the above is an abridged chapter.

credit-card information and other debris.

So I thought of our youngest child, now dead

basketball. Sixth man on his ninth-grade basketI thought of a man I met soon after Ben died.

an intense competitor, for playing time on that

freshman basketball team. The man said his

son told him that no one had welcomed him —
a freshman from another city — more than Ben,
his competitor, had.

I thought, I sat, I felt the old shudder in my

spine and water in my eyes.

And I thought of Molly and her teammates,

ological deposits of old photographs, outdated

her friends, playing hard together and snatching

F

hard way — by doing.

vows to heart. He couldn’t cook, do laundry or

ments into my family’s church on a

nearly half a century, and everyone in town

took care of our sick mother for a decade before

the life of my father, a man he had

never met.

“He used to get gas at Sohio back in the day,”

wrote Michael Criner on a Facebook page devoted

vance. He simply showed up. The Marianists al-

in the window and said, ‘How ya doing, Lucky?’

own terms right up to the last moment. He still

other stone in the foundation of our youth has

Creme every morning, still made the weekly trek

Sex, Drugs, Rock ’n’ Roll, All on a Bus in 1974, of

few if any friends while I was growing up and

Champions

joy from the uncertainties of life.

Soft-serve celebration

her adventures in college and in the Army. In

her stories, she was athletic and confident, yet
the woman I knew was fragile and afraid. She

By Teri Rizvi ’90

hated the Vietnam War, yet she was more proud

ather Jim Fitz, S.M., carried his vest-

of her World War II service as an Army second
lieutenant than she was of anything else she

humid July morning to help celebrate

ever did.

I don’t think any of that entered into my

decision to visit Mac. When I got to Galveston,

I expected to call, make my mother happy and

—Anita Kowalski ’00
www.anitakowalski.com

get a free meal.

I called from the bus station. “I’ll fix din-

Father Jim didn’t call the parish priest in ad-

ways seem to know when you need their gentle

ner!” Mac said. “You’re from Detroit! Do you like

presence the most.

can go to a game!”

just as he would have gotten a kick out of the po-

My 80-year-old father would have loved that,

hockey? Gordie Howe plays in Houston now! We

He ran an ice cream store in Vandalia for

knew him.

to Vandalia memories. “(He) slid his credit card
RIP, my smiling friend.” Another wrote, “Ancrumbled.”

Others thanked him for giving them their

operate a microwave, but he stepped up and
she died nearly six years ago. He took her out to
dinner and to get her hair done. He helped her to

dress. He learned enough cooking skills to get by.

We feel blessed that he lived his life on his

barked orders from his chair at the Airline Dairy
to Lebanon, Ohio, to bet on the horses.

Earlier in July, he joined us for a simple

I stayed up late talking to Mac. Mac told sto-

could have. She was a pretty girl and the smart-

he more than once had denied he was my father

lice officer solemnly saluting the funeral proces-

first jobs. He gave me and my siblings our first

Sunday supper of hamburgers and corn on the

mother. My mother’s stories always featured

Mac came to think my mother “didn’t re-

fairs. The mention of alleged affairs caused Mac

lia, Ohio, where my father built a business and

make and weigh creamy soft-serve cones and

old father, and, true to form, my dad chatted

got a letter almost 10 years after they went their

“I never have understood what she saw in

ries of the same adventures I had heard from my

est of all of us.”

and that he accused my mother of having af-

sion winding through the tiny town of Vanda-

to sadly shake her head and issue a little snort.

a life and raised four children who will never

her as the star; Mac’s stories tended to feature

ally like men,” so she was surprised when she

es, long nights on the streets of Philadelphia

separate ways announcing my mother’s engage-

him. …” Then she brightened and said, “But

after the marriage although they didn’t seem

have had you!”

ensemble casts. But there were stories of dancand New York, and flirting with the injured

soldiers they treated. These single WACs found
many dashing young soldiers to date, and soon,

one by one, each found the one she wanted to

ment. Mac visited the happy young couple soon
very happy.

“I don’t know what your mother ever saw in

settle down with. My mother was different.

your father,” she told me. I told Mac about the

the whole time I knew her,” Mac told me. “She

lent and irrational behavior. I even told her that

“I don’t think she went on a single date

seizures my father had and his increasingly vio-
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if she hadn’t married your father she wouldn’t

forget him.

For all who knew and loved him, he was sim-

ply unforgettable.

paychecks, too. He taught us how to properly
bake trays of huge soft pretzels. We knew never
to ask off during the Air Show parade, the busiest night of the year.

When he learned that I was importing a

He was the “Godfather of Vandalia,” the pa-

husband from Pakistan, he uttered these infa-

ery time I demanded to know why she made us

ous soul. He attended the University of Dayton

proceeded to call him “son” for the next 30 years.

much sense to me.

him to serve during the Korean War, so he

That was the same thing my mother said ev-

triarch of our family, a generous and gregari-

stay with my father. The argument never made

for only one year before the U.S. Army drafted

The next day I went to watch Gordie Howe.

learned about managing a small business the

mous words, “I wish he had an oil well.” Then he
My dad was not a complicated man. By ex-

ample, he gave his children a strong work ethic
and showed what it means to take your wedding

cob. A friend brought her family and 85-year-

away with Mary’s dad as though they were best
buddies.

It was a special moment that illuminated my

father’s life. The man did not know a stranger.

He created bonds instantly, and he was loyal to
his family and friends.

When waitresses, bank tellers — even a

priest who never met you — pay their respects at
your funeral, you’ve made a mark.

My dad lived a life worth celebrating.
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PARTING WORDS

E
M
L
L
E
T
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T
I
T
U
O
AB
A little, lonely tree

promise, hope, poten-

tral Mall, and the stu-

of what has sprouted on

stands in the vast Cendents embrace it.

campus, a liveliness in

Not literally — you

the setting, a simplic-

won’t find them hug-

ity of meaning. I saw a

ging this twig. But

didn’t have roots deep

readers through Face-

enough to embrace all

book to help us choose

I wanted to tell in the

a cover for the autumn

story

issue, current and rechose

students
the

That’s why I love

asking questions and
gaining

feedback.

Most often, I discover
something

I

knew to look for.

never

James

Kiel-

During those calls, students also hear
you say that preserving the student
experience is essential, that enriching
academic programs is vital, that serving
our world is critical. You want a UD
education to remain accessible, and
you want your pride in UD’s reputation
to soar.

pus in 50 years.

sapling,

trate “deep roots.”

of

baso’s first trip to cam-

often

pictured here, to illus-

“We want to hear what our lives are
going to be like,” says senior Alyssa
Marynowski, who talks to alumni as a
student caller for UD’s Annual Fund.

Charlie Brown tree that

when we asked our

cent

Your times on campus.
Your life far from it.

tial. They saw evidence

What I came to see

Not knowing
the question

Like when I wan-

was that the little tree
wasn’t about him — it
was about them.

We received hun-

dreds of votes on the
cover, and I should be

careful not to compart-

mentalize our readers
or second-guess their

dered into new student orientation and sat in Formica-

reasoning. When I posted the images, I wasn’t looking

I expected to learn what they thought of the first-year

wanted to know whether yellow leaves were preferred

topped desks with more than a dozen first-year students.
read, This I Believe II: More Personal Philosophies of Remarkable

Men and Women. In the chit-chat din of a room merci-

fully darkened for this early hour, we discovered we had

something in common: We all lived in Marycrest. Their
“lived” was quite recent, as in that’s where they awoke

over green ones, whether statues gave the image meanwe relate to this place, how we see ourselves reflected in
this campus, how we learn we belong.

These are answers to a question I never knew to ask

from people who share with me a common connection.

experience. For me, “lived” was 1990, when I was barely

a building. But UD is never just a school, something to

18 and the Humanities Center was but a patch of grass
with a mammoth forsythia bush.

Alyssa hopes she’ll hear you say
that, too.

ing or diluted its purpose. Instead, I got a glimpse of how

a half hour ago and rolled out of bed, down the hill to
the Humanities Center and into their first UD classroom

A strong UD is sustained through
commitments to the Annual Fund.

for a straight tally to tell us which we should choose; I

A magazine cover may be just a photo, a dorm just

TEXT: Donate $10 by
texting UDFUND to 20222*

which we can all agree no matter how deep our roots.

TYPE: udayton.edu/give

Marycrest is just a building — bricks and bathrooms

open for the person coming after us.

And while a tree is just a tree, in it students saw
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TALK: 888-253-2383

—Michelle Tedford ’94
Editor

A one-time donation of $10 will be
added to your mobile phone bill or
deducted from your prepaid balance.
All donations must be authorized
by the account holder. All charges
are billed by and payable to your
mobile service provider. Service is
available on most carriers. Donations
are collected for the benefit of the
University of Dayton by the Mobile
Giving Foundation and subject to
the terms found at www.hmgf.org/t.
You can unsubscribe at any time by
texting STOP to short code 20222; text
HELP to 20222 for help.

CHRISTINE BATES ’12

and doors we walk through every day, holding them

*Messaging and data rates may apply.
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TIME
LAPSE
In 1958, football was
king and Angi Bianco,
queen. Homecoming
was “a day a month
long,” reported the
Daytonian, and “Helen
of Troy” — built by the
Art Club and pulled by
warriors in tube socks
— won second place
in the float contest.
Fall no longer brings
mile-long parades,
but football continues
to reign. Oct. 27, the
Flyers take on the
San Diego Toreros
for the 10th Surf and
Turf game and golf
fundraiser in sunny
California. (See P. 57.)

Photos: Right, courtesy
of University archives;
above,
Teresa Peretta
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